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Your Future and Your Nation
r

'By ~EXFORD GUY TUGWELL*
II

are gr~duating now from college have reached ~
commenc~ment at a time of crisis. Your country'
in the years just ~ead will be deciding in what sense Qf '/
OU WHO

.

Y your

the word it is a 'n tion; and whether it shall control the
exploitation of hu. an beings and of natural resources or
whether it shall su~cumb to the anarchic economic forces
which are loosed in1 the absence of those controls. If this
crisis were war, as; the last great one was, you would be
required to serve aJtively in one way or anoth~r and you
'W9uld have to live obt the rest of your lives in the kind of
world determined bY\its conseque.nces. Constitutional crises
may seem to you less dramatic and problems of conservation
less immediate, than ~tuaJ war with its call to training, its
movement to.the sce4e of conflict, its dangers and its hardships. But they areijust as serious, just as full' of consequence for future yearS; and the obligation to participate in
them is even peater, Your physical aid would be wanted
in war; it is your sphHtual aid which is wanted now.
The issue we fac~1 is not one which is new. It nas been
awaiting an answer or many years.. Meanwhile we have
temporized on the adv·ce of those who said that our governance lay in a flexiblr constitution., It has now become
obvJous that the flexi;ility of which we heard was an imputed attribute of t~e judicial mind. They were -poor
prophets who said t at the powers of the union would
always be sufficient to control an industry which thorew its
iron body across the c untry, to require of it decency, the
duties of service, and po-operative efforts to Hft our levels
of living. They have t\urned out not to exist when we need
them most. And the ,uestion before our people, the only
question worth discusshlg now, is whether we shall once for

.1

I

• Commencement address by br. R. G. Tugwell, Under Secretary of Agriculture,
at the University of New Mexico,l: Albuquerque, june 10, 1985.
'
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all say that national questions shall have national solutions.
Considerations, such as party politics, or region~l aggrandizement, or power and place for. any mali or group of men
are perhaps tolerable when the issues of day-to-day legisla':'
tion or administr~tion are involved. I ask you to Ifegard
what I say now ag something apart from these; and ~ome
thing, too, about which we can be deadly serious. N <> man
ever kept his temper or his sense o{ humor in an ~arthquake. It would be incredible effrontery if he did. \ Arid
this is no time to be casual or humorous about the s~te of
the nation. The .social ~ystem into which you have thought
Y.9u might grow,. the economic arrangements from which
you have expected employment and opportunity, the modern
fact of nationality, itself, have suddenly been called in question. We are exposed to dangers of internal strife. And
.
all of us are called on to. do our part.
You have learned from your books and your teachers,
from your experience of life and work what this modern
world is like. You know about its drawing together, the
shortening of time and space. You know about industry
and labor; how the deman.d for shoes· and clothes in your
region keeps the factories going in New E~gland; how your
wool . and your cattle are of consequence to the Snuth; .how
: the Ia?or conditio~s which cause a strike in Detroit se~ yo~
afoot lip New MexIco; how the markets for goods and securIties affect the living of every citizen. This is the familiar
stuff of life to you. You have expected that there would
always be sufficient wisdom among statesm~n to see that
citizens everywhere had protection when' their livings, and·
their liberties.. were in jeopardy. When farmers suffer from
the long grind of low prices for their products they have
come to believe that there is a remedy against this m~n
made fate. Growers of wheat in Kansas or growers of cot- .
ton in Mississippi no longer expect to trust State action
to secure higher prices in New York or Massachusetts. Nor
is State action expected by workers and by citizens gen~

:

.

.
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erally to pI:otect their common interests; the belief is that
the generalizing and equitable hand of the Federal Governm~nt will adjust arid conciliate,· securing to each his liberty
and to each group its rights, because only the Federal government reaches frbm source to market of goods and from
the furnishing to the sale of services.
Economists invariably regard, demand as the beginning
of what grows to be a cycle of consumption, production,
exchange and distribution. When conditions in 'Chicago are
such that demand is stopped" production, 'wherever it may
take place, is also stopped. If production stops, raw materials must cease to move from every part of the country,
exchange is interrupted, and there are no goods and services
to be di~tributed. And if there is no distribut~on there can
be no demand because there is no income with which to buy.
. These processes OCCur in these times on a gigantic scale.
The economic structure is afar~fl.ung and delicate network
of interrelationships held ·together by customs which have
grown more comple4 and more sensitive as time has passed.
No thread of this network can be touched anywhere without~
causing the whole fabric to quiver even at its outmost
frontiers.
The price of wheat for Kansas is determined in central
markets like Chicagp; the demand for shoes is also partly
fixed there since farrhers spend their wheat money for shoes,
as well as other things. But the .wages of workers in shoe _
factories are also determined partly by what Kansas farmers can pay. So close and so deIlcate are these relationships
and so intimately~colilcer~ed with the welfare of fp.:rmers, of
workers, and of citizens generally, that mismanagement or
selfish withholding anywhere in the system constitutes an
intolerable interruption. All these processes were once '
automatic in the senJse that they were governed by competition; but competition was only good' so long as ~t existed.
When monopoly began to intrude, when labor began to
unionize, when markets came to be controlled, interference
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to restore the smooth flow of the process had to 'be resorted·
to.
The system became nlore and more vulnerable to this
kind of interference, too, as the scale widened, as. relationships became more interwoven and del.icate, as markets became more determinant" and' as financial controls were
tightened. Long ago we began to suppress monopoly; but
this did not pr~lude large-scale operations, the control of·
prices or the centralized management of credits. And these
were the forces which had to be made' to function in the
general interest. The government long ago entered these
fields in one way or another because it had to. This was, of
course, resented by those who, if the government did not d<?
these things, could manage them for their own profit. No
one objects to others' profits provided the getting of them' is
consistent with the other purposes of the economic system.
And only to that extent, and very reluctantly, has regulation
been approved. But the system has so. obviously required
co-operation, it has so obviously extended itself over wide
areas and with such intricate relationships, that goyernmental bodies have been forced forward in the protection
of vociferous inj ured .interests.
In this process, so familiar, so, obvious to even the
casual student of economics, the tendency has been to follow
where the system itself led. The system grew because it
became more efficient as it grew, and government had to
follow or to resigp itself to impotence., The issue now is
whether that impotence was intended to be imposed on. us
by our ancestors, and whether, if it was, we are to be bound
by their intention.
1 The existence of all the world to which your thinking
and your expectations have become adjusted is now doubted.
Yob have either to unlearn all that· has s~med to you so
obvious or you have to require that, it shall actually come
into being. For both you and your teachers have assumed
too much. Because it seemed to you sensible and obvious
~
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you have come to ~hink that powers exist which, when in
times of crises the~ were required, could be called upon to
establish recovery ~rom depression by correcting inequities
in the system of prices, by preventing the diminution of
purchasing power, Jby enlarging the production of goods
and by protecting the weak against the strong. You have
thought that Ctmgress might do,these things and you mayor
may not have understood that its power to do so necessarily
rested on constructive extensions of the constituti6n. You
are sufficiently famiUar with the fact that tne constitution
was written in"'a time when commerce in the modern sense
did not exist. And, if you have considered the 'foundation
for Federal ,regulation at all you have thought, perhaps,
that reasonable interpretation had permitted us to grow
naturally and easily jnto the system with which you were
familiar. This is exactly what did happen. And because of
this reasonableness and easy growth; and because of the
optimism of liberal ~awyers it was thought to be sufficient.
But some years ago, rgughly about the time of the
Great War, perhaps somewhAt because of-it, there beg;an in
this nation an industrial revolution whose profound Significance is being registered in our present crisis. It increased
the tempo of economic change, it precipitated the depression, and it proved t~ move too fast for the accommodation
of judicial theory. lNrst we. found ourselves in economic
ruins .and now we find ourselves deprived of effective means
for reconstruction. The instrurn.ent which, more than any
otner, was the cause of all these difficulties and later dissensions was scientific management. The idea was an invention of Frederick W. Taylor. It consisted" of the injection
into industrial prQcesses of careful measurement, ,p,ecision'
of arrangement, and analysis of materials and ~otions.
Applied by enthusiasts as it was, it came,' in conjunction
with the cheapening of power and the improvement of the
machines, close to making. work in the old sense obsolete.
It was put at the service of an industry which was operated
I
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by independent businesses seeking profits both by higher.
prices and by lowered costs. Startlingly lowered costs I
resulted from sci.entific management; and at the same time,
for various other reasons, and by 'various other inventions,
more perfect ways of controlling and maintaining prices
, were invented. Paradoxically we came into possession all
at once of a perfected instrument for raising the level of
living by increased production and of another equally perfect one for preventing that increase by segregating the
gains for a small group in favored controlling positions.
The reasonable thing to do in such a situation is either to
reverse ~the technical trend toward large scale anp private
control or to accept it and turn it definitely toward social
uses. ,That can be done. We can have the efficiency of large
operations; and this efficiency can be used to raise the levels
of living.
. Throughout th~ decooe of the twenties scientific management was coming into its own. Costs of producing
things were steadily being lowered; precision became a fetish; we learned to arrange various materials so that they
converged on an assembly line in just the wanted amounts.
at exactly the required intervals; we found new sources ·.of
power, we went on inventing new materials and machines.
All this might have resulted in higher. wages or lower prices
and so in a market which expanded as fast as did our capacity to produce. But neither happen~d. Our domestic market
did expand somewhat, but not Because consUmers had.
higher incomes, only because they were able to borrow· be-'
yond their incomes. We devised a' clever way,' also, of e~
panding foreign markets which was similar. We loan~d
our creditors the money with which to buy our goods; and
we loaned them far more than was warranted by-their
capacity to pay.
This policy of expanding production but not income had
its fated consequence in 1929. A'nd we then began to examine with frightened haste the possible causes
, for calamity in

¢
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the midst of prosperity. We had not lost our power, our
machines, or our science of management. Our factories
were just where they had been; our workers as skillful as
ever-but everything was paralysed. Those ~ho might buy
were everywhere burdened with the debts of past buying.
The treasuries of corporations' yere loaded with sterile
profits-sterile becau~e,eorporatiGns consume surplus only
in preparation for enlarged production. As:we surveyed the
wreck we could see that the gains of those immensely prosperous years had go.ne for purposes pther than, enl~rgjng
the needed market for goods, and thrt the paralYSIS was
, largely induced by th~, failure of priees to reach such an
adjustment. that the general distribution of 'goods could
occur. Surpluses of goods began to pile up, especially in
agriculture where production ordinarily goes op'regardless
of markets or prices. )' iBut in other industries the failure of
buying power was m~~ by shutting down. And our magnificent plant came to a -,tandstill. It could produce few goods
.
because the ability to ff~ire them was restricted.
• Formerly such (}rIS~ ~ were met by gradual readjust'ment. Bankruptcy ca~edl for debts; prices were lowered to
meet lowered incomes;1 slilrpluses found their own markets
in time. In this crisi1 government was called on as it ,always must be. in emer~encies. ~But it was called ~n first to
prevent bankruptcy ra~her than to readjust prices so that
production might begi~ aga.in.; This error was at least partially corrected by the $\.A.A., which moved to restore buying power to the, farmets. And the NRA, though it was not
used to correct indust~al price,'inequities directly, at least
moved to prevent the ~urden of depression from falling ,ont",
the workers whose buyi~g power was indispensible to ·recov-·
ery; furthermore the I Emergency Relief Administration,
taking as its rule the lfresident's announced policy that no
American should go hU~lgry began at least a partial restora!
~
tion of buying power. i

'~'

!
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The economic measures most needed for a quick and
permanent recovery were debt adjustment and equalization
.
of prices and working conditions throughout the wljl(lle
economy of the nation. The depression did not occui in
Georgia or Montana or Pennsylvania. It struck the nation
everywhere withJequal and cataclysmic force. It was ob~
vious that national measures and only those could be of any'
help. This was a time for testing the Federal powers; the
distress was great, the need immediate. The President
could ·not wait for years of debate.. He knew that millions
were threatened with the loss of their homes and their livings; and he moved with a courage and skill which was
everywhere applauded to bring the government into the
people's service. He had a way out and ,he took it. And he
saved the nation. Americans have not forgotten how true
this is. In two years they cannot forget.
It seems noW that his efforts'were not well regarded by
those who had formerly found it· possible to use governmental powers in their own ways. And it seems that he
leaned too heavily on the assumption ~hat institutions, are
the instruments of hum~n, need. The formerly privileged
now applaud the strict constructionists. And between them
they seek to prevent the use of the only sufficient powers
available for recovery from ,this depr~ssion or for prevention of the next one.
~
Aside from this presently dispu:ted field of commerce
which is so important to the integration of the industrial
system, there are some other matters which are open again
to question. ·W~ have been learning, in the years just past,
to think in terms of a national land problem. Is it wrong
to think of our greatest asset in this generalized social way?
It seems- to me impossible to secure the foundations of life
for our successors in any other way~ Drought, flood, and
disaster know no local divisions. Is it improper for a foresighted Federal government to take ~easuresjor relief and
even for preveFltion? You have not thought it wrong in this

.

.

~
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region to develop a natioPfll
drought relief administration .'
I
'
or to develop a grazing and land conservation policy. How
wo~ld this State and this S@uthwest re~ion con~rol the cultivatIOn of surplus acr~s or prevent the destructIve overgrazing of your rangelanrlsexcept as it was done co-oper~tively?'
There is a kind of qresham's law il!l these matters. The
worst practices triudtph temporarilylover' the best if they
ar'e brought into co~petition. This kind of agricultural
laissez faire has alre~dy ~educed 'the productivity of hundreds of millions of a~res of crop and grazingJand and has
strewn once product~ve areas' with hopeless rural slums.
The supporting hand of a co-operative government is needed
i f "
to repair the past da~age from these causes and to prevent
Ipore of it in future. ! rarmers yvho see a; hope of. rehabiJ.itation see no threat ~o their liperties in this kind of help.
No region of the: country has benefited mor'~ from the
long developmen~ of lfederal p~anning and control than has
the Southwest; none !leeds it more in the future. ,The temporary tragedies of drbught and flood have approached your
land. The, stony abandoned pastures of New England and
the wasted infertile ateas scattered through the South are
instances of the longe~ and slower disasters which somehow
you must escape. Thht soil, out of which the ancient cul- ""'.
ture of the Pueblos \grew and upon. which the Spanish
founded a genuine civillization has to be protected from now
on by strenuous measures if your present civilization is not
to be undermined. For temporary tragedies relief: for
permanent ones prev~ntion: to these policies the government must remain committed.'
.
I regard as fort4nate the .recent reversal 'of policy.
which will give the NavaJo~ a new weapon in their old
struggle with nature. ;, The ittdividualistic pattern in which
.
it was sought to cast their problems was certainly unsuitable to a people with ai strong sense of tribal and 'communal
~re now.
freed from those pressures
. responsibility. They ,
which have created di~astrous crises for them as
they have
,
-.;
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for their neighbors; the destruction of resources which
threatened their civilization, may still be averted. They can
now begin the arduous work of becoming once more themselves in their own ways. That, after all, is what all of us ·
want. You yourselves have unique capacities. Other
regions lack the Spanish strain which. runs through your
heritage. The early Spaniards had a kind of wisdom 'which
it might be well for us tQ recover. They began by ~nslaving
and destroying the native populations. But they gradulllY
dh~~overed better ways _of perfecting'laws which provided
foriindirectfradministration, with generous group a:utonomy,
reserving to the Crown th& guardianship of Indian life and
lands, and forbidding the alienation of Indian lands except
by the Crown itself. In New Mexico the res'ult was ']the.
per~etuation of ~he PU~blo. c!vilizations, with t~e~r lands,.
thell~ languages and theIr CIVIC, cultural, and relIgIOUS systems.. Mexico, even today, carries forward the Spanish'
t~hnique as a matter of course. 'We of the United States
can ito far *orse than follow the tolerance and forebearance
of the Spanish administrators.
More important than this problem of inter-racial tolerance i~ the example of the Spanish administrators in building upt the agricultural re~ources of the New World, including the American Southwest. On this tradition you can
safely rely in approaching your present problems. There
are those who think of the age of the conquistadores as one
of pure romance; others think of it as a period when "merciless tyrants, bigoted inquisitors, and insatiable gOld-hunters waded across the length and breadth of America through
oceans of blood, burning, plundering and giving" no good
tlJ~ng in retu~n for the rich harvest of gold and silver that
they reaped." Both of these views are incorrect, as everyone in the Southwest, who is familiar with the vestig~s of
that colorful past, realizes. From the outset of the Conquest the Spaniards began the great task of transplanting
their culture to the New World and of course the basic
element of that culture was the art of farming. '
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From the first efforts were made to transplant agriculture in a very pr tical manner. In 1524 Cortez wrote .
his sovereign asking hiJ!ll to give orders that no ship should
sail to America wit o~t bringing, its cargo of plants and
seed~. Said Cortez, I have also explained to Y08r Caesarian Majesty the nef<i f9r plants of all kinds; for every
species of agricultulje may flourish here; but nothing has
been so far provide<i, and I. again pray Your Majesty to
order a provision fr~m the Casa de Contratacion at Seville,
so that no, ship b,e a$lwed to sail without bringin,g a ~ertain
, -number of plants hich would favor the, population and
. prosperity of the cou try." Columbus on his second voyage
brought animals for Ibreeding purposes and seeds and slips
was followed by sUbs~quent
and plants. ,This '~xample
I
,
explorers andconqufstadores and the domestic pig, !sheep, .
dog, goat, rabbit, an~ horse, were among some of t~e animals imported. As Iearly as -1495, jacks, jennets, mares,
cattle, pigs, sheep, ri~e, mil,let, farm laborers and gardeners, ,
millwrights and blacksmiths, were -'rought. Wheat, fapes,
olives. sugar cane. flate palms. fiks. pomegranates\ were
transported to the New Word,.. as well as, apples, ipears,
plums, peaches, apricots, quinces, mulberries, o~anges,
ij,mes, and lemons, ~ll before the year of the' first English
settlement in North tAmerica..
Not only did S~ain 'bring in plants and seeds from the
mother country bU! from the other countries of the Old
WorId and one grea authority has said that during the,' time
of colonization no 'uropean power was spending more on
. agriculture than S p~in. I should like here to say som~thing
about other contrioutions made by ,.spain in mining, in
institutions of government, in. religion, in explo.ration, but .
at best I should be rephrasing knowledge common to ypu all.
The Spanish built the first citi~s, schools, and churches.,
They brought the first printing presses and made the first
books. They wr9te the first dictionary, history, and'"
geography. They transplanted here some of the best attributes of the Old World civilization generations before the
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Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock and three SpaI)ish universities in the New World .were rounding out"a century of
cultured existence before Harvard College wase-founded.
Upon this long t~adition you are right to Jean; it 'sets
your region apart; it makes available to all of us a cultural
heritage of immense richnessl~ It is in this connection that
I should like to pay tribute' to a great conquistador of the
spiritual frontier, a man who, with a Harvard education
and a New England background, found a congenial atmosphere in New Mexico and who made himself so much a part
of your life as to provide the most convincing evidence that
here you have the resources for a moral reconstruction of
our life. Knowing Bronson Cutting as I did, I was always
aware that part of his strength and fineness had its source
in your- Southwest. He represented the aspiJ;·ktions whi(!-h
are common to American progressives; but these had i a
reference always to the sun and the soil of this country he~e.
We think of the LaFollettes and Wisconsin together, as we
think of Norri~ and Nebraska. The same relationship·
existed between Cutting and New Mexico. His contributions to our economic and political life had, as a consequence,
this qoubl~ reference also. He worked for and with this
University and especially for the San Jose Training Sch901
which, under the University, is furnishing educatipnal privileges to your Spanish Americans. He was interested, as a
schol~ mi&,ht be, in developing the full story of the Southwest tradition. Its glamour fascinated him; he drew ,close to
\ .its inner meaning.
But above and beyond that his interests flowered out
until they became identified with ,those of his nation as a
whole. He was aware of nationality, possessively aware of
it, and determined, as few men I know pave been, to defend
the right of the government' to intervene when the livings
and the liberties of Americans were in jeopardy. The last
evening I spent with him in Washington was thus divided
between our common enthusiasm for th Southwest and a
learned interpretation he made for me of the pending legis-
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lation for the reform of the Federal Reserve Systecl. The
Governor of the Board, at whose h~me we were, c~nhded to
me afterward his astonishment at the profound understanding of a layman. It had not surprise,d me. It was a ~art of ,
a legislative duty, a national duty and it was simplt being
met in the careful and serious way which we had lea;rned to
", (;li
I,
expect from Bronson Cutting..
It is appropriate that your legislators should cpmbin,
their local and national interest in this way, just as it is
appropriate that this institution should do so. This l(Jniversity has made and is making contributions of which lA!Derican scholarship is rightly proud in archaeology a~d in a
rewriting of the history of the past, a past which stretches
backward for mQre than ten centuries. As this new!organized knowledge is made available by study in the field, in
the library, and in t~e laboratory, we.shall have a ~w ap- .
preciation of the men who fir~t strode with mightt steps
across the pages of History in New Spain. But the tJrniversity and the educated men whom it has trained can n~ver be
··content to look backward. They are looking forwar~. The
problems of land use, of Indian welfare, of preservi~g the
heritage of aboriginal culture and Civilization are the tasks
of the present and future, to be based on a knOWledge! of the
past. This. institution and this generation of studenlts and
graduates, aided by trained' technical and intellectual
achievement, have a responsibility, a responsibility for
, securing the future INew Mexico from the disasters which
follow the destructiOiIl of the soil~ from keeping the people
of a-proud and.virile race from exterminatioR ,by inappropriate controls.
:
Centering you,r interest as it is right for you to do in
the issues which are -meaningful for your own Southwest,
you are required, also, to expand those interests to include
issues which are nati«Imal. Neither the culture of your Indian
people nor of the descendants of the Spanish 'pioneers belongs· to you alone. The rest of us would refuse yoU that
monopoly even if you' chose to enforce it. And on other than

.
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culturalf·grounds, on economic and political ones, a rootedness in regional interests spreads up very quickly into the
national air. You are part of this nation; and this nation is
part of you. The interpenetration which has grown so
intricate cannot be torn apart. It -exists not alone for
reasons of sentiment, but also because we are committed to
it in practice. The question before us most vividly now is,
whether for the protection of a fiction we ought to pretend
that all this has not happened, that ,it is not really true. We
have gone that tortuous way under the guidance of the lawyers, building an elaborate superstructure of institutions
upon a foilndation we could never clearly see but which we
were told' existed. This was the great error. Either ~e
should not have allowed this interpretation to occur or we
~hould have made sure that -nothing could happen which
would savagely tear it apart~ I think we shall no longer be
willing to move blindly forward in a fog of casuistry.
, Now if ever'your generation is required to assume the
full stature of Americans, to' regard not only your .rootedness but also the sun, the air, the water, and the soil of your
environment as a definition of your sphere of interest. You
can make good the commitments of your tradition; you can
protect them from the destructive forces of reaction; they
will in turn provide you with the kind of a world for achievement which you have a right to expect; You, can have a system of institution which is as modern as the concrete and
steel of our architecture, as flexible and' efficient as the
science of factory management; and they can be turned to
the uses of the liberty, democracy and good living which
are the true canons of our traditions. But you can;not have
these things by default. You will have to create them. And
having created them you will have to stand by to protect and
nurse them, and perhaps to recreate them, as conditions
.
change again and again.
And so you have a responsibility ,iwhich is larger than
that of state or reiPonal wisdom. We~ are all of us Ameri?

I·
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cans; our deepest :and truest impulses go oufto the service
of the Nation. I have tried to convey to you my profound
uneasiness concern1ng the shaping of our immediate future.
I have tried to say that this undramatic crisis is quite as
great as one of war. I have said it, of course, in the hope
that you might be stirred ~ genuine considetation of the
policies we must now make· and follow. It will be your
future and yoq.r Nation. It is not ,too soon for Y-Our participation i~ a ~ore tll"n acade~c way. Your help is ge~uinely
needed In thIS moment of chOIce.

.'
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Speak of the little adobe towns
in the curtain of darkness
.
where the sun rides o-ter and the day
is a diadem fo~ deserU .
where sands stretch out with alkali
.and sound calls in vacuum
and nothing moves but dark men
and sombre women, mantled with black
mantillas, who ate
only a deeper shad9w of darkness.
Even the light is hard enough
to keep light ?ut
and blind the eyes
with nothing; not even sleep, warmth
and the color of sky and earth
is the color of nothing.
~

t

.....
l

t
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The Coronado
Fourth
Centennial
.
£
, By GILBERTOEsPIN.OSA

i

HE last Legislature of New Mexico, by Sp~ial Act, .

T
created the "Goronado Fourth CentenniaJ Corporation,"
the object of which is to prepare for a statewide celebration

during the year 1940 of the four hQ-ndredth anniversary of
the journey of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado.
In his prologue to his HOIperic History of New Mexico,
Gaspar Perez de Villagra says, that noireater misfortune
could possibly befall a people than to lack an hi~torian to set
down properly their ~nnals-to perpetuate all those human
events which if left to the frail memory of man and the
mercy of passing years will be sacrificed upon the altars of
time.
. ,
Fortunately, we have a compl~te record of one of these
events. Just as Villagra wrote as an eye witness of the
details of the Conquest of New Mexico by Onate, so Pedro
Castaneda de Nacera, a private 'the army of Coronado, in
4is Relaci6n de la J ornada de Cibola has preserved 'for pos.terity the glorious d~ils of Coronado's entrada~ Winship'·.
in his translation has made the same available in the
English language. Bancroft, Bandelier, Twitchell, 'Prince,.
Read, as well as many early Spanish writers, have written
of Coronado. J ones in his Quivira has carefully followed
the explorer's footsteps from Compostela to Culiacan,
thence to Zuni, Tiguex, and Pecos, down into the pan-handle
of Texas, northerly across Oklahoma into Kansas and easterly across the plains, ~nd return.
Hence it is, that the accomplishments, the bravery, and
enterprise of those adventurous and courageous men gf iron,
are preserved for us; today these~ men live, endowed with'
an immortality .their deeds have merited and their chroniclers have recorded.
.
To relate the story of Coronado, is to recount an oft
told tale of adventure, courage and romance, which is never

in
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old. It is a story comparable but not surpassed by any
achievement recorded in the pages of history. The march of
the Ten Thousand Greeks into the heart of Persia and back
to the 'sea; the valorous conquest of the Empire of MontezU,ma by Cortes and his handful of Spaniards; the- glorious
epic of Pizarro in Peru; these compare with but do not surpass the story of Coronado.
So it is, .to cherish the sacrifices and heroic' deeds of
those who first set foot in New Mexico, that we are· now
,preparing for a proper observance during the year 1940 of
the fOlIr hundredth anniversary of the joprney of Francisco
Vasquez de Coronado.
'
We in New Mexico live in an atmosphere of things historic. In the past we have little appreciated our, true historic heritage. . Texts studied in childhood and impressiens
formed take us to the Atlantic seaboard for our first
glimpses of American hi~tory. We think Qf Plymouth Rock
ana Jamestown when we recall the histor" of the founding
of our country. So without detracting from the importance
of those events and the heroism and self sacrifice of those
'who took part therein, we should not overlook the fact thatscarce forty-eight years after the discovery of America and
eighty years before the Pilgrim fathers landed at Pl)tmouth
Rock, mail chid soldiers of Spain and brown robed Franciscans, had travelled up the Colorado River in boats; crossed
the State of Arizona; gazed upon the mighty depths of the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado; wintered twice among the
New Mexico pueblos; crossed the states of Texas, Oklahoma,
and Kansas and almost reached the MisBissippi.
To fully appreciate the adventurous march of Coronado
and his men, it' is ~essential to recall the historical events
which preceded it and also to understand the situation in ~
New Spain at this time; the psychology of the. age and
period which prompted men to leave their homes beyond the
seas, spend their all, mortgage their future, and fOflow any-:where danger, adventure, and romancejbeckoned. In some,
the urge was lust for gold, silver, and ·precious stones. In
~~~,

&
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others it was an urge to save souls to God. In still others it
was ambition to extend the realms of the Spanish monarch.
In all it could be summed up as th~ spirit of the times. The
unknown had been tapped and an adventure crazed world
was frantic to discover its most hidden secrets.
In April, 1528, Panfilo de Narvaez, a Spanish sea captain, was shipw.recked on the Florida coast. Of his three
ships and their crews, but four souls were saved: Alvar
NunezCabeza de Vaca, the treasurer of the expedition;
Alonzo de Castillo, Andres Dorantes, and a Barbary negro,
slave of Dorantes, named Estevan. These wandered for
eight ,years a('''oss the states of. Texas and New Mexico,
finally meeting their own people in Sinaloa on the West coast
of Mexico. .
In their wanderings, Cabe~a de Vaca and his companions saw and heard of manysfra.nge wonders. They had
gazed up~n the plains as far as the eye could re~ch, a rolling
sea of buffalo. "They had spied' from afar, the lofty walls of
the'New Mexico pueblos which appeared to them after their
long wanderings, in their wild imagination, lofty turrets and
citadels, mighty cities. They had likewise heard everywhere
of the fa?ulous Seven Cities of Cibola where gol<tand silver
11
and precIOUS stones abounded.
Let us consider the situation in Mexico. Sc~-rce a generation had passed since the Conquest. A new generation
had come, in whom the traditions of that glorious age were_
yet fresh. Mexico and Peru had for years poured their
streams of gold ~nd silver into the Spanish treasury. From
, the 'King to the Viceroy and from the Viceroy to the Governors of the Provinces, dow~ to"' the lowliest private -~d
the man on the streets," everywhere was the insane urge t<i"
seek further conquests in the regions as yet unknown. The
stories told by Cabeza ,de Vaca and his companions had a
tremendous effect. Everyone felt certain that in those
regions to the north would be found another Mexico, another
Peru.
,
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The Viceroy of New'Spain at this time was Antonio de
l\lendoza. A shrewd, calculating, ambitious individual, and
above all a man of: action, he lost no time in securing his
advantage. His would be the credit and th~ glory of this
conquest.
Having entertained Cabeza de Vaca and
Dorantes at his home in Mexico City (he purchased Estevan
from Dorantes) and having heard their 'story, he forthwith
dispatched Marcos de Niza, a Franciscan monk, with several
companions, including Estevan, to check up on these reports.
Niza journeyed' as far as Zuni, the first of the Seven
Cities of Cibola, referred to hereinafter also as Cibola aI\d
as Hawikuh. He did not enter the pueblo but remained at a
distance while Estevan approached. At the Pueblo, Estevan
provoked a quarrel and was killed. His companions fled·
without entering the Pueblo. The credulous friar, gazing
from a distance upon the lofty walls of Zuni, rising tier upon
tier, the like of ·which had never been seen before in New
Spain, readily was convinced that he was gazing upon one.
of the rich and powerful cities of Cibola. He returned post,
.haste and reported to Mendoza an exaggerated account of
what he had seen.
.
When the news spread of the report the good Friar had
made to Mendoza, ent)lusiasm ran wild. Immediately Mendoza set about to organize an expedition for the conquest of
this new "EI Dorado."
.
No single event in the history of New Spain aroused
such enthusiasm throughout the Spanish world a~ did the
contemplated expedition for the conquest of the SeViE~n Cities
of Cibola. Cortes and Pizarro, while far from realizing the
rich empires that awaited them, yet had some inkling thereof. The Spanish Monarch, however, was entirely ignorant
of the wealth that would soon pour into the Spanish treasury. How different in this instance. Charles V gave the
enterprise his wholehearted support. He felt' an opportu~
nity to 'replenish his empty coffers and ~estore his empire to
world domination. A ship load of armour, cannon, and t~e
?
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necessary accoutt:ements of w~r, was furnished the expedition from the Royal Arsenal. Mendoza saw an opportunity
to win eternal fame and fortune in "the conquest of a rich
and mighty empire. He personally advanced large sums
and obtained grants from the Royal Exchequer. The total
cost of the expedition amounted to a present day outlay of
about a million dollars.
An idea of the importance attached, to the e~pedition is
r~adily gathered from the personnel. From the leader to
the ordinary soldier it included the flower of Spanish youth
in the New World. Contemporary writers tell us that the
army which gathered at Compostela, Mexico, for the personal review of the Viceroy, on tl].e 22nd day of April, 1538,
was the most gorgeous array of Spanish Military strength
ever assembled In the New ·World.
Let us glance over the list of officers and men. Its gEmeral was Frandsco Vasquez de Coronado. A young man
yet, of some thirty-eight years" he was governor of the
Province of Nueva Galicia in New Spain. Young in years
he had already proven his military prowess in the pacification of that Province. A native of Salamanca, Spain, he had
come to the New World with Mendoza in 1527. Coronado
was married to the young and beautiful Beatrice de Estrada,
a blood cousin of Charles V. The youthful general rode at
the head of his troops on a beautiful white charger gorgeously caparisoned in red and yellow with gold trimmings
and fringe. He alone wore a~ gilded armour. White and
red plumes floated from his helmet.
•
Castaneda gives us the following officers of the expedition. Stand;;trd bearer, Pedro de Tobar, son of. Fernando ,,~
de Tobar, mayordomo of the late.Queen Dona Juana. The
master at arms was Lope de Samaniego, governor of. the
Arsenal at Mexico, whose fate it was to die by an Indian
arrow before the expedition left Mexican soil. The captains
were Tristan de. Arellano, Pedro de Guevara, Garcia Lopez
d~ Cardena~, the discoverer of the Grand Canyon, Rodrigo
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Maldonado, brother-in-law of the Duke de Infantado, Diego
L6pez, member of the City Council 'of Seville, and Diego
Gutierrez, all gentleme~ born. The commander of Infantry
was Pablo de Melgares' and the Chief of Artillery Hernando
de.Alvarado. There was als~ Juan de Saldivar, great uncle
of Juan and Vicente de Saldivar, who accompnied Onate into
this country in 1599, the latter being killed at Acoma.
There also was Juan Gallego, to whom was entrusted the
duty of keeping communications open with the Viceroy'in
Mexico. There was also Melchoir Diaz, one time mayor of
Culiacan, and many others of the noblest families in the old
and new Spain. The expedition numbered a thousand men,
of whom three .hundred and fifty w,ere Spaniards, the remainder Mestizos and Mexican Indians. The artillery consisted of a dozen small pieces called ."pedreros." . These
proved entirely ineffective against the heavy walls of the
Pueblos, but were effective in impressing the natives with
their ,thunder, which was most terrifying.
All in all, it was indeed a gorgeous and formidable
array which passed before Mendoza in Final Review. Most
of t~e Spaniards were mounted. The Hidalgos had extra
mounts. Great numbers of slaughter animals accompanied
the army. Final instructions were given and on· the 22nd
day of February, 1538, the army set forth in quest of the
fabulous Cibola. The immediate destination was Culiacan, some two hundred miles to the northwest. The Viceroy
personally accompanied them for two days and then reluctantly retutned to his Capital while the army went ,on 'its
. way.
:Mendoza and his advisers believed that regions to be
conquered adjoined the so-called Southern Sea and dispatched Hernando de Alarcon at the head of a sea expedition
with orders t6 follow up the Western c03:st and keep in communication with the land forces. Alarcon and his men proceeded up the mouth of the Colorado River to a point well
beyond Yuma, where, unable to go any further, they left
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messages and retUrned. These messages were later found
.
by Pedrp de Tobar.
It
On March
. 28th, 1540, the Army reached Culiacan.
,
had been a long Bllld arduous journey for the gallant cavaliers in holiday attire. They soon learned the stern reality
of the hardships a;head. At Culiacan the army left most of
its excess baggage, heavy armour, silk clothing, ·books, and·, .
even silver candlesticks.
.
At Culiacan, Coronado left the main army to follow and
with some seventYrfive mounted companions and three hundred of the best equipped foot soldiers, and with Marcos de
Niza as their guide, went on ahead~ These left Culiacan
on the 22nd day of April, 1540. The direction they followed
was the path of Friar Marcos bnhis previous trip.
Following the valley of the River Sonora, the advance
reached Arizona at about Fort Grant; from whence after
sending word to the army to fo~low, ,they went northward'
along the Gila River to the vicinity of Fort Apache, thence
east and north into New Mexic6. On July 4th, 1540, the
puel:>Jo of Zuni was sighted. This was the pueblo Friar
Marcos had seen from afar.
The first sight of Cibola was a terrific disappointment
to the Spaniards. 'rrue, thEW had some misgivings as to the
truth of Fray l\{arc(])s' report. Ever since the army- had left
CuIiac{m~ they had gathered from the few natives they had
seen that his stories of the golden splendour of Cibola were
a myth. There were open murmurings against the Friar
which broke into b~tter resentmerit when the true f~cts
were known. The good Friar taking advantage of t~e first
opportunity, returneq. to Mexico City with a courier, happy
to escape a most uncomfortable situation.
.
Coronado was refused admittance to Zuni. The Indians barricaded their homes and prepared for defense. On
the 7th day of July, 1540~ the Spaniards took tpe pueblo by
storm. No gold or silver or precious stones were found, but
the soldiers did find in abundance, corn, beans, pumpkins,
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and turkeys, which \n their present situation were more
important. No losses were suffered by the Spaviards save
a few wounded among whom was their general, Coronado.'
A stone hurled from a rooftop had struck his helmet and
rendered him unconscious..
Coronado re.mained at Zuni awaiting the main army
until November. In the meantime, he dispatched several
expeditions to explore the country. Pedro de Tobar was
sent to the P~ovince of Tusayan where he discovered the
Moki and Hopi pueblos. He also brGught back information
about the Grand Canyon. Garcia Lopez de Cardenas was
sent in August and was the first white man to gaze upon this
mightiest of nature's wonders. The Spaniards called it "the
mouth of hell." His report to Coronado was received with
little interest. When Cardenas described the depth and
width of this mighty chasm, the youthful general smiled
patronizingly and obligingly changed the subject.
While at Zuni, CorGnado receiVed in audience an Indian
from the pueblo of Pecos (Cicuye) who told him of the fabulous cities of Quivira where gold and silver were found -in
abundance. Cibola was now a bubble which had burst. So
now, all attention was,directed
to this new "EI Dorado,"
the
.
.
"Quivira." Coronado sent Hernando de Alvarado to visit
Pecos and check up on these accounts. On his way, Alvarado
passed the pueblo of Acoma and was the first white man to
see this city perched upon its lofty heights. Alvarado
crossed the Rio Grande somewhere in the vicinity of Albuquerque and stopped at the pueblos of the Province of
Tiguez. These numbered seventeen ~nd included the
pueblos o,f Kuaua and Puara, now 'being excavated by' the
University of New Mexi<;::o. Castenada calls the place
"Tiguex."
By November the main body of Coronado's army under
Tristan de Arellano, reached Cibola. Alvarado, after establishing winter headquarters at Tiguez, proceeded hiplself to
Pecos, thence to the buffalo plains in East Texaf?, and return'

"
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ing met Coronado at Tiguex, where the winter of 1540-1541
was passed.
.
.
In the Spring of 1541, Coronado left TigueJ\ for Quivira.
An Indian called "EI Turco" by the Spaniards,'..who claimed
to have been robbed by the Indians of Pecos of gold bracelets, told Coronado~f this and offered to lead the army t~
Quivira. Coronado proceeded to Pecos where he secured
several other guides,. several Tewa Indians, and a Quivira
Indian named Isopete.
Following this new will .0' th~ wisp, Coronado and his
men under the guidance of the false "Turco" were led far
astray into the plains of Texas, to the vicinity of Abiline.
Here they became hopelessly confused. Isopete denounced
EI Turco to Coronado and offe~ed to lead them to the true
Quivira. The. false guide, faced by Isopete and the other
guides, finally con~ess:ed that the Indians of Cibola had induced him to lead the Spaniards into the plains where they
would be lost. Under the new guide, Isopete, a new start
was' made. Selecting seventy-five chosen followers, all
mounted, Coronado sent the remainder of his fol~owers back.
to Tiguex and started for Quivira.
The new route led due north across Texas and Oklahoma and into Kansas, then easterly to a point near the
present Lyons. In this vicinity were found the_ villages of
the Quivirans. These proved to be a. friendly industrious
,
people living in communities with well made grass huts.
They tilled· the soil and were advanced in civilization though
not up to the standard of the Pueblo Indians. There was
none of the gold or wealth which the lying "Turco" had
'.
represented.
Coronado remained in Quivira a. month. From here he
sent glowing accounts to the Viceroy of the beauty of the
country and the fertility of the soil. The return trip was
made in a direct line, avoiding. the long detour or their
former
. march.
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In the absence of Coronado, Arellano had againestabHshed winter quarters at Tiguex. An expedition sent by him,
•
under Francisco de Barrionuevo, visited the pueblos of
Jemez and Taos while another expedition explored the<Jl. lower
Rio Grande Valley visiting all the pueblos as far south as
Senecu and Socorro. All of the Rio Grande pueblos were
given names by Coronado and his men, many of which they
still bear.
The winter of 1541-1542 was again-spent at Tiguex. In
the Spring of 1542, almost a year to the day that he had set
out for Quivira, Coronado turned his steps southw·ard. On
the return trip he met with Captain Juan Gallego and Pedro
de Tobar, who Were separately bringing reinforcements
from Mexico. These and their followers urged Coronado to "
return to Quivira with the army but the general was weary"
and longed for his pleasant estates and Mexico~ The quest,
so far as wealth was concerned, had been a dismal fail ure.
He was a tired 'and broken man. At each settlement, the
army dwindled away. Culiacan claimed a few, a few deserted here and there. By the time the ~rmy reached Compostela, barely one hundred men remained. The general
proceeded to l\1:exico City; where he made a report to the
Viceroy.
In the judgment of the times, Coronado was a colossal
failure. He and his followe~s returned broken in, health
and in fortune. No mighty empires were discovered; ~o
'rich treasures to enrich the Spanish Monarch. His journey,
however, was of tremendous importance: For the first time
it compreh'ensive understanding was had of the geogfaphy
of Western America. Coronado's explorations' led directly
to the expeditions which followed into Arizona, California, ~
New Mexico, and Texas. His explorations reached from
California on the west to almost the Mississippi on the east.
Among the accomplishments of the Coronado explorations
we might list the following. Hernando de Alarcon and
MelcoirDiaz were. the first white men to set foot on the pres>
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ent soil of C~lifornia..- Hernando de Alarcon discovered
and
,
sailed up the
Colorad(]) river.
Garcia
Lopez de Cardenas disr
.
.
covered the Grand Canyon. Hernando de Alvarado was the
first European to visit Acoma. Coronado and his' men visited every Indian pueblo from Hopi to Pecos and from Taos
to Socorro. For the first ti~e the soil of Texas, Oklahoma,
and Kansas felt.the tread of a European. Surely such'
accomplishments are worthy of being perpetuated:
~
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Letter
By HANIEL LONG
Blood from the quoit-killed boy became hyacinths;
. Daphne preferred the violence of light as a tree. .
One can be deceived by another's ways, at firstOne forgets the innermost forms life can be.
Ephesians had a goddess with many 'many breasts;
Marigolds seem better for bearing many a flower~
I think of you, my dove, and the babes you suckle.
The lotus in the pool has a new lily. The shower
Passes us over, though earth requires it: the hose
Succors the thirst-maddened trees and the plants.
Yes, I think of you. The days and the darks
are filled
With quiet; lightning at night is more blinding
than romance.
Thank God for Mary's gold and the Ephesians and
the lotus,
And for village lives and the desert and the world-cloud.
There are different planes of being, but I only think
Of new life pushing through the strands of the shroud.

[ 160]
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A CenturY of Mananas
<-

By BETTY Srr:APLES
HE VILLAGE of Questa, New Mexico, is about to observe
.the centennial of its founding. Although,. in this land
of dreamy leisure, the calendar is not closely marked, still
. the passage of a century is noteworthy.
Quest~ lies· seme twenty miles south of the Colorado
state line, and directly,outside the Carson National ·Forest..
Picture a cluster of tawny adobe houses, brightened by skyblue casements and gardens of hollyhocks, sunflowers, and
geraniums in gay pro~usion. Buildings and blossoms appear
to have' been' scattered .with equal planlessness. One long
road meanders amiab~y among the abodes of chickens, dogs,
goats, and human beings, while the varied inhabitantS stare
with unwinking solemnity at "foreign" auto~obiles driven
past. The nearest 'railway station is Jaroso, twenty-three
miles distant; but there are three highway approaches: one
from Colorado over La Vita Pass (following the old Kiowa
Trail, second fn importance only to the east-and-west Indian
route which coincided: in some places with the later Santa
Fe
Trail) ; another fvom Cimarron and' the east. over, Red
River ~ass; and a thi·tid up through Box (janyon from Taos,
thirty miles to the sou~h. It would be difficult to say Which
of the three highways,. is most picturesque.
The Rio Gra:qde Hes eight miles to the west; but the
source of water supply .is Laguna Cabresta, high above in
the adjacent forest, and the Rito Cabresta, which winds
seven serpentine miles down Cabresta Canyon to spread its
coolness across the floor l of Questa Valley, where the eleva:-'
tion is 7,800 feet. Ther~ is, in contiection with this lake and
its outlet stream, a long-psed and dependable irrigation system. In addition, the: 'Dhunder Bird almost daily flaps its
wings over this region 1Uring a great part of the growing
season. Questa Valfey oes not lack water, and has never
. known famine.
. .
'
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In 1835 the first permanent settlement was made in this
favored spot. True, the Utes and Apaches were there first,
but they cannot be called permanent settlers, much as they
struggled to remain so. The group of colonists who displaced them came from vicinity of Santa Fe, and claimed .
. descent from the Spanish Conquerors. They bore proud
names: Martinez, Gonzales, Valdez, Rael, Cordovaz, Ar.chuletas, Gomez, Cisneros, Gallegos-most of which survive
in Questa Valley's present population of fourteen or fifteen
hundred. The colonists had large families and mingled little
with outsiders. Change of government in 1848 affected
them not at all.
;
The newcomers owned many slaves. No negrpes have
ever been seen in Questa; the slaves were Navajo, Ute, and
Apache captives. Indians, in turn, enslaved the settlers at
every opportunity. Descendants of the settlers say tha~ the
Indian slaves were stubborn fellows, h,ut after~being once
subdued were faithful and industrious and capable of enduring great hardship. They were freed by Lincoln's Emancipation proclamation. After they were freed, most of these
slaves stayed on with their former masters, and race distinc::'
tions were gradually obliterated. Other remnants of the
Indian tribes were moved
. to reservations.
The early Questan. built his house, or plazuela, in a
square or sometimes in a' circle, around a court with one big
gate. Such a house, with numerous connecting rooms all on
one floor, sheltered several families and a host of slaves. At
night the livestock was driven into the court for safety.
Plazuelas were of adobe brick and plaster. Walls were
twenty to twenty-four inches thick. Roofs were of split
pine, adobe-coated, and nearly flat, sloping a little outward.
Floors were commonly of adobe, and sometime~ a step or
two below the level of the court, upon which all doors and
windows opened. There were no exterior apertures except
•
a few transomlike windows placed high, close to the beams

. ,.
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(vigas) and used for obs~.rvation or defense.

There was
no glass in any of the windows: ;
;
Furnishings were primitive. Cupboards and· shelves
of adobe were built into the walls. Adobe benches stood
beside the adobe bell-rfireplace (fagon de campana),' whjch
had a smoke-hole but no chimney. There were· plenty' of
jars and bowls obtained from Indian pottery-makers. There
was a big round oven in which bread was baked every day.
Since matches. were unknown, fire was lighted by hitting-l
pedernfl,l' (flint-roock) with a piece of steel. The women
always contrived to have flowers growing.
.
Each home was in reaJity a factory. Blankets, rugs,
and clothing were woven 0n looms. Lace curtains were
made by hand. Shoes were hand-made of cowhide and buck·skin. Flour was ground, as a rule, on the molino-.two large
stones, one stationary, the other moved by water-power;
the hand-oper.atedmetate was likewise in use for gr.inding.
For medicines the (])ld women brewed herbs; some of
t~elr "science" they learned from the Indian puebl,eiios;
s.ome of it came down from European tradition. After
nearly a century, the~e are still no doctors in Questa; the
herb-brewers' have things their own way,. unless medical
aid be summon,ed from ITaos or J~roso. The people look
remarkably healthy and robust, but I am told that the mortality rate was high in winter, due to starchy diet and consequent low resistance to pneumonia, especially among children. There would seem to be no need for insufficiently
varied diet if forethought were exercised, for the valley is
fertile and produces all kinds of vegetables, in addition tp
apples, cherries, wild plums, and garden plums, currant, .
and various berries~· Staple crops consist of alfalfa, wheat,
oats, and corn. Tobacco was formerly raised, as well as
sugar cane from which syrup was made with a press; but
after it became possible to.. import sugar and tobacco their
cultivation was discontinue~.
.
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In the early days, hunting companies - were formed
every autumn to visit the eastern buffalo plains. The
hunters brought back enough dried buffalo meat to fill whole
rooms with it for food in winter. They left the bones to
bleach on the plains, and made sacks of the hides in which
to carry the meat.
Old-style weapons, the blunderbuss, the sling, the bowand-arrow, were kept conveniently by, ready for instant use.
For many' years the settlers maintained a sentinel day and
night on the heights of an over-hanging mountain. Even
then, stealthy Indians might spring an unpleasant surprise.
They would wait until the men of the plazuela were out har..
vesting, then attack, and carry off both property and people.
One Questa family tells of an Indian marauder who
climbed unseen to the housetop while ~nita, the cook, was
frying tortillas for the midday meal, in a bakeq-clay vesselover the fire. The Indian could look down through the
smoke-hole and see what was going on.. He proceeded to
spear the tortilla~ with a hook. Anita was at first puzzl~d;
then she caught a glimpse ef the hook and guessed the rest.
Quickly she seized an olla of cold water and emptied it into
the sizzling grease; loudly she called for help. The visitor,
effectuaily blinded, rolled down off the wall; men came running in. from tl:e fields, grabbed the helpless Inqian, '~nd
made hIm a slave.
.
The patron saint of Questa is San Antpnio. In the early
'forties a church wa~built .. The adobe walls of this interesting and we.llJpreserved stru~ture are four feet th~ck.
The mammoth spruce beams were pulled into place by means
,of ropes made of buffalo and ox hides. The labor of Indianslaves was contnibuted by their masters; every Saturday
they worked on the church until it was completed. The bells
were made from jewelry donated by the people. A hired
bell-maker came,and built fires of pitch and cedar to melt
the metals, chie'fly gold. He made two bells which were
baptized respectively Santa iVlaria and San Antonio. Later, .
I

•

I

..
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when traders carne tol Questa ::rnd saw those precious bells,
they persuaded the pebple to exchange them, for other bells
which they s~id would ring better-but were not of gold.
Half-a-dozen quaint images may be s~en' in the old
church.· They look much m~re at horne there than an equal
number of new ones, big and bright and Dresdeny by con~
trast. Of the old images, three were made in Questa and
three were brought by the priests. They are stiff and stodgy
and dull in coloring, yet somehow human and appealing. In
dry weather the people would hold a belorio, or w~k'e, to
p,ray for rain. They would c~rry the images out intG the
fields, where altars h:d been built for them'. Sometimes
they praye,d all night. Once they were nearly drowned by .
a sudden deluge; it was all 'they could do to save the images
from destruction.
Until after the' Civil War, dwellers in Questa had little
contact with the outside world. Then the most enterprising
began:to take wagon loads of hides to the eastern markets,
'principally to St. Louis, occasionally to New York. They
. brought back fabrics, wea~ns, implements, and groceries.
. The people were glad to get tools, for they had no steel with
.which to ;make them. Early; settlers sometimes dug ditches
with wooden picks and shovels, and used ploughs.' made of
'.
oak roots.
Though life was often difficult" it was seldom devoid
of amusement. El baile was always popular with this laughter-loving folk. Violins; guitars,. and castanets furnished
music, while can,dk:s burned in ceiling sconces, and sometimes dripped hot tallow on the dancers. A ceremonial
Indian dance called the matachin was taken over by the
Spaniards as recreation; it engaged fo.nr or five couples and
called for much gesturing and posturing. More than once,
Indian girls while dancing the matachin made signs which
told where other ~aptives were held.
•
/(astores were plays representing shepherds and the
Three Kings, given' oftenest at Christmas though sometimes
~
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at other seasons. They dramatized the birth and youth "of
Christ.
Several babies would be shown
to
,
, symbolize the
Massacre of the Innocents. ,
In the realm of sport~ cockfights. were 'favored, but
gallo races wet:e equally popular after horses became numerous. In the gallo race, all the participants, eight or ten,
were mounted. A live rooster was buried in the middle of
,a field, with one leg left sticking up. Toward this prize ..
the riders rushed pell-mell. The one who ;succeeded in pulling the rooster out by the leg, would ride wildly about,
hitting his companions' with the rooster. The others tried
. tp snatch the fowl away from hiJP, but they were not allowed
tb touch it with their hands. Each had a string about a
yard leng, with which he tried to loop the luckless rooster.
while swinging past.
Pelota was a game resembling hockey and rougher than
football. There were two teams, with as many as fifty players on each team. The ball was of woo~, with stones inside,
and it was hit with a curved stick called a chuec'O. Sometimes
a whole town would divide, and play pelota; or, Questa would
play Cerra, a village five. miles away, on Sunday afternoon
-all Sunday afternoon. Afterward the losing team would
give a dance. This practice lasted until about 1898.
Questa's educational needs were long neglected. Not
until the 'eighties did the government establish rural
schools. But at Costilla, twenty miles north, almost on the
Colorado line, is a quaint, secluded convent school, Spanish
in atmosphere, highly regarded as a cultural center.
Until recently, Questa had no telegraph line and no
roads-only trails, which were buried deep in winter snows..
Mail was formerly brought on foot from Fort Garland, then
on horseback until 1914. Now, trucks bring mail twice a
day, and the" highways are open to traffic all winter" thanks.
to efficient snow clearance.
.
.
And how will Questa celebrate its centennial in 193' ?
I think I can tell you.'
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News will circulate that los truchds are strik,ing. Victor
Espinoza, owner- of the Questa Garage, will check the cars
brought to him for repairs and -will decide that all the work
can be done tomorrow as well as today. He will lock the
doors and nail up a little card to show that he is still in
business; then he will lose himself in Gua'lupe Canyon, and
forget the machine age for a. while.
Joe Vigil will look around his neatjVegetable garde~ and
'see that no more weeding is necessary! until tomorrow. Joe
will climb into his flivver, pick up a friend Qr two, and spend
. a carefree day i the canyon of the Rito Cabresta. No doubt·
they will cat
"limits"-and .probably they will bestow
their catch, with carel"ess generosity and laughter,: upon
some inept
herman from Chicago or Dallas, who has
fished all day with no luck at all, an~ is beginning ,to be
skeptical until he' sees their string of salmon, brook, and
rainbow beauties. Joe and. , his friends
would rather eat
..
frijoles without fish for sup,iter, 'than frijoll}s arid fish, iif the
d.ifference were that visitors should carry away a wrong
impression of th~ fishing i~~ Cabresta Canyon.
Meanwhile, Clovis Cortez, having returned at 2 !P. M.
from his task of carrying the United States mail (th,e one
job which cannot-be postponed until ?rU1iiana), will 'have got
a late start; but he hastens to Box Canyon with his flies and
reel, to make up for lost time. In passing the home of J. P.
Rael, Clovis calls to him to bear him company, but he I1earns
that J. P. Rael has taken his wife and children to bathe in
the hot springs at Arroyo Hondo, having left 'his gJneral
store in charge 'of a cousin. This cousin, incidentally, has
l~ft the store in charge of another cousin, and has borll'owed
his uncle's mules to guide a tourist up the trail to the top of
Flag Mountain. The. uncle does' not kno~ that his mules
ha·ve been borrowed, because the uncle has gone fishing in
the Rio Grande Canyon, and wiU not be back unt~l moonrise.
On Saturday' night the usual weekly baile will he held
in the lodge room behind the post office. As many as two
hundred young people may attend~ There will be a ~ix-
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piece orchestra comprising piano, saxophone, clarinet, and
three drums, ~ith the pianist the only man in the assembly
privileged to wear, his hat throughout the evening. Clovis
Cortez will stand near the door, a smiling sergeant-at-arms,
firmly refusing admittance to any young fellow who comes
from the neighboFing cantina in condition which Clovis describes as borachito (a little tipsy).
On Sunday morning Questa goes to mass, and on Sunday afternoon a baseball game with Cerra replaces the oldtime pelota. Occasionally there is a Sunday-evening outdoor fiesta at Red River, eighteen miles away, held by
tourists who have flocked in incredibly large numbers to Rep
River~ during the last tWQ or three years. Red River congregates to see the fiesta and Questa representatives drive
over to see the tourists.
What a difference between the tourist-centers in northern Nelw l.'.1:exico, and those spots which lie just off the
beaten track! In Red River, the houses are of timber, new,
with paint hardly dry; vacationists -ride about on hired
horses, 'resolutely rusticating and collecting names in addressbooks; the post-mistress is flustrated, dividing attention between handling much mail and counting out eggs and
making change all at once.
In Questa, during the summer season, tourists who
come and' stay are still a novelty. Many travelers drive
through, on the way from Santa Fe or Taos to Denver;
many visitors come in from Red River (where the fishing is
not so good any more) for a day at Laguna Cabresta. Very
few bring camping outfits' and settle down for weeks at a
stretch,'as we did. Questa does not cater to tourists-there
is not a place where one C{;ln buy a picture postcard; there is
not a restaurant where meals are served. (True, the cantina advertises sandwiches for sale, but I am reliably informed that these are "prop" sandwiches, continuously displayed but never eaten:) In other words, Questa is real;
Questa is almost exactly what it used ,to be. Whereas in
I
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Taos the little brown children besiege a visitor for tips, and
clamor to act as guides to Kit Car~n's house (which lies
directly before their eyes), in 'Questa they are reticent and
retiring; I made the mistak~ of buying a piece of, candy
for one little fellow I saw standing in the post office store;
whereupon he burst into tears and ran away, thinking I had
mistaken him'" for a beggar.4 I stood there holding the
wretched all-day sucker in my hapd and wondering what
sardonic psychologist had given the confection its name.
I
Questa has such pride, such self-sufficiency, su~h joy, ous unconcern for what takes place beyon'd its bor4er~-I·
can't help hoping thit Questa ,will celebrate its centenlnial by
preserving its indivitluality, as is.
'
\.'
'
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When I Die
" By 'SPUD

JOHNSON

An acorn in my navel, when I d,ie,
Is all I ask of ceremony.
No coffin and no shroud for me,
To postpone my obscurity.
The clinging pressure of a root
Upon my thigh, upon my foot
Is all I ask-and the embrace
Of earth upon my face ...

On White F~et Running

I

By EDNA DAVIS ROMIG

On white feet running, swift, the snow
Sweeps over the green mountain,
Swirls her scarves across the valley
And flings-an iridescent fountain-''.
Her jewels on the brook below.
In silver haste, she dare not dally
Even to set tapers aglow.
But crystal flames her footprints are,
Each sandal mark a frozen star.

>
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City of the Holy Faith
By A. HENDRICK'

t'i

HE MASSIVE iron bell in the Cathedral tower swings

T . lazily from side to side, tolling six.

<:

'!

I

I

A newly' risen sun
looks down on the deserted plaza and creeps into crooked
streets, nosing into darkest c~rners and tinting window
panes saffron.
,
Two nuns make their way to the Cathedral, past: the old
Governor's mansion, a low, flat-roofed adobe building that
occupies the south side of the plaza. The woodep hitch is
.tightly barred now, but in a few hours it will be 'unlocked for
tourists who will cross the venerable threshold, parade disinterestedly throli.gn. the room where a portion of Ben Hur
was written, through the room filled with relics of; Southwestern archaeology, through the room that is 'now a
library. They will buy a picture postcard, inscribe thereon
the usual remarks about wishing tIle recipient were there,
thank heaven they have "done" the/museum, and depart to
look for further thrills.
The peace of the early morning is disturbed by sounds
of hard hooves on cobblestones, iron wheels jolting on
uneven pa~ement, and shrill whistling. A bur'ro ambles
along the west side of the plaza, pulling a two-wheeled
cart after him. The whistling is emanating from a Mexican
nino atop the boughs of pinon in the cart. He has gathered
the pinon in the surrounding hills and brought it back to
town. Pinon makes handsome, fireplace fuel,~ and those
artists and writers who have stadios on all the twisted back
streets must have open fires. They complement the charm
of Santa Fe's Spanish atmosphere and relieve the nippiness
of Santa Fe's summer nights.
.
A rotund, white-aproned grocer is sweeping out the
frgnt of his store on west plaza. Piggly Wiggly ~s all over
the world and even in Santa Fe picturesqueness fails to
nourish human beings. The shops to his right and left
'
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cater to tourists. Their windows display Mexican handmade glass of amber, amethyst, and aquamarine, native Indian pottery, hand-woven Navajo ~ugs, jewelry made from
coin silver and set with turquoise.
The grocer stops sweeping and leans on his broom. He
stares vacantly at the opposite side of the plaza. A barber
shop with its patriotic pole is sand~ched in between two
curio shops;' a drug store with its flamboyant Coca-Col~
sign flanks one corner, a branch of a New York Stock Ex-- change firm guards the other. A cafe whose window
exhibits wondrously flecked mountain trout, elbows an art
shop irith a window of etchi~gs and oil paintings by local

f

artist~.

T\.vo early-rising travellers in quest of breakfast come
from the La Fonda, most unique of hotels.. This casa grande
is patterned
after an Indian Pueblo, built of adobe with
,
three i set-back stories. It occupies a square block and its
caserrlent windows are grilled, its window sills and frames
are painted brown. La Fonda guests pronounce it a treasure house, as they roam the lobby with its great fireplace
and Spanish furniture, and eat tortillas, chili con carne, and
tamales to the tune of a Mexican stringed orchestr~ and a
splashing fountain, in the patio.
But our early-risers partook of tortillas, chili con carne,
and tamales last night. This morning, being Bostonians, on
reaching the cafe with the speckled trout in the window,
they call for soft-boiled eggs.
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Comunion
By MELA SEDILLO-BREWSTER
Por la sombra de una noche,
Nache pura, cristalina
Pasa mi alma ya desnuda
Y en tu lecho Se reclina.

.. . ...

Mira en tus ojos hondos lagos,
Rondos lagos de agua azul.

.

Y cual gotas tienias, tibias,
De una nube en alto cielo'
.~

Que derrama fresca'y suave
Su agua pura, casto velo

. .. . . .

Se disuelven, nacen, viven,
Regocijan. Juntas van.
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The Four Gods
By

JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

The gray stone altars by the green gray sea
Have been fireless now for a century.
No one brings gifts or leaves a few prayers;
The gods are forgotten, and no one cares.
In the mist of one morning the dId sea-gods
Packed their wonders and their magic rods,
Churned the yellow sand into golden foam,
Stepping down the beach to their sea-floor home
With, the drench of the salt-spray whipping at their feet
And storm wind and thunder for melodies sweet.
In the cool moss caverns the four gods sit?
And remembering earth, they ponder it,
Thinking of altars fireless by the sea,
Listening for the sound of their litany.
Once in the summer from the sea's warm edge
They looked at the world through the whispering sedge.
They heard the hamwer's clang and the. turbine's ·roar
And the sucking of the dredges at the sea's soft shore.
They watched red factories making magic rods,
Turning out series of patented gods.
They turned among themselves with quiet smiles
And walked down the sea for miles and miles.
Smiling, when a cable scrapes across the floor
Or a ste~l thunder shakes the cavern door,
One with a handful of powdered red rust
Models a mountain range out of the dust.
One through a glimmered pool of dark sea-water
Smiles' at the face of the marsh-kin~s daughter. One walks the sea floor among the sunken ships
Pitying the dead with his finger tips
The fourth of them holds a slender willow rod
And contemplates the mystery of being a god.
[ 174]
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By ELIJAH L. JACOBS

of lhe summer session!
i. '
Bates' examination for the Qegree of Do~tor of Philosophy was scheduled to begin at eight-thit1Y. At eighttwenty-five he was waiting in the Departmeqt office. Five
'.
minutes passed, ten, fifteen. Roberts, anothen candidate for
a degree, looked in the door as he was passi*g, saw Bates,
and stopped. "rn pray for you today if you'fl pray for me \'
tomorrow," he said.
_
i
At last a ~ecretary came and said, "M~ Bates." He
followed her through a door into a room whe1e the committee of examiners sat about a long table.
.I
"Sit down, Bates," Professor Blaine told; him, affably.
Blaine was a genial so~l, as Bates knew. Slome ,graduate
students said that he smiled while he stabbed. Others believed that he knew everything, and was ge*uinely disap-' ~.,
pointed when, after three or four years
research, a
candidate knew only two-thirds of everything.! Any'how the
offer of a cigarette was friendly.
.
\
The questioning began-questioning on r Bates' thesis'
at was his method of working up his ~ibliographY?
first.
What had he found of significance in the learl"ed journals?
What of Pauls Grundriss?' The Revue des !?eux Mondes?
The P. M. L. A.? Bibliographical questions. B~tes answered
them easily. Professor Blaine, who was doin~ most of the
introductory exalJ.,lination, had a mania for perman thoroughness.
.
..
'i '
, How much o.f the underbrush for Bates'i invE;stigation
had been cleared away by previous studies Iin the same ,.
direction? That question came from Dr. Jessel~ a spare man
with beetling white eyebrows and a white mou$tac~e. Bates
was glad that he had found in the files of teuniversity
library the dissertation which J essel had written many
years before, when he was a callow youth wit~ one year of
[ 175]
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graduate study. "Submi~d in partia:l fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of the Ma~ter of Arts," said the
tiMe page. The little monograph had the marks of immaturity in its style, and it had probably not been read three
times during the thirty years of its repose in the library subbasement. But Bates had brought it to light, and he was
ready to cite it--without mentioning the error in the reading of an old manuscript which had made Jessel's conclusions
misleading.
Half an hour gone. Professor Ross was testing Bates'
knowledge of philology. Explain the origin of you-an old
oblique case. Where does colloquial speech get'em-probably
the correct historical form of Anglo-Saxon hem, rather than
a corruption of the Scandinavian them. Why does modern
English agree with Gothic in the phonetic of grass rather
than with Anglo-Saxon? How account for the Middle English plural hors instead of horses? The difference between
Anglo-Saxon waeron and an early Middle English waeron?
Suddenly Bates stopped. What was the difference? At
last he gave up the puzzle.
"I see none," he admitted.
"There is none," said Ross. It had been a trick question.
Bates was annoyed by what he thought the trivial irrelevance of such a query in a serious examination. But for
the most part, the linguistic test went easily enough. He
was not certain that he had not made a mistake in the matter of Gothic reduplicating verbs, but the Anglo-Saxon dual
number, the noun and adjective inflections, -and the umlaut
vowels were easy. The final e of Chauc;er was well known
to be a .,pet of Professor Hindon, and Jones was waiting for
it. The Northern, Midland, and Southern English consonants stood in file for him.
Back to the First Consonant Shift in Germanic Philology. Why should Ross not get some. decent order into his
questions? Leaping from the fourteenth century back into
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i

the, mists ofpre~istoric antiquity. A trick in~end~d to con-'
. fuse, of course. No valid test .of. one's knotledge of linguistics. Simply a trick. Jumping about likje a lawyer or
a kangaroo. Ross as a kangarooIe
"I beg your pardon, Sir?'
I
I
"Grimm's Law?'"
I
"A system, of consonant changes, affecti~g High German but not other Germanic langvages. Z ~ecomes tz, th
becomes t.-"
.'
I
Ross leaned forward in his chair. Jess~l
stroked his
I
pink chin. Blaine slouched down, his chin sunk on his chest,
his kindly eyes intent. Bates felt a tightenin~ in the atmosphere. One of the committee scraped a sh1e sole on the
.floor. .
What a ghastly mistake! Bates had mix, d the babies.
Grimm'S Law was the First Consonant Shiff not the Second. Hindon had once walked out of a class inl~hich no one
knew the Second. He would not lecture to people so hopelesssly ignorant. Bates' forehead was Clam~y~ He must
be nervous. ,He had long known Grimm's Layvv, and yet he
1
had made this blunder.
.
Dr. DeKoven and Dr. Railsbach joined iI1 asking questions concerning medieval literature-the C+urt of Love,
the history of the Auchinleck m~nuscript, th~ other-world
journey, the chastity test, the Awnters of~ Arthur, the
method of determining a critical reading of ~a lost manuscript. Professor' Hindon inserted a questi~ about the
. nature myth in the Arthur cycle.. Before h~ became engrossed in some ottrer matters, Hindon had w~tten a monograph on this subject. Bates felt, his forehrad· sweating
again. Curse these <;)ld men who could not forret the follies
of their youth. Hindon still believed~ in that ~nature myth.
"I don't believe in that interpretation of t~e romances,"
Bates said. "The' theory is generally discr~dited, and, I
think, properly so." Better let Hindon think him a fool,
than let all the rest of the committee think ~~m
one. But
,
I

r'

.
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i
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ii
this watching out for the older schQlars' prejudices made the
examination a more ticklish business.
Tickle o'thesear. . The sear and yellow leaf. My
heart leafs up when I behold"I beg your pardon, Dr. Hindon." Childish to let th~
mind wander to such silly things.
"Libius Disconius?" What a foolish name. But who
was it?
Suddenly Bates felt panic. He had pever really doubted
his ability to pass his examination. Other men, and some
of them ft;ightful asses,had passed, and had taken their
degrees. But now he could not remember Libius Dis~onius~
He saw two little girls whose music lesson,s had. been deferred for his graduate work. June would be waiting outside Finl~y Hall. Would he walk out or· be carried out?
He would have to tell June that he could not remember
Libius Disconius.
1
"I can't recall, Sir."
"Wait a minute, Bates," De Koven interposed. "You do
know. You were talking with me not more than a week ago."
"Oh yes. Thank you. The name is an English corruption of the French name given not to the hero but to the
romance. Th~ story of a fair unknown knight. Le Beau
Desconnus." .God bless the ;Jews. De Koven's fine, dark
countenance
was sympathetic.
.
,
"Catch your breath, Bates," he said. "You have a considerable distance to go yet." ~
Bates thought that Hindon was not pleased with the lift
that De Koven had given him. Hindon leaned back in his
seat and asked nothing more concerning the medieval
period. Others of the committee continued the examination.
It came to Bates that he had b'een more disturbed than
the failure to remember Libius would have justified. After
all, any candidate for the doctor's degree must be unable to
answer some of the questions put to him in the Orals. But
Bates' agitation went' deep~r 'than that. He felt that his
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mind had played a trick on him, as it had done in the matter
of Grimm's Law: If he had to go 'back to his teaching at
the end of his leave of absence, and to admit that he did not
have his degree because he had been rolled in the examination-. And the committee might roll him. A chap had
jumped into the river last summer.
For perhaps an hour the questioning went smoothly
again. B,laine led through the ElizabethaJil period, and
Bates thought that he,was giving a fair accoont of himself. '.
.As one after another questioned, him over valfious fields, he
grew more confi~ent. He was' not answerin$" ~v~ry query
•put to him, but he thought he was doing .creditably enough.
It was Railsbach who set him orr again.
j.
"Who was Dougal Mac;Callum?" he aske~f.
Bates felt suddenly somewhat nauseous. i~Hi& lips were
so dry that he'moistened them with his tonmue. His skin
felt a sen~ation. of heat. The strength left hi, limbs. Who
was Dougal MacCallum? .
.I ' .
"I don't know," he answered, after a paqse..
/
When Railsbach
told him that Dougal i!was a minof
character in Redgauntlet, Bates .was resentfql. The question seemed to imply that a doctor of philqsophy should
know all the unimportant characters in all th~ unimportant
books. A test of scholarship.
~
.'
.
Railsbach asked him to !dentify three (~ore names:
. one from the sentimental novel, A Man of Fee¥ng, one from
Lavengro, and one from the Morte Darthur. ~: All of them,
Bates thought, insignificant.
,.
f
I
Then Bates was unable to recall that it w.s Ben Jonson
who gossiped with '\Villiam Drummond about t~e virginity of
the virgin queen. And the rest of the exatnination was
painful. Bates was trembling. He was un~ble to recall
facts which he had known for.,years-facts ~o elementary- ..
that when Blain or DEYKoven asked him lea~ing questions
to remind him, he knew that only an ignoram~s could have
forgotten them. He was seeing June and the cpildren again. ;
.

i
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June was to be waiting outside for him. She was out there
now, probably. Waiting. Thinking that he was going to
take his degree. Unsuspicious of the jackass he was.
Finally, when he could not remember the name of
Hall's Chronicle, which he had ched freely in his thesis, he
became nauseous again.
The thing might as well stop. He was done for. He
rose unsteadily. The room was darkening before his eyes,
and pitchil,lg like a ship in a heavy sea. He did not know
that it was De Koven who caught him and steadied him
through a door into the office before he passed completely
out.
When Bates reeled ba;ck into consciousness, he was
stretched on the floor. Above him the drawer of a desk
stood open. As his senses cleared, he took in other detaiIsBlaine and DeKoven squatting over him, Blaine holding
amber bottle. When Bates struggled to rise, Blaine pushed
him down, and put the bottle to, his lips. The fiery liquid
brought back recollection of what had happened.
Bates sat up. "I'm sorry," he said, rather thickly. "rm
done for. My wife will be waiting." He got slowly to his
feet.
Blaine and De Koven rose too. .Blain put the bottle
away, and pushed the drawer shut. De Koven had his hand
at Bates' elbow.
"I must tell you, Bates," said Dr. Blaine, "to get ready
for a shock. And accept my congratulations." He shook
Bates' hand.
"Dr. Bates," he said.
"Cum laude," add~d De Koven.
Bates was angry at that. It was enough to have failed
in his examination, without being insulted. IICum what?"
he asked foolishly.
De Koven was also shaking his hand. 1 "Cum laude," he
said. 'That's what we, give those who faint. If we have to
call for help, we give magna cum laude. Summa cum
means that we had to use the pulmotor. Did you say that
your wife is waiting?"
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Modern Repentance
By ALICE EYRE

Last night my sin came and sat with IPe,
My pride looked on in shame;
My conscience winked its tearless eye,
"You're safe, though, just the same.
An angel you're supposed to be,
Yet-angels are so tame,
This sin the world will never know,
Because of your good name."

.'

,Last night my sin came and branded me,
And told me I was clever,
My conscience closed its tearless eye,
My pride said, "Worry never!
Your outward acts, so often fine,
Have fooled folks altogether,
They've built a bridge of privilege,
To cross in sin's foul weather."

..

r
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. Respectability
By DOROTHY EARGLE THOMAS
a hot, sm.othery July morning. Heat waves shimmered above the thick white dust of the country road,
and the sun broiled down upon the vegetable-patch beside
it 1Vith fierce intensity.
Nancy Good stood -in the kitchen doorway, a huge tin
pan in one hand and a sunbonnet in the other. She sighed
a meek little sigh, for she was tired. She had been at work
many hours already, and the prospect of gathering beans in
that pitiless heat was not an inviting one. But the sigh was
followed by a smile as she put on her sunbonnet and hurrJed
down the path, saying to' herself, "I must hurry, so I can
get out of this heat soon. I will have time to cool off as I
wash the dishes; then I can dress myself up a bit."
Nancy came back into the house soon and started in
vigorously to wash her dishes. Occasionally she glanced
with distaste around the roam. It was a bare room but was
cheerful and show~d housewifely care. On the low, widesilled windows hung cheap but fresh-looking white curtains.
The unfinished log walls were carefully whitewashed. On
one side was a low bench on which stood a wash basin and a
water pail; the latter held a bright tin dipper: On one wall
hung a small "looking glass';' and below that, in a homemade holder, was a comb~ A clean, brown towel hung from
a nail. Farther along was a low wood-box; and in the corner was a cook stove, an old-fashioned one with legs and a
reservoir for heating water at the rear. Beside the .stove
was a small home-made work-table and shelves for dishes
and supplies. On the other side of the room was a couch'
covered with red calico, and near it was a rocking chair
which had a calico cushion. In the center of the room was a
pine table and three straight chairs.
Nancy finished washing her dishes and' placed the last
clean dish on a shelf. She
. returned to the work-table and
[ 182]
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I

took up th~ dishcloth, rinsed the dishpan, wrpng out the
cloth, and dropped it on the floor. She emptied the dish'water out~ide the door, returned, wiped the pan inside and
out with the dishcloth, and again dropped it., Instead of
t>eing annoyed, she seemed pleased at this occur~ence, and a
look of bright interest, almost of anticipation, crossed her
face. She hung the pa~ on the wall'.
i
Nancy walked over and took hot water from the stove
and washed her fa~e and hands in the basin, turnip.g her
rolled-up sleeves down afterward. She dipped her comb
into the basin and ~'slicked" back her hair; on second
thought she let down her "back hair," which"" was neither
long nor abundant, and after running the wet ~omb several
times through its length, she did it up again i~ a smooth,
tight "pug" at the back of her head.
.
1
She emptied the basin and' wiped her h.nds on the

----

~:~~t~he;i::~Ys~h~dw~:tk~:fo~~~ ~~d;::;~O;:t~~:e~
with a clean white apron tied around her waist land a sm:;tll
brooch in her hand, which she pinned at her throat.
There
.
I
was that about Nancy which sugg~sted that s~e may have
.
i
been at one time a beauty.
A wagon stopped at the gate, and Nancy rkn over and
seated herself in 'the rocking chair
and picked ubI her mend,
ing. In response to the knock on the door NanciY pleasantly
said, "Come in, Peter!" A typically dressed f~rmer stood
in the door and looked at her withastonishmentl
"Nancyl Why, Nancy, you look so nice; YDtl could be so
pretty-" \ .
I '
Nancy ~mi1ed, biushed, and said, "Well?" .t .
The man moved over to her and said, "Thill; is the first
time I've had a chance to come over and talk td you and to
ask you w~at you've decided about.:-about-whtt we talj{ed
about yesterday.."
,
!
,
. "What you spoke of, you mean, Peter S,elef' She
I:
looked up and then added, "It is forgotten."
I

I

" II
I
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"But," Peter said stupidly, "but Nancy-you said-and
you are so-so-all fixed ,up."
"Never you mind what I s'aid or ,did not say, Peter
Steele. I said it is forgotten. Besides, I did not fix up for
you-=.especially. I knew company was coming because
twice while I wa~ doin' dishes I dropped the dishcloth 'flat!
It's never failed yet to bring com'ny, rain 'r shine!"
"But," Peter stammered, "but Nancy, I've got the farni
sold and 'most all the stock sold ~nd I'll be ready to leave
tomorrow. I thought yesterday when I told you you'd ~o.
I'd take care of you, Nancy. I'd fix things so they'd be easy
for you, Nancy, and you could have good times-~nd-and
-pretty things-and be pretty yourself!"
"I tell you I'll not listen to you any more!" Nancy said
indignantly, as she rose a~d stamped her foot. "For twenty
years I've been Sam Good's wife, and you're the first man
who~s ever dared call me pet names. I'm- respectable, I am
-a respectable wife, an' I'm goin' to keep on, being respectable. s> I guess, too, Sam ain't so bad."
Peter pulled Nancy down on the couch beside him.
"My, when you get all het up like that, you're the prettiest
thing. 'Course you're respectable, honey. They aiil't
nobody said anything about you not bein', but what has it
got you? You're forgetting how mean Sam has been to you.
Think of all the years he's kept you in this God-forsaken
country! Living on promises he can't ever make good!
You're working your fingers to the bone!"
"What, if he can't make 'em good, Peter! He's not to
blame for this country, is he? It wasn't his fault that it
didn't rain last year and the cotton all burned up, and I
can't blame him that it hasn't rained this summer, and looks
like it's all goin' to burn up again. Seems like luck's just
against us. The farmers had good cotton crops and made
money here a few years ago, but he can't help it because the .
boll weevils ate it up one year, and the next year the prices
were so low it didn't pay" him, to pick it, and the last two
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years it's burned up. No, it ain't his fault ! A~d j'll tell you
one thing, Sam Good is the faithfullest man liv,n' ! Twenty
years I've been hIs wife now, and never once in!all that time
has he ever so much as looked at another wom~n! That's a
lot more than some fo~ks can say for themselv,s!"
Peter looked at her sideways and said If"wly, "What
'makes you so sure of that?"
i
Nancyw,p.s visibly startled.. "Wh~t do you: mean, Peter
Steele?"
I:
"Oh, I don't mean anything much. I've jupt been wondering if you know all about Sam Good's doings~ I've noticed
a few things when he's been to town with wood! Twice I've
seen him with ten-doll~r bills!' I watched himl too, and he
didn't take 'em. to ~ay on the mortgage, eit*.. r. Do you
~:
know what he dId WIth 'em, Nancy?"
"Why," she began. hesitantly, "why, maybe~.he
started a
I
bank account."
"No~" he returned, "he dIdn't. I tell you I ratched hIm
and when he looked up and saw me standing t~ere, he sure
looked funny. Don't s~ppose you know. he's II}akin g extra
money,. do you ?He's cut all the saplings up In the' north
pasture beh!nd my place. That day you wer~'gone up to
Mis' Woods to help when she was sick, he dug pp a load of
vegetables out of your garden and took 'em into town and
peddled 'em. Did he tell you, and did he brint the money
hom~?"
i:
Nancy's mouth.set in a firm line. "I don't Believe you."
She did not say it very convinc,ingly. "Now/~' she added,
"you'd bet!'er go beforeSam Good comes in andr.. catches you
talking about him and trying to spark his lawf~lwife."
"All right, Nancy. "I~ll go if you say. so." J He paused
at the door, though, and saId, "But he's gOIng t~o far, some
day, and it will be more than you can stand4nd I want
you to know that-that I want you-and that ~'ll help you
, -and just a~ way you say!"
It
!
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Nancy remained silent and Peter started to leave; then
he came back and stood in front of her. "Oh, Nancy! I love
you. I've: loved you for 'years but haven't dared tell you
before. I've seen Sam Good's doings in town, and I've seen
him abusing you arid talking to you like you were a slave.
He has no thought for you anywhere. You've worked your
fingers bare to try to make a home here on these deserted
plains, and what have you got to show for it? I can't stand
to see your hands all rough, and you hoeing and weedin'g an'
doin' a man's work trying to make a few vegetables grow.
Why, Nancy, you should be waited on yourself and have
soft, pretty clothes. "You'd be so pretty. I can't stand by.
and watch it all any more. I've sold my farm, and I'm
go~n' back east where life ain't so hard. If you won't go
with me, I'll have to go alone. I guess, though, God knows
I can't bear to leave you here."
'Nancy sat still and looked toward the windows.
Through one she could see a dreary stretch of old timber
land; through the other she saw the cotton field burning up.
Then she said slowly, in a soft voice, "I'm sorry, Peter.
You've been good to me. It helps to have you so kind, but
you see it's too late. I'm not young any more and I'm a hard
woman now. Hard work and hard thoughts made me this
way. I wasn't always so,
Peter. When little Martha was
•
a baby I had so many. hopes and plans. Then I watched" my
little girl grow up without even anything decent to wear
like other girls. Then Sam's vile temper drove her away
from home. That's why she went; he drove her away. Now
there's nothing soft left in m~xcept for her-and she's
gone. There ain't nothing left except I'm respec~able~ It's
easy to act respectable all.d be respectable when you're hard
-all through-like I am. Martha, she sets store by it
though."
i "Well, Nancy, she's gone and she knows what you are
going through here. Do you think she'd blame you if you
went away, too? Think about it, my dear. I love you, and
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I'd be so good to you, Nancy. I'll be by tomorrow before I
leave. Maybe you'll change your ,mind and go with me.
Sam don't need y~u .or appreciate y?u." .
. Nancy sat st~rlIl;g rather stupIdly Into spa,e for ~.long
time; then she got up .and finished her work. In the afternoon when the sun was not so hot, Nancy wen~. wearily out
to her little dried-up garden and began to hoe~ When the
sun went down over the fields, a sort of stre~ming nightsweat crept up and around the cabin on the b4rren plains.
The dusk gradually thickened iIi ·the little gardrn; owls began their mournful calling; and presently a tillocking-bird
burst into a lovely chatter in the one peach
tiee
near the
,
"
garden. "Oh, God, will it ever rain?" Nancy ~uttered to
herself ,as she shook her shoulder8 an~ lOOk~.:d ~oro~elY
around at the sky;. The spectacle of the west Uurning In a
flame and the clouds marching in glory seemea to irritate
and awe her. She saw the wagon turn into the lkne; so with
cabin.
a shrug, she threw down her hoe and entered
Sam came in a few minutes later where sjhe was preparing supper. She looked up at him and reali~ed what an"
uncouth lookin'g person he was, with his long,.eavy, black
hair and beard. He had some mail in his hand iand '3, pack7
age under his arm. He sat down and placed th~ package on
his knee and star~d to read aloud, "Mis' NancYiGood." He
read the same on the letter and put ,the letter Qn the table.
Nancy ran over to him quickly~ SaYing'''Gi~.e it to me!
It's mine!"
,
",i
Sam held it liP tantalizingly. "Not so~ fast, l\'Iis' Good!"
Nancy grabbed the letter from the table a~d stuffed it
into '~er pocket as s,he stood silently watching S ~. clumsily
untYIng the package. She knew from past exp· rience thatit would do her no gpod to plead with him. S~e sat down
silently ~S she watcl1ed him, remove the last of the wrappings and throw them on th~ floor. Then at la~t there was
revealed a pink pasteboard box tieqwith a pink ~ibbon bow.
, Sam looked a~ the pink bow of ,ribbon helPle~Slr for a mo-
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mente He stared at the box and a determined look came
into his face, for suddenly he started tearing and jer~ing at
the ribbon. Nancy's eyes alone betr~yed her excitement.
He tore open the box and removed from it two jars and a
small box. Then he picked up the first jar and started
reading slowly aloud: "Dorothy Gray's Cold Cream. A
superior cold cream. Rids the skin of dust accumulated
which chokes and coarsens the pores. Use every morning
and every evening before retiring. nis leaves the skin soft
and receptive. $1.50." He looked at Nancy incredulo1,lsly.
"Huh! Dumfoolishness! What do you think it's for?"
Nancy smiled and began hopefully, "It's just stuff like
the city folks use, Sam. Martha wanted me to have itit's just foolishness, Sam ..."
"Dam dumfoolishness," he shouted. "Her-spending
money for it!"
"What's the others, Sam?"
. Sam contemplated them as he sat slouched in his chair
with his chin on his chest. His anger was rising visibly. He
finally picked up the other jar and started reading: "Antiwrinkle Cream. Contains rich, nourishing oils. Removes
lines and wrinkles. Apply and leave on over night. Restores
the freshness of girlhood. Drives away that withered,
tawny, faded look that every woman dreads. $2.00" This
was almost more than S~m could bear, but he grabbed up
the remaining box, and read furiously:' "Dorothy Gray's
Face Powder. Clings to the face-" He choked, sputtered,
and rose with an oath. "Shame on her! Sham.e on her!
I'll have no woman of mine with sech on her face! I'll not
have my woman fixed up like a pop-in-jay!" With that he
grabbed up the jars and box and rushed outside with theJ,ll.
Nancy could hear him breaking them and crushing them to .
bits with his heavy boots; then he came back into the room.
"I guess' I'll show you who's boss here.".
.
A cold' fury seized Nancy. She flung up her head high.
"You've gone too far, Sam Good! You've treated me like
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dirt under your<ifeet! You drove Martha 'oui! Oh, I don't
, know how I've stood it this long, but now yo4,'ve driven me
out too! I'm goin'!, I'm goin' east with ~Peter Steele!
He'll be decent to me! ~'ll think of things ~ want once in
;1,
a while! He-"
"Nancy!" shouted Sam.
,I,
"I tell you I'm going, Sam Good, and you ~an't stop me!
,
'
r
'
.
Do you hear me?"
"Nancy! Don't do that! For God's sake,.)don't do that!
It ain't-it ain't-respectable!"
"It's too late to talk to me, Sam. Better save, your
. I
breath."
I
s
Sam looked beat~n, :lor he realized that Nancy"was determined and that nofhing he could say WOUl~I!, stop her. He
turned finally and walked quickly out of the dabin. Nancy
looked after him, then turned and sat down alnd started to
rock. Aloud she said to herself, "I can have ~Martha back
again; she will come to me when I write her tNhere I am."
Then she remembered her letter and took it opt and began
to read. A look of c~ncern, then dismay crorsed Nancy's
face. Finally ,she rose and began to straighte, the room.
look
Sam came into t~e room, with a hurt, bewildered
I
on his face. He looked old and 'broken as he a~ked respect'f
fully, "Nancy, when are you leaving?"
The icy look came into Nancy's eyes and s1te seemed to ,
nowbe battling with herself. "I-ain't-going~way
:
i'
because-Martha wrote she was sick and was ~oming home
-and we're her folks-and we can't be qu~r~eIin' --*when
I'
she's here sick?" ,
:
Sam asked slowly, "Didn't she say-nothi~' else?"
"Yes" she's, been ~ick a long time. .She 4,idn't let me
I
know!"
"There, there," said Sam softly, almost ~ently, BlS he
came nearer. "I calc'late I'm to .plam'e for 'your ,ot knowing.
the Soci'ty, If
wrote
them
You see when the letter came from
,
' ,
and sent money for her. Oh, Ihate to ,tell YOU1NanCY; but
•

.,
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you see we 'got to be awful kind to .Martha now-she's---.it's
more'n bein' sick-Nance-our girl's been' in trouble."
Naney dropped into the chair as though she had turned
to stone. "You mean, Sam-you couldn~t mean she's done
anything that ain't respectable 1"
Sam stood a moment silently with bowed head; then
he moved over arid put his arm around Nancy. "There,
there, Mother! It's all right now. The ·woman from the
Soci'ty said all she needed was to be home an' comfortable
with her folks. It was my fault, Nancy; I know it now. I
know-I've been mean-an' can-tank-erous. I guess it'sit's livin' here, an' workin' so hard, and havin' so little. But
I ain't had the nerve 'r courage to leave out and start some
I've just kept hopin~. every year we'd make a
place els
crop and come out of the hole." He stopped a few minutes,
then continued, "It's been hard for you, too, Nance-too
hard. Ain't I s~en you workin' and 'losin' your pretty
looks 1"
"Oh, but Sam, I never thought anything would happen .
to our Martha."
"I know, Nance,'and that's why I didn't tell you when
they wrote. I just sent all the money I could get hoJd of to
her to give to Martha. You see, Nance, we can make believe
we never heard nothin' 'bout the trouble, and I know I been
mean. I was so mean to you 'while ago smasqing all your
things she'd sent you. It was dirt mean, but t got so mad
when I saw what foolishness she'd spent the mqney for. It'~
been so hard to get that money t' send her, Na.nc·e."
"I -know, Sam, but she don't reali~e; she jest wanted
me to have 'em to try to make me look better. She knows
I've never had nothin' like that."
"I ~ see-now. She meant all right. But them things
ain't-it was such stuff as that as did for our girl-I see
now-she hadn't no understandin' of city ways. It would
have been better for us to have kept her h~re, and I ought
to have' been more kind. Maybe this had to happen to us,

1.

1)

.1
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jest to learn me. I know I been mean to yo~, *ut I'm sorl·y ,
Nance. I been worse lately, but I been so ~orried 'bout
Martha, and'bout her not being exactly resp~ctable now."
Nance smiled up at Sam through her te4rs. "'Course
she's still respectable~ Sam."
!'
At that moment they heard a. wagon app~oaching,alnd
Sam ran to the window, shouting, ~'Nance, it'f Martha!"
_ Nancy stood trembling. "Martha? Are ~YOu sure it's'
Martha? " .
.
, Sam turn~~ toward her. "G()od Lord, Mfther! :Your
face-it's all tears." He grabbed the basin andji poured some
water into it. "Won't do to let Martha see yo~'ve been cryl~
ing."
"I know, I know/' she said, with all the teturn oj her
old spirit as she st~rted vigorously washing h~r face. "Are
you sure it's her?"
i
"Sure it is! They're here! Mother, tijey're at the
gate! Nancy, hon~y, hurry-.it's Martha-opr Martha!"
i
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Wake
By MAUD USCHOLD

Here waits the last of Autumn's bloom
To watch the season go;
An aster nodding by a wall,
Three dahlias in a row
And cosmos blowing in the dusk,
When slaty winds slant down
To make a sport of wrinkled leaves
That scurry through the town.

. '.
'

,.:'

Rain Is a Lonely La4y
By MAUDE DAVIS CROSNO

Rain is a lonely lady weeping
Throughout this autumn night;
She is a lonely lady seeking
Some past delight.
She"stands beside my windo~ weeping;
She feels some deep despair;
Her tears are silver crystals peeping
Through her hair;
Her tears are blurred stars sleeping
Beyond my window there.

..,
\
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The Golden Child
By DON

GLASSMAN

LIPE, ~he

ranchero of Zapochila, had ,an understandable
predilection for blondes. He often re,ceived letters .from
his cousin in Spain, the celebrated matador Ca~tellano, married to a Catalonian blonde, whom he described as bright
and beautiful and fragrant.
Felipe of~erc ~editated ~n the delight of having for
one's self a WIfe wItb pulchrItude. .Remote from a c~nter
of population, he certainly had need of a woman to fill the
vacancies of his days and light the shadows of his nights.
Thirty miles from a railroad station, Zapochila lay
under a scorchIng sun and made a vainglorious claim to
culture, to wit, a brass band, a snial~ municipallibJ;ary~ and
a large tarnished edificio, used as a public school. '
Felipe had examined Zapoehila's eligible daughterfiJ and
found them wanting. i He longed to visit the Capitali and
, meet one of the fine-mannered ladies, such as are pic~ured .
in the periodicals. He had a perfect right to be fastidJious. '
He was well-born arid lived on an inheritance which inclbded
a well-developed rancho of one thousand hectares~ He ~im- .
self was slight in stature, but right handsomely built. :
..
One day Felipe'received a large envelope from Spain,
containing a photograph of Castellano, his wife and ~hild.
What fascinated Felipe was not Oastellano'smagniflcent
matador's costume, but the odd loveliness of his wife: and
child; both wore such an air of gentle charm and unas~um
jng virtue that Felipe resolved at once that he would m~rry
none other than a Catalonian who, with the 'aid of PiroviI
,dence, would bear him children such as Gastella:po's. "
Felipe had seen blondes during several visits tol the
Capital, but· they were either German Am~ricaJ!n-born'l and
.he could not underst~nd the squawkIng ~arr~lous wprds
they used for a language. .But Castellano's pho~ographi had
aroused Felipe's strongest envy and he determin~d to m!uTY
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none but a Catalonian blonde with tested Spanish blood in
her veins.
He wrote direct to Castellano ,for advice and was
pleased when the matador replied that a number of ~ata- '
lonians, with blonde chromosomes in the genealogical tree,
had settled recently in the Capital, and among them Felipe
might find several families distantly related to his o~n
blonde wife.
.
Family connections often sUlcceed where other conn~c'tions fail. Felipe hurried to the Capital, where he was chrdially received by the Catalonians and introduced to their
marriageable daughters" some blonde, some brunette, others
with common hair of ebony. At length he encountered one
whQ was piquant, vivacious, fair-skinned, and blonde as a
sunflower. S~e was called Juana. He even imagined that
she bore a resemblance to Castellano's wife, and Felipe was
so fearful lest he lose his prize that he pressed negotiations
with her parents against all hazard. The marriage contract
was drawn up in haste, all to the benefit of Juana's parents,
for they conveniently forgot to give Felipe the customary
dowry.
But Felipe was already in love with his Cataloniari
beauty, and neither dowries nor family considerations mattered.., To him it seemed that her white skin, her china blue
eyes, her flaxen 'hair, her winsome smile,' were qualities
poetic, ethereal-almost divine.
The day after their marriage the couple deserted the
Capital arid boarded a long dust-covered train which deposited them at the rail junction, Esposito. '
~
Felipe was anticipating the ,exaltation of harboring his
young bride in the very house he had built, on the very soil
he owned. He adored her aU the more for the trusting way
she accompanied him to a rancho far from the gay life pf
the Capital, far from family and friends. But, he,told himself, it merely indicated the complete devotion and fidelity he
might expect from her.
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At last" after a [noisy train journey and I,a four-hour
ride' in a phaeton, wIDch Felipe's man had br~ught 'to the
station,
they reached the rancho.
f
,
•
Il
Dusk came upon. their arrival. Felipe toolk advantage
of the last rays of daylight to point out the pri~cipal sights,
the house, .the out'::buHdings, the huts of the hiretI men.
She sat, on the verandah, looking at th~ things he
pointed ouL She wore a jaunty hat, which did ~lOt conceal a
thick twist ~f hair which glowed with the luster of metal
in the twilight.
'
Ii
"Santa Maria!" cried Felipe, noting the en~anced sheen
of her hair, "What a beautiful dream I am i~.! Wha~I
wonder, did the good Saviour'create this treasure for me?"
And then he heard her voice, pitched lo~er than the
voices to which lie' was accustomed. And wlat· she said
deepened the wells of' blue· mystery in her ey~s. She had
such strange features and delectable charms. Blpt 0 Christ!
what would he ,not give for her hair! .
:
The day's travel. had fatigued her and she pleaded to
retire early. With a ,gesture of con8cious but $timely gallantry, Felipe offered her the key to the hous~-he would
sleep outside. She blushed in refusing, sayin~ in a sweet
voice, "Will you let me sleep here,'alone? ... ~n this great
house, alone? ... I f1m now your wife, Felip~ .. '. I love
.
you ..."
I:
"Love me! My adorable Juana, you fill n* with everlasting joy! Never, so long as we 'live . . . pever will I
leave you alone ... fQr I too, love you, Juana, a1: no man has
ever loved before."
'I,
Thus several d~ys were spent in the th~pes of each
other's adorations, in yielding to each other's desires, in
trading Gompliments and pleasantries.
"
At length they were seen to mount horses .land ride off ,
in a holiday spirit, traveling half' way up the slope of the
sierra, into Zapochila itself, through fields and past houses,
behind whose windows Felipe's astonished neighbors saw
•
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Juana at close range for the first time. Of course, they
kpew Felipe well, and' those whom he met whipped off their
s~mbreros and extended the politest of good mornings. And
rooted to the ground like tree stumps, they stared after the
receding riders, retaining a vivid memory of Juana's ivor~
complexion, her face, round as a gibbous moon, and the
luminous halo that seemed to radiate from her head of
golden hair.
Not even the saint had dazzled their eyes with a head of
hair such as she wore for her crown. Was she a goddess of
the sun?
And although Felipe's Catalonian beauty was the cynosure of attentiQn, they did not fail to note the uncontrolled
'
pride in his smile. Felipe was undoubtedly happy.
The ride through the country was Juana's first and last
contact with tlft>se who lived near the rancho. From Ixtapetl to Chapatzalco people were drawn around tables by
stories about the newcomer, who rapidly acq~ired the name
of La Mujer de Oro, a startling apparition in the form of ~
woman.
.,
Apd in the company of Felipe! Lord in He~ven! How
did Felipe come by an angel?
The families who lived' on Felipe's land traded ,briskly
on the excitement, and it was they who retailed savoury
morsels of gossip concerning Felipe's fair one. Conochito,.
the serving girl, was the r'anking authority on Juana's hair.
The strands, she confided to avid listeners, were thicker than
any she had previously seen. The golden hair reached below
the Senora's waist! "Ah!" she sighed, "I could weep on
seeing the Senora dress her hair last~ night; it fell like a
shower of sparks around her shouldE¥S, and each strand
, gIowed of itself like the fire iq an eagle'S eye."
No~e was happier than Felipe, the man of bronze be-·
lovea by a woman so fair. His male friends choked with
jeaIous~, but they managed to find' words wishing him
golden days and-golden cbildren.
>
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"Ah !-our children! Juana! I' am so anxious-when
will they come?"
. "In autumn--perhaps," she replie~.
Whereupon he lent his thoughts to music and sang
almost constantly. At any hour of the day you could hear
his ecstatic voice issue from the house or from a neighboring
field.
.
"Why does Felipe sing?" some asked.
"To celebrate the coming of a golden'child."
"La Mujer de Oro'will bear Felipe a golden child."
Felipe described the coming child before Dis cronies
in Zapoehila. "It will have. the complexion of milk, eyes
like a dove's, a head of virgin gold, and the soul of a saint!
You shall see-wait and see, my friends, what a masterpiece
this child shall be!"
"But where," someone asked, "is the Senora? We have
seen her but once. J)oes she ever come to the market?"
"N0," answered Felipe, "she is always at home, attending to' her duties and to mine."
"But I have never seen her-not once-broke.in one
whose secret adoration of blondes made him loathe Felipe.
"For one glimpse
I would give five
, of her hair, Felipe,
pesetas!"
.
"Five! Is that all 1"·
"Make it seven."
';'Hold' on," put in Christofo, "if you bring your Juana
to my sister's house tomorrow, I will give you-"
"Look, Felipe-my grandfather drew this sword at
Buena Vista-will y@ take it for one look at your Juana?"
. "Hahaha!" Felipe lauglhed grotesquely. "Boobies!
Wait until you are invited to see her. And assure yourselves that nothing,on earth can buy one shred of her hair
... and by whose commands; my fine fellows, must I place
my wife on public view as if she were'a thing for sale ... ?
H'm ! You question my 'rights? Be off! Find -comfort in
-~your own wives, you whining pups! Felipe has nothing to
. show ... and less to share.'"
.
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But secretly he was elated to know that his Juana was
thought so desirable. Ah! the wonder of it! Everyb<;>dy
looked up to hiin as the spouse of this rare beauty and the
father of her forthcoming ehild.
Men loathed him for his snpbbery and his unwillingness to bring her forth. And tHe Zapochilan' women, consumed by envy, sought advice froin ~clerics and medicos, and
sent letters to the Capital, begging for hair dyes and
bleaches. None could survive :the ruthless comparisons
which men drew between them arid La Mujer de Oro. "Lord
of Lords!" the women prayed, ."rid us of this witch who
poisons the thoughts of men."
But Felipe wore his indelible smile, his charm and
buoyancy increasing with each passing month. He spoke
prophetically about many things, and good-naturedly resisted the bribes of those who 10nger-1r a sight of his
Juana.
'
Then autumn!
One night it seemed that the very wind carried word
that La Mujer de Oro had given birth to a boy. Felipe had
said he would name it Dorado, the synonym for gold. .'
'But did anybody see Felipe?
In the few weeks after the birth no' one saw him or the
child.. None save EI Padre, who was non-committal in such
matters.
Have you seen Felipe?
"N<?o-o-o-o! Felipe is-Have you' Seen his child? his
Dorado ?" All shook their heads.
One day Felipe came to the market.
"How is your son; Dorado?"
"Well, thank you--quite well," and went on his ,way.
But soon the truth travele1 around, first in furtive
whispers, then in sighs, and then ~midst jolts of .laughter.
That miraculous son of Feli~e's-haha haha-a! whom
he had named Dorado . . . had the same complexion as his
father ... Caramba! ... people will break their ribs for

.
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laughing ... no wonder Felipe avoids us now ... his goldenhaired bride has deceived him-or he ha-s deceived her!
haha hahaa-a-aa! No more songs • . . Felipe! where in,
the devil are your songs ? No more laughter! Haha J Felipe
has forgotten how to laugh ... no more boastin,g . . . Poor,
Felipe ... life is wretched without a boast ... hahahabaaa-aa-a! Ho ho! and no more gold. Bah! Felipe Bah!
'The rascals were delirious with joy over Felipe's predicament. They sent him a basketful of eggs dipped in
gold paint, and with a note saying, "Hatch these, dear
Felipe, and you will have better luck r"
Felipe avoided the jibes, as became a martyr. As for
Juana; little did she know of what went on in the village..
Felipe was laconic and uncommunicative. But did she
care? They loved each other, and she felt no hardship in
having to live practically alone on the rancho.
The little boy, rechristened Pablo, grew sturdy, and his
resemblance to Felipe was no longer doubtful.
"Do you mino his dark comRlexion?" .Felipe would ask
anxiously.
"No, darling, I do not mind. He is our child and I love
him, no matter what his hair or complexion."
But scarcely had' Pablo learned to walk than a second
child was on its way. And again Felipe was un~ble to con.
, ceal his hopes and joys.
"This time," he said to. his friends, "I am sure that
some holy saint will take a hand in the birth of lIlY son . '..
keep your peace, you fellows, and yOU shall see a child of
gold, the very image of its mother." .
.
But no one was convinced -of Felipe's alleged privilege
to 'invoke the power of a saint.
"How long, 0 Lord, how long must we wait for this
miracle, Felipe?" someone asked maliciously.
"It may come in the spring."
i
True, May witnessed the arrival of Juana's second child,
a girl, but also dar;){, with'the hair,eyes, andeomplexion of
Felipe.
o
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The laughter, this time pitiless, scornful laughter, pursued Felipe wherever he went.
~ Juana called her ,new daughter May, after the month of
her birth. The very sigpt of the animated infant revived
Felipe's forlorn spirit and made him share Juana's joy.
"This is your creation, Felipe," she said, caressing him
with her smile.
"I adore our b'eautiful daughter," he assured her, "but
tell 1J1e, Juana," a spark of hope flashing in his eye, "will
you ever bear a real child of gold?"
"Ah, Felipe, you have made me happy with these two
children'. . . but I shall try ever so hard to bear a child of
gold . . . with the aid of our Almighty . . . Do you think,
Felipe, I ought to visit a medico and ask his advice?"
'''No ... no, Juana, a medico cannot do what God cannot ~o."
J"And you thin~ that God will give what you ask?"
""God provides all . . . he will not deny us . . . only have
faith, Juana, and you shall conceive a child of gold."
By this time the story of Felipe and his forlorn hope
was a saga, passing from mouth to mouth, and bearing wide
repetition.
The pity of it! Just one disapPQ1intment marred Felipe's
marriage, and every child in Zapochila could tell you what
it was ...hope and prayer availed nothing ... EI Padre
chanted a Te deum laudamus for their harrowed' souls and
Felipe gave him a handsome sum for his trouble.
With the coming of a third child, Felipe's hopes revived,
but fate delivered a boy with the hair and complexion of his
father. The pain of sadness drew lines of Fel~pe's face.
"She is but one of a kind," the gossips whispered
about ... she cannot conceive children like herself ... who
bewitched poor Felipe into believing that she could? Who
knows whether this woman is not a mistress of the devil!"
"Children;---children!" lamented Felipe. "But no head
of gold."
I
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Were the saints reviling him? Aware of her failure to
fulfill his wish, Juana asked, "Am I to blame ?',
"You-you? My innocent! You are blrmeless . . .
without a fault ... it is merely the will of our lord that
these
I
children are after my own image ..." ,
"But you love them no less, Felipe .. ,. tell me, truly."
"I love them," he as~ured her in self-deceit.
But he was' haunted by a sense of shame, of disillusionment, and riqicule. .He bit his lip when his erstwhile
good friends extended pity, which he regarded as alms> fit
only for the poor. Behind his back, he knew they mocked
at his misfortune.
"
.
No one was s'urprised when the news spread that Felipe
had sold his rancho to a rich haciendado from Tabasco, and
then literally flown to the Capital with his family.'
The sudden t~ansplantation to the city upset him for a
time. He was no longer a lord of th~ ground he walked on,
and the scarcity of space irked him. ,
But one day he had a chance meeting on the street with
his boyhood friend, Manuel Gomez Cassana, the powerful
politico from Morelos. And it was through this happy encounter and Felipe's knowledge of agrarian conditions that
he won a post in the Interior Ministry. Jhe new work let
him forget his vexations, and he was able to settle in Tacubaya, near to the Capital.
Juana was happy, for she was once more with her family and friends, all of whom she had missed. -The children,
Pablo, Mayo, Fernandez, and Benito, were duly appraised,
and approved. They were plump, good-natured, and pre'possessing, youngsters, 'and easily won Jompliments and
presents from the relatives who swarmed to see them.
"Now," declared Felipe, "I am happy," for he was convinced that others were fond of his children.
~'Ah,"said Juana, "it was a wise decision to leave that
frightful place, Zapochila."
"Indeed! I ,~m glad," he replied. "Here we are befriended by peopl~ who count ... we are received by the best
I
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families of the Capital . . . it is our turn to laugh at those
swine...."
In his new mood of joviality, he bent his mind on forgetting the tragic disappointment he had suffered. In truth,
he no longer cherished a hope for a golden-haired boy.
Hence, when in the course of events, Juana was d~livered of
her fifth child, barely six months after their arrival in the
Capital, he had no fOFebodings when he cried: "Any news?
· . . Ah, another boy! what! . . . a-:a blonde boy! fair and
blonde! fair and-my soul! A:--a golden boy!"
He hastened to Juana, exclaiming in his vibrant voice,
"God has answered!" and kneeled at her bedside, choking
back• the sobs in his throat.
It was for JOY that she touched his head and said soothing words that filled him with ecstacy.
"What shall we name him?" she said at length..
"Dorado! No other name is enough! ... at last we have
him, our D~rado! you have fooled them all, Juana! Thank
God! It was no curse-on us ... no curs~,on our son, Do!ado!
· . . Ha! I should like to show him to those scoundrels in
Zapochila! ... and let our golden-haired son see their shame
· .. Dorado! Think of it! He will look like you, Juana!"
As time wore on, Dorado fulfilled Felipe's ~xpectations.
His hair had the shade and luster of Juana's. His blue eyes
roved and met ms father's victorious smiles.'
Singly and in groups Juana's family arrived to behold
and to appraise what Felipe loved so desperately.
"Mercy!" cried Juana's Aunt Maria, whose tongue
wagged like a, mongrel's tail, "what will you do with a
blQnde? A White sheep born in our family!"
Felipe seethed within. He wanted to hurl this magpie through a window!
"It will be hard for your other children to bear, my
dear," she continued provokingly, "and hard fo;' people to
see-why, they will say, your children are so unalike ...
from the shade of gold to the. shade of eopper! M;y soul! if

I

\
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I had been told . . . Bless you! Juana, you mu~t dye ~his
child's hair..."
"Nonsense!" cried Felipe, unable to control himself any
. longer. "Dye this head of gold? Are you mad' ... ?"
"I would certainly dye this child's hair to keep people
.from ta,lking : .. "she went on c~ntemptuous of his temper.
"The most sca:p.dalous rumors fly about these days . . . take
care, Juana, I war.n you ... or tHis child will be the unhappiest wretch ..."
"Wretch!" snapped Felipe, resenting the insult. "You
-will you please go. Go-go! for God's sake, go!"
"You are very rude, Felipe ..• lam ol~er than you ..."
said Aunt Maria, confronting him with her old-maidish dignity. "A bit of counsel from one ex;perienced in such matters would ... "
Felipe left the room in a frenzy and sought the·outdoor
air where he freed his emotions.
Aunt Mariaw~s not the sort who would forget that
little incident. Neither Felipe or any other man, for that
matter, had ever bested her in a contest with verbiage. She
had time on her hands, a forceful will, and a practiced
,tongue. From cousins to tradesmen, from neighb,ors to
grandsires, she carried the story of Felipe's shameful behavior, his lack of respect, his stubborn nature, his ha~red of
his first four children; his hostility' toward his wife's relatives-and what's more, he had no earthly right to be the
father of a blonde son . . . will anybody believe that he,
Felipe! could be father to a blonde son? Will he try this
deception on people ~hen ... And think of the pOOl" child's
humiliation !' ..• and what of the other poor children, Pablo,
Mayo, Fernandez, and Benito! Ho~ they will starve for a
father's true affection! Will they be able to endure their
little blond.e brother Dorado, paJ1lpered and spoiled by a
doting father-at their expense! and finally: Our 'poor d~ar
Juana! Why did we ever allow her to marry this monster!"
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Felipe burst into fire when the h~ard repetitions of
Aunt Maria's sacrilegious gossip.'
"Now people are laughing at me, Juana, because of
what this terrible person, your Aunt Maria, spreads with
her poisonous tongue ••. 0 good Lord! tell me, has everybody gone mad? Tefl me, are we not all worthy of the same
treatment in your hands? . Are we not equal before your
eyes? Oh, Juana, will they ever let us alone? ... why aren't
they happy with our Dorado as we are?"
Indeed, he began to notice the sly glances with' which
he was pursued. And his children were pointed out as the
offspring of odd unmatched parents. Little Pablo, the first...
born, just turned seven, understood too well the meaning of
those jeers and taunts ... they pinched and made him feel
sore...
'Felipe recoiled and sought to escape the jests and jibes
... he stayed home, avoiding even relatives and :t:ri.ends . . .
He found his gr~atest source of comfort in Juana, whose
simple devotion and calm made him 'a willing slave to her
pleasure. Love and companionship and spiritual fervor came
through her . . .
Sometimes, as they sat in the silence of their home afterthe children h~ gone.
to ,
sleep, Felipe thought. he. heard
the
.
mockery. from without, and he would observe to Juana, busy
knitting for her children, but secretly alert to his thoughts
and words:
"How strange people are! Their sense of humor is
always in bad taste'! In Zapochila, they laughed because
you did not bear me a golden child, and here, in this great
Capital, where it seems most likely that people should have
sound minds and good sense-here a,midst our dear friends
and intimate family, we are scorned.because God has blessed
us with a golden child ... if I must say the truth, Juana,
which I hope will cause you no hurt ... verily, I believe they
are all fools-a pack of stupid, contemptible fools!" .

1
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Memories 'of New Mexico
By

.~

OTTO REU'I:'-INGER

Each white pattern line lies sharply on the red,
,
A light dusty .red of sandstone-·
:! .
The red of cliffs sprinkled with cedars
Keenly harsh in the sunlight.
If imagination would show beyond that red wool,
..
There would bE! the skyA blue sky, as pale and keenly colored as the cliffs,
Rimmed by great thunderheads that brush the tops of faraway mountains.
Close by would be the sand and soapweed.
Grayness, dull, red and green grayness coarsely scattered.
But there is only the gloss of wax beyond the rug"
And the broken grain of closely fi~ted woods.
There is no film' of red dust here.

.

.~

.~
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Icarus to His Wings
By

HOWARD SYLVESTER

See thou, 0 my wings, the pale horizon
Already glaring faintly with the fire .
Of coming day? Apollo greets the dawn.
His stallions surge at the sky, where clouds
Reflect the heavings of their flaming sides,
Where waits the fiery chariot that speeds
The blinding day across the heavens.
This moment is our last of envy. No more
Shall we vainly long what men have dreamed of:
The heritage of birds! To sweep in flight,
To feel th~ cooling rush of air, to dip,
Then swiftly turn-and earthward slowly drift
Two shining feathers. That dream is ours alone, .,
My wings, and we awaken. Today we fly, .
And like a gull who skims the crests of waves,
Or as a hawk whose spreading pinions cleave
The mists, our souls shall merge to greet Apollo's ,
Grace. And {hen the night, when darkness blending
Shadow into shadow, softens even
The harshest outlines of this coast, and' She,
Diana, speeds her gleaming shafts to tip
The waves with silver, we shall soar beyond
The stars. Our dream is ended. Come! Apollo
Lights the way. We two, my wings, are one ...

I
I
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Marie Hamilton Brown, 18- - 1935
ARIE HAMILTON BROWNE, artist and writer,known to t- .
readers of this magazine through two series of delightful and intimate sketches of the way of life in Isleta pueblo,
lost her courageously-wageq fight for health on the afternoon of July 15, 1935. At the moment of her death, she
was in Mountain Lakes, New Jersey, where she had been
from the time she ie:t:t New Mexico in December, 1934, alter
• a stay in the Southwest of four years. Whether one knew
Marie Brown personally or only through the quick apprehension of' her pen, he glimpsed a soul sensitive to the sign~ficance and color. of life experienced eilher in the world of
sopl1istication or the world of primitiveJsimplicity.
Marie Brown was bern in Australia, a birthplace that
never failed to claim her in faint traces it left in her vocabulary and sbeech. She lived in China, where, she met J. Hamilton Bro~n, an American, and became his. wife. With
him she ~ame to the United States where her home was
. made in Nfew York u~til she came to New Mexico. Here, in
Albuquerque, Taos, and, Isleta, she made herself a part of
the artistic and literary life to which her individual genius
was such an asset. It is a half melancholy and half-grateful
world in the Southwest that knows so often happy spirits of
unflagging courage who bring the best things of themselves
and leave them within a fated span which no combination
of science, will, or other
circumstance,
manages' to control.
,
,
T. M. PEARCE.

M
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Book Reviews
Wranglin' the Past--Frank M.
geles, 1936-$5.00.

Ki~g-Haynes

Corporation, Los An-

Frank M. King, cowpuncher, bronc' stomper, and erstwhile newspaper man by a unique route, and forme~ editor
of HooffJ and Horns Magazine, Tucson, Arizona, is an old
"ranny" who can "sho" 'wrangle interesting words, intriging situations and exciting episodes of the real West, in his
collection of vivid reminiscences so appropriately titled
Wranglin' the Past. Mr. King demonstrates that the three
r's in which he specialized were ridin', ropin', ranglin', as
well as readin', 'ritin', and 'rithmetic, and he certainly
picked out an original method to learn the writing game.
This first edition of his interesting book is privately published by the author
.. for his friends, autographed, and dedicated to his good father and mother; his good wife, Sophia;
and for fear some fool might feel slighted, to all the fine men
and women of the Western Cattle Range Country.
In Frank King's inimitable style and manner he sets
down in this remarkable autobiography most, of the varied
experiences he had as a cowboy on the Southwestern cattle
ranges during the Big Time Cow Works before and after
barbed wire fence days. He writes simply and modestly
,of some very sensational events, (in many of which he was a
participant) connected ,with pioneer days in California,
Texas, Indian Territory, Arizona, and New Mexico, and
makes all these sound as if they happened merely as a part
of the day's work.
Mr. King writes very knowingly of some of the famous,
or rather in-famous gun-fihooters of early days in the colorful West, who filed notches on their guns-but he never t:r:ies
to glorify these outlaws for he says, "'I've seen some of 'em
shoot men down without reason, and go file a notch on their
gun, yet I noticed mighty few of these fellers ever gave the
[208 ]
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men they killed a Chinaman's chance. There w~re a few
exceptions, but not many."
King's father left Delonega, Georgia, in 1849, where
his grandfather, Samuel King, had served as ,a sheriff for
many years. The, grandfather stopped in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on his way out and took contracts to deliver beans,
corn, and hay to government fort-s. The King-Carljsle fight,
said to have been the most sensational personal gun contest
ever experienced in Los Angeles up to that time, 1873, really
caused a change in the course of the author's own life and
wound him up as a cowboy on the North plains of Texas
instead of letting him grow up to become one of the numerous "real estate subdividers or one who rides herd on one of
~hem orange groves in California.'~
The unusual book, Wranglin' the Past, contains individual word pictures of Jesse Chisholm, part Cherokee Indian who spoke fourteen different Indian diaiects; established the Chisholm Cowtrail out of Texas and became mediator between the U. S. Government and wild tribes of Texas
and the Indian Territory; his cousin, John S. Chisum, Cattle
King of Lincoln- County, New Mexico; Billy th~ Kid, whose
famous gray pony, "Torro," was given to Frank King as one
of his string of hosses to use o~ tHe old Flying H cattle ranch
near Lincoln in 1884; realistic historic data concerning
Behan. and EarpS'; the truth about John Ringo; the Tonto
Basin War; the Lincoln County War; Joe T. McKinney,
under sheriff of .A:pache County, Arizona; a colorful account
of the Pleasant Valley War, :concerning the Grahams,
Blevins and the Tew~sburies; and' the' Gabriel Phy Battle
is realistically handled also.
Wranglin' the Past will delight and fnstruct its horde
of enthusiastic reaoers with its expressive range terms and
original cowboy lingo. Perhaps, as the author, l\1:r. King,
. modestly says, he hasn't written 'any literary gems,claiming
always to have been a better cowpuncher and bronc' stomper
than a writer, but he has written an exact chronicle or slice'
of life as it really was and is out here in the reaLwest. '

«
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His record of his interesting experiences or reminiscences in Wranglin' the Past are weIr done. And that reminds me of his inimitable cowboy joke about the, old cowhand who went into a restaurant at ,EI Paso, Texas, and
ordered a steak, welldorte. The little waitress brought it
out rather lightly cooked. He asked her to take it back, and
have it cooked well done. She says, "'Tis done." The old
boy yells, "Done, hell! I've seen cows hurt worse'n that git
well !"
I repeat, his original western book is not half-baked,
medium or mediocre-it is well done! A rare literary feat
which should cause its gifted author to reap his just reward
"
with a best seller.
CLAY VADEN.

Quemado, New Mexico.
The Spanish Colonial Ornament, and the motifs depicted in the textiles
of the"period of the American Southwest-'Compiled and arranged
by Nellie Dunton-H. C. Perleberg, publisher, Philadelphia, 1935
-$16.50.

.

The Spanish Colonial Ornament, etc., is a book of precious embroidery designs, copied from old textiles, most of
which are in the possession of Spanish families or of curio
dealers who have bought these treasures from some needy
persons who had to part with them for economic reaSQns.
The book is illustrated with forty" plates, twenty of which
are in the original colors. In the introduction Mrs. Dun:'
ton explains the different kinds of stitches used in these
beautiful colchas and sabanillas, as well as the dyes used for
the soft colors, rose, mahqgany, brown, yellow. She al~o
tells the origin of the designs, many of which were from old
Moorish patterns, or from old Spanish brocades. Many
were of the most primitive origin, the seamstress apparently
invent~ng the design as she went along. A number of the
colchas were embroidered in animal designs, such as deer
and biI'ds like those on Indian pottery. Many designs look

!
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, as though they had been copied roughly from Spanish lace,
with rose centers and 'many leaves and trailing vines. Mrs.
Dunton says that none: of these colchas were made later than
1850 but that later ones were copied from thE! old, and the
difference between them is quite evident on account of the
soft faded colors ~f the old, which cannot be duplicated in
bought woolens. These designs have been transcribed most
lovingly by Mrs. Dunton, and her book should be a delight
to anyone interested in embroidered decorations,
, '
M. R.. VAN STONE.
Santa Fe.
Guest Book-Witter Bynner-.Alfred A. Knopf, 1935-$1.50•

. From the gossip emanating aJ;>out Witter Bynner's
Gue,t Book, its br.eachof the laws of hospitality, its rending
of tJte hair and garments of guests, one reader looked f01"
verf{e of town and topic sharpened cleverly to puncture and
deflate. He found little to be so briefly dismissed~ There
are seventy signatures on the register of the book-Ariel,
Benedick, Blue Book" Bluestocking, Borrower, Bravado,
.Bridegroom, Choir-Bo~, Club-Woman, Communist, Cook,
Debutante, Dowager, Editor, Expatriates, etc. And each is
a portrait so skilfully drawn that it personalizes types, tempers, virtues, vices, humors, fancies, family trees. Mr.
Bynner's home has been a stage where men and women have
made their exits and entrances acting their seven' ages and
Jacques has had a special humor of his own "compounded
of many simples, extracted from many objects; and indeed
the sundry contemplation of my travels ..."
. Writing i~ a t;adi~ion of nqtable names in ancient and
modern. tongues, Bynner has written epigrams to register
in the loig roll of the best satirists-Meleager; Callimachus,
Ovid, Catullus, Mfl,Rial, Ben Jonson, Donne, He~rick.
, Though in sonnet form, the vocahulary and rhythm are
tersely fashioned, and the mellow sonnet quality'is replaced
by a sharp tang, intellectual and lyric. The word-pictuz:ed
,
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beauty which Bynner is always able to shape is here.
"Greenwich VilIager" are the opening lines:

~;

:
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The last cloud after sunset,. touching through
Some shadowed room a vase of ivory
Was life and everything that life could be
Touching her cheek, her youth, her destiny.
"Ariel" must rank with Robinson's "Richard Cory" as
a similar compound of the bloodless beauty that wears a
pallor of death. "Benedick" is the everlasting humor in the
unsoJved role of bachelorhood; "Communist," "Editor," and
"Liberal" are inconsistencies in individual political and
social masks. "New Englander,'" like severar others a
longer than sonnet poem, is in a vein which Bynner's poetry
has consistently followed-the shattering of conventional
manacle& to sincere living. The barbs are there for the
front of pretense and hypocrisy; sYm.pathy for the guests
"in the ~hadow of this world"
... whom none can charge
With being derelict to human uses
..
is in the Guest Book as fully measured as the balancing of
man's self-less and his self-ish impulses allows.
T. M. PEARCE.
Albuquerque.
The Endless Furrow-A. G.

II
I
I

I 'f
I

I.

In

Str~et-E.

P. Dutton & Co.,

193~$2.50.

A story of the struggle of an English "middle-class boy
to rise above his station, and of his long devotion to a dream
-a piece of English land, The difficulties of James Horton, '.
son of the keeper of a public-house, in fighting against poverty and prejudice in order to become a farmer-and
there,
by a gentleman-'may seem strange to some American
readers, but are no doubt true enough, even in some areas of
our own South.
Descended from an old family of yoeman farmers who
had "come down in the world," young James is early i.n-
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stilled with the idea of restoring the family to its former
honorable place by an indomitable old. grandmother. "Git'
,land, Jimmy boy, an' t~eat it well, an' 't 'ull treat thee well.
Land's real. Land do bide put, not like these pesky shares
as yer father's always a-muddlin' in. English land 'cain't
goo back on a man." _
'
But first James must have money. He goes into trade,
mastering all the "art and mystery" of being a grocer and a
baker. He becomes a successful merchant, and marries the
girl of his choice. But, he does not forget his .dream: ~"To
, . own land, farm it, tg rule the ~eri and animals who live on
I- it, that was a worth-while life for a man, a life which would
enable him to be beholden to nobody."
Energy, courage,. hard w(i)rk: a stubb n will finally
make James Horten' grocer and baker, a armer at forty,
and in time an own1 @f the la~d. All things are his, and
"there isa son who will carryon the name and work. Then
comes the war. His wife and son gone, he is left, a crippled
old man, alone with his land to learn that" he is no longer
its master, but its servant-one who "farms for love, and
that's the only way to do it." "He was obeying the call of
a piece of England's land, as countless men have done all
down' the ages, and will continue to do in the future no matter what changes may take place in the world."
The· story lacks perhaps,. the artistic detachment and
rea,lity of a Ruth 'SUCkow' story of farm life, or the somber
haunting rhythms of Josephine Johnson's "Now in November." The author has' gathered. his materials carefully, but
the backbone of 'his theme sometimes protrudes through the
flesh of his characters. It is, however, a worth-while tale
that growS' in interest.
.
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JEWELL BOTHWELL TULI;.

Albuquerque.
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Horizontal Yellow-Spud Johnson-Limited Edition. Writers Editions, Santa Fe, New Mexic~(Printed by The Ryd~l Press.)

The value of so-called "local color" comes only when
the prose or poetry is such ai day-by-day, integral part of
the writer that he interprets.it as real and vital, not as a
quaint museum piece to' be explained by a travelogue le'cturer. This reality is present in Spud Johnson's first collection of poetry, Horizontal ~ellow.
'.
The roots of the poetry are in this West which the
Navajo calls "Land of Horizontal Yellow," and the poet
looks at the Indian with the eyes of a white man but a fine
understanding of Indian tradition. Once, when an Indian
dance is over, he comes upon one of them standing alone,
who
.
". . . was a part of the silent night,
As darkly stili; I could not see
His eyes flash any glint of light.
I passed him as I would a tree."
Although several windows of Mr. Johnson's house look
upon the Sacred Mountain of Taos, the Indian poetry is not
confined to the Taos group, since there are the Sixth Song
of the Holy Young Men, from the Navajo, and Morning of
the First Spring, from the Zuni Creation Myths. ,No one
can be impervious to the Indian drums: some find them unnerving; some find them stimulating. This writer finds
them a "living heart-beat" and again responds
"to rhythms as old as earth
And as fresh as new leaves"

I:
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I
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I

and has a quick mental picture of the Indians' past, when
Patricio strolls into the patio one day, sits on a factorymade chair, and with a shin~ in }fis eyes, thumps the new
black drum.
Pictures of mountains, aspens and pines, "grey-lace
cottonwoods of filigree tangling the clouds," the landsc~pe
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of all things yellow, scents of alfalfa, wild plum, and ~age,
sound of the wind at night" give certain pages a senspous
appeal which is usually more lyrical than vigorous. But the
poems are not all landscapes 'and portraits: a breath of
- something removed from the p~tio comes in the line~ for
the Chinese poets, Li T~ai-po and Tn- Fu, and in 'the scatt¥red
thoughts of the sea. ' Then ther.e are many introspectivle in
character which lean more toward keen poignancy than aadness. A sweep of loneI!iness follows a song. Things serious
pervade the entire book. Solitude enters often: siIen~e
"invisible wings of twilight-breathing moths."
Although I have said that the style is lyrical rather than
vigorous, the lyricism' is masculine, and there is not~ing
weak or painfully idyllic about it. The mechanics are! unimportant, for the )look is rhythm of thought. and living, ~s
essentially simple and direct as the Song of Going 'to f'~tch
I

· Water:
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"Over the grey bridge
Down by the 'cottonwood,
Over the blue stream
\!
Down where the willows, ~row,
Over the yellow path
Down to the deepest poolGoing to fetch the water.
Up from the deepest pool
Over the yellow path,
Up from the yellow hedge
Over the' blue stream,
Up by the cottonwood
. Over the grey bridgeBringing home the water."
~

DORRIS FISH.

Taos.
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Texas Legacy: Anthology of Texas Poehy-Compiled by Lois BoyleThe Naylor Company, San Antonio, Texas, 1935-$2.00.

One difficulty about an anthology both to the compiler
and the reader is the scattering-and shattering~ffect"of
many points of view with nothing more central to hold to
than landscape and love, bo~h of which latteras is widely
appreciated can cover a multitude of disparities. Mrs. Boyle
has used her material with real wisdom, it seems to me; and
she can hardly deny that in the three unusualt poems about
women cotton-pickers she found ready for use ~ motif which
unifies the mU'sic of the whole. The Rev. W. E. Bard's Heritage, Leola Christie Barnes' A Cotton Picker, and Mona
Meier Nelson's White Trash are indeed striking poems~ I
am not Qne of those blithe spirits who feel that poetry should
be a retreat from emotion, and the drive that these three
poems make on the calloused heart of a contemparary map.
like myself has been causing me thought. Good in themselves because deeply felt, they are strengthened by s:uch
other poems as The Pioneer Women of Byrd Friend, and the
references to incidents in the history of Texas, for example
the Diezmo of Virginia Lee McConnell.
'
Man is always and always to be a pioneer; once the new
land conquered and his particular brand of "civilisatio~" installed, he faces the necessity of another and more hazardous
conquest, that of himself. Goldie Cap~rs Smith says it well
in A Pilot to a Hunter:

I
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Comrades, we share the miracle of flight,
Adventuring to Heaven's outer bars;
Brother to comets, kindred of stars,
We trace a path of life upon ~he night.
I cannot wound a throbbing, flying thing,
-1 know the terror of a broken wing.
The thought that floats out of the anthology to this reviewer
is simply that we could do worse than start mending broken
wings, or ~en hearts, or even a bro~en funny-bone.' The

I
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poems on weather and landscape and flowers are a tOOd
background; and I think of Mrs. Boyle's Texas Legacy las a
huge bouquet of those marvellous colored daisies and ,coreopsis which color the prairies about Dallas and Forth "WIorth
in early June, and in the middle of this bouquet are the1fttree
poems on the cotton piCkers,like white lilies of death.
is
a thing to recall, too, that a fortnight or so ~efore her ~eath
. Eleanora Duse stopped her private car a few miles Ol!lt of
Dallas and strolled among the Texas wildflowers, hapdy as
a child, doubtl.ess leaving them something of her own Iperfume.·
''
..,.,..
I
Almost anyone would do well to buy Texas LeDac~ and
consider what it signifieljl.·
I

·!rt

&

;

HANIEL LONG1
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Your Future and Your Nation
r

'By ~EXFORD GUY TUGWELL*
II

are gr~duating now from college have reached ~
commenc~ment at a time of crisis. Your country'
in the years just ~ead will be deciding in what sense Qf '/
OU WHO

.

Y your

the word it is a 'n tion; and whether it shall control the
exploitation of hu. an beings and of natural resources or
whether it shall su~cumb to the anarchic economic forces
which are loosed in1 the absence of those controls. If this
crisis were war, as; the last great one was, you would be
required to serve aJtively in one way or anoth~r and you
'W9uld have to live obt the rest of your lives in the kind of
world determined bY\its conseque.nces. Constitutional crises
may seem to you less dramatic and problems of conservation
less immediate, than ~tuaJ war with its call to training, its
movement to.the sce4e of conflict, its dangers and its hardships. But they areijust as serious, just as full' of consequence for future yearS; and the obligation to participate in
them is even peater, Your physical aid would be wanted
in war; it is your sphHtual aid which is wanted now.
The issue we fac~1 is not one which is new. It nas been
awaiting an answer or many years.. Meanwhile we have
temporized on the adv·ce of those who said that our governance lay in a flexiblr constitution., It has now become
obvJous that the flexi;ility of which we heard was an imputed attribute of t~e judicial mind. They were -poor
prophets who said t at the powers of the union would
always be sufficient to control an industry which thorew its
iron body across the c untry, to require of it decency, the
duties of service, and po-operative efforts to Hft our levels
of living. They have t\urned out not to exist when we need
them most. And the ,uestion before our people, the only
question worth discusshlg now, is whether we shall once for

.1

I

• Commencement address by br. R. G. Tugwell, Under Secretary of Agriculture,
at the University of New Mexico,l: Albuquerque, june 10, 1985.
'
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all say that national questions shall have national solutions.
Considerations, such as party politics, or region~l aggrandizement, or power and place for. any mali or group of men
are perhaps tolerable when the issues of day-to-day legisla':'
tion or administr~tion are involved. I ask you to Ifegard
what I say now ag something apart from these; and ~ome
thing, too, about which we can be deadly serious. N <> man
ever kept his temper or his sense o{ humor in an ~arthquake. It would be incredible effrontery if he did. \ Arid
this is no time to be casual or humorous about the s~te of
the nation. The .social ~ystem into which you have thought
Y.9u might grow,. the economic arrangements from which
you have expected employment and opportunity, the modern
fact of nationality, itself, have suddenly been called in question. We are exposed to dangers of internal strife. And
.
all of us are called on to. do our part.
You have learned from your books and your teachers,
from your experience of life and work what this modern
world is like. You know about its drawing together, the
shortening of time and space. You know about industry
and labor; how the deman.d for shoes· and clothes in your
region keeps the factories going in New E~gland; how your
wool . and your cattle are of consequence to the Snuth; .how
: the Ia?or conditio~s which cause a strike in Detroit se~ yo~
afoot lip New MexIco; how the markets for goods and securIties affect the living of every citizen. This is the familiar
stuff of life to you. You have expected that there would
always be sufficient wisdom among statesm~n to see that
citizens everywhere had protection when' their livings, and·
their liberties.. were in jeopardy. When farmers suffer from
the long grind of low prices for their products they have
come to believe that there is a remedy against this m~n
made fate. Growers of wheat in Kansas or growers of cot- .
ton in Mississippi no longer expect to trust State action
to secure higher prices in New York or Massachusetts. Nor
is State action expected by workers and by citizens gen~

:

.

.

..
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erally to pI:otect their common interests; the belief is that
the generalizing and equitable hand of the Federal Governm~nt will adjust arid conciliate,· securing to each his liberty
and to each group its rights, because only the Federal government reaches frbm source to market of goods and from
the furnishing to the sale of services.
Economists invariably regard, demand as the beginning
of what grows to be a cycle of consumption, production,
exchange and distribution. When conditions in 'Chicago are
such that demand is stopped" production, 'wherever it may
take place, is also stopped. If production stops, raw materials must cease to move from every part of the country,
exchange is interrupted, and there are no goods and services
to be di~tributed. And if there is no distribut~on there can
be no demand because there is no income with which to buy.
. These processes OCCur in these times on a gigantic scale.
The economic structure is afar~fl.ung and delicate network
of interrelationships held ·together by customs which have
grown more comple4 and more sensitive as time has passed.
No thread of this network can be touched anywhere without~
causing the whole fabric to quiver even at its outmost
frontiers.
The price of wheat for Kansas is determined in central
markets like Chicagp; the demand for shoes is also partly
fixed there since farrhers spend their wheat money for shoes,
as well as other things. But the .wages of workers in shoe _
factories are also determined partly by what Kansas farmers can pay. So close and so deIlcate are these relationships
and so intimately~colilcer~ed with the welfare of fp.:rmers, of
workers, and of citizens generally, that mismanagement or
selfish withholding anywhere in the system constitutes an
intolerable interruption. All these processes were once '
automatic in the senJse that they were governed by competition; but competition was only good' so long as ~t existed.
When monopoly began to intrude, when labor began to
unionize, when markets came to be controlled, interference
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to restore the smooth flow of the process had to 'be resorted·
to.
The system became nlore and more vulnerable to this
kind of interference, too, as the scale widened, as. relationships became more interwoven and del.icate, as markets became more determinant" and' as financial controls were
tightened. Long ago we began to suppress monopoly; but
this did not pr~lude large-scale operations, the control of·
prices or the centralized management of credits. And these
were the forces which had to be made' to function in the
general interest. The government long ago entered these
fields in one way or another because it had to. This was, of
course, resented by those who, if the government did not d<?
these things, could manage them for their own profit. No
one objects to others' profits provided the getting of them' is
consistent with the other purposes of the economic system.
And only to that extent, and very reluctantly, has regulation
been approved. But the system has so. obviously required
co-operation, it has so obviously extended itself over wide
areas and with such intricate relationships, that goyernmental bodies have been forced forward in the protection
of vociferous inj ured .interests.
In this process, so familiar, so, obvious to even the
casual student of economics, the tendency has been to follow
where the system itself led. The system grew because it
became more efficient as it grew, and government had to
follow or to resigp itself to impotence., The issue now is
whether that impotence was intended to be imposed on. us
by our ancestors, and whether, if it was, we are to be bound
by their intention.
1 The existence of all the world to which your thinking
and your expectations have become adjusted is now doubted.
Yo'b have either to unlearn all that· has s~med to you so
obvious or you have to require that, it shall actually come
into being. For both you and your teachers have assumed
too much. Because it seemed to you sensible and obvious
~
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you have come to ~hink that powers exist which, when in
times of crises the~ were required, could be called upon to
establish recovery ~rom depression by correcting inequities
in the system of prices, by preventing the diminution of
purchasing power, Jby enlarging the production of goods
and by protecting the weak against the strong. You have
thought that Ctmgress might do,these things and you mayor
may not have understood that its power to do so necessarily
rested on constructive extensions of the constituti6n. You
are sufficiently famiUar with the fact that tne constitution
was written in"'a time when commerce in the modern sense
did not exist. And, if you have considered the 'foundation
for Federal ,regulation at all you have thought, perhaps,
that reasonable interpretation had permitted us to grow
naturally and easily jnto the system with which you were
familiar. This is exactly what did happen. And because of
this reasonableness and easy growth; and because of the
optimism of liberal ~awyers it was thought to be sufficient.
But some years ago, rgughly about the time of the
Great War, perhaps somewhAt because of-it, there beg;an in
this nation an industrial revolution whose profound Significance is being registered in our present crisis. It increased
the tempo of economic change, it precipitated the depression, and it proved t~ move too fast for the accommodation
of judicial theory. lNrst we. found ourselves in economic
ruins .and now we find ourselves deprived of effective means
for reconstruction. The instrurn.ent which, more than any
otner, was the cause of all these difficulties and later dissensions was scientific management. The idea was an invention of Frederick W. Taylor. It consisted" of the injection
into industrial prQcesses of careful measurement, ,p,ecision'
of arrangement, and analysis of materials and ~otions.
Applied by enthusiasts as it was, it came,' in conjunction
with the cheapening of power and the improvement of the
machines, close to making. work in the old sense obsolete.
It was put at the service of an industry which was operated
I
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by independent businesses seeking profits both by higher.
prices and by lowered costs. Startlingly lowered costs I
resulted from sci.entific management; and at the same time,
for various other reasons, and by 'various other inventions,
more perfect ways of controlling and maintaining prices
, were invented. Paradoxically we came into possession all
at once of a perfected instrument for raising the level of
living by increased production and of another equally perfect one for preventing that increase by segregating the
gains for a small group in favored controlling positions.
The reasonable thing to do in such a situation is either to
reverse ~the technical trend toward large scale anp private
control or to accept it and turn it definitely toward social
uses. ,That can be done. We can have the efficiency of large
operations; and this efficiency can be used to raise the levels
of living.
. Throughout th~ decooe of the twenties scientific management was coming into its own. Costs of producing
things were steadily being lowered; precision became a fetish; we learned to arrange various materials so that they
converged on an assembly line in just the wanted amounts.
at exactly the required intervals; we found new sources ·.of
power, we went on inventing new materials and machines.
All this might have resulted in higher. wages or lower prices
and so in a market which expanded as fast as did our capacity to produce. But neither happen~d. Our domestic market
did expand somewhat, but not Because consUmers had.
higher incomes, only because they were able to borrow· be-'
yond their incomes. We devised a' clever way,' also, of e~
panding foreign markets which was similar. We loan~d
our creditors the money with which to buy our goods; and
we loaned them far more than was warranted by-their
capacity to pay.
This policy of expanding production but not income had
its fated consequence in 1929. A'nd we then began to examine with frightened haste the possible causes
, for calamity in

¢
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the midst of prosperity. We had not lost our power, our
machines, or our science of management. Our factories
were just where they had been; our workers as skillful as
ever-but everything was paralysed. Those ~ho might buy
were everywhere burdened with the debts of past buying.
The treasuries of corporations' yere loaded with sterile
profits-sterile becau~e,eorporatiGns consume surplus only
in preparation for enlarged production. As:we surveyed the
wreck we could see that the gains of those immensely prosperous years had go.ne for purposes pther than, enl~rgjng
the needed market for goods, and thrt the paralYSIS was
, largely induced by th~, failure of priees to reach such an
adjustment. that the general distribution of 'goods could
occur. Surpluses of goods began to pile up, especially in
agriculture where production ordinarily goes op'regardless
of markets or prices. )' iBut in other industries the failure of
buying power was m~~ by shutting down. And our magnificent plant came to a -,tandstill. It could produce few goods
.
because the ability to ff~ire them was restricted.
• Formerly such (}rIS~ ~ were met by gradual readjust'ment. Bankruptcy ca~edl for debts; prices were lowered to
meet lowered incomes;1 slilrpluses found their own markets
in time. In this crisi1 government was called on as it ,always must be. in emer~encies. ~But it was called ~n first to
prevent bankruptcy ra~her than to readjust prices so that
production might begi~ aga.in.; This error was at least partially corrected by the .¥\.A.A., which moved to restore buying power to the, farmets. And the NRA, though it was not
used to correct indust~al price,'inequities directly, at least
moved to prevent the ~urden of depression from falling ,ont",
the workers whose buyi~g power was indispensible to ·recov-·
ery; furthermore the I Emergency Relief Administration,
taking as its rule the lfresident's announced policy that no
American should go hU~lgry began at least a partial restora!
~
tion of buying power. i

'~'

!
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The economic measures most needed for a quick and
permanent recovery were debt adjustment and equalization
.
of prices and working conditions throughout the wljl(lle
economy of the nation. The depression did not occui in
Georgia or Montana or Pennsylvania. It struck the nation
everywhere withJequal and cataclysmic force. It was ob~
vious that national measures and only those could be of any'
help. This was a time for testing the Federal powers; the
distress was great, the need immediate. The President
could ·not wait for years of debate.. He knew that millions
were threatened with the loss of their homes and their livings; and he moved with a courage and skill which was
everywhere applauded to bring the government into the
people's service. He had a way out and ,he took it. And he
saved the nation. Americans have not forgotten how true
this is. In two years they cannot forget.
It seems noW that his efforts'were not well regarded by
those who had formerly found it· possible to use governmental powers in their own ways. And it seems that he
leaned too heavily on the assumption ~hat institutions, are
the instruments of hum~n, need. The formerly privileged
now applaud the strict constructionists. And between them
they seek to prevent the use of the only sufficient powers
available for recovery from ,this depr~ssion or for prevention of the next one.
~
Aside from this presently dispu:ted field of commerce
which is so important to the integration of the industrial
system, there are some other matters which are open again
to question. ·W~ have been learning, in the years just past,
to think in terms of a national land problem. Is it wrong
to think of our greatest asset in this generalized social way?
It seems- to me impossible to secure the foundations of life
for our successors in any other way~ Drought, flood, and
disaster know no local divisions. Is it improper for a foresighted Federal government to take ~easuresjor relief and
even for preveFltion? You have not thought it wrong in this

.

.

~
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region to develop a natioPfll
drought relief administration .'
I
'
or to develop a grazing and land conservation policy. How
wo~ld this State and this S@uthwest re~ion con~rol the cultivatIOn of surplus acr~s or prevent the destructIve overgrazing of your rangelanrlsexcept as it was done co-oper~tively?'
There is a kind of qresham's law il!l these matters. The
worst practices triudtph temporarilylover' the best if they
ar'e brought into co~petition. This kind of agricultural
laissez faire has alre~dy ~educed 'the productivity of hundreds of millions of a~res of crop and grazingJand and has
strewn once product~ve areas' with hopeless rural slums.
The supporting hand of a co-operative government is needed
i f "
to repair the past da~age from these causes and to prevent
Ipore of it in future. ! rarmers yvho see a; hope of. rehabiJ.itation see no threat ~o their liperties in this kind of help.
No region of the: country has benefited mor'~ from the
long developmen~ of lfederal p~anning and control than has
the Southwest; none !leeds it more in the future. ,The temporary tragedies of drbught and flood have approached your
land. The, stony abandoned pastures of New England and
the wasted infertile ateas scattered through the South are
instances of the longe~ and slower disasters which somehow
you must escape. Thht soil, out of which the ancient cul- ""'.
ture of the Pueblos \grew and upon. which the Spanish
founded a genuine civillization has to be protected from now
on by strenuous measures if your present civilization is not
to be undermined. For temporary tragedies relief: for
permanent ones prev~ntion: to these policies the government must remain committed.'
.
I regard as fort4nate the .recent reversal 'of policy.
which will give the NavaJo~ a new weapon in their old
struggle with nature. ;, The ittdividualistic pattern in which
.
it was sought to cast their problems was certainly unsuitable to a people with ai strong sense of tribal and 'communal
~re now.
freed from those pressures
. responsibility. They ,
which have created di~astrous crises for them as
they have
,
-.;
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for their neighbors; the destruction of resources which
threatened their civilization, may still be averted. They can
now begin the arduous work of becoming once more themselves in their own ways. That, after all, is what all of us ·
want. You yourselves have unique capacities. Other
regions lack the Spanish strain which. runs through your
heritage. The early Spaniards had a kind of wisdom 'which
it might be well for us tQ recover. They began by ~nslaving
and destroying the native populations. But they gradulllY
dh~~overed better ways _of perfecting'laws which provided
foriindirectfradministration, with generous group a:utonomy,
reserving to the Crown th& guardianship of Indian life and
lands, and forbidding the alienation of Indian lands except
by the Crown itself. In New Mexico the res'ult was ']the.
per~etuation of ~he PU~blo. c!vilizations, with t~e~r lands,.
thell~ languages and theIr CIVIC, cultural, and relIgIOUS systems.. Mexico, even today, carries forward the Spanish'
t~hnique as a matter of course. 'We of the United States
can ito far *orse than follow the tolerance and forebearance
of the Spanish administrators.
More important than this problem of inter-racial tolerance i~ the example of the Spanish administrators in building upt the agricultural re~ources of the New World, including the American Southwest. On this tradition you can
safely rely in approaching your present problems. There
are those who think of the age of the conquistadores as one
of pure romance; others think of it as a period when "merciless tyrants, bigoted inquisitors, and insatiable gold-hunters waded across the length and breadth of America through
oceans of blood, burning, plundering and giving" no good
tlJ~ng in retu~n for the rich harvest of gold and silver that
they reaped." Both of these views are incorrect, as everyone in the Southwest, who is familiar with the vestig~s of
that colorful past, realizes. From the outset of the Conquest the Spaniards began the great task of transplanting
their culture to the New World and of course the basic
element of that culture was the art of farming. '

I
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From the first efforts were made to transplant agriculture in a very pr tical manner. In 1524 Cortez wrote .
his sovereign asking hiJ!ll to give orders that no ship should
sail to America wit o~t bringing, its cargo of plants and
seed~. Said Cortez, I have also explained to Y08r Caesarian Majesty the nef<i f9r plants of all kinds; for every
species of agricultulje may flourish here; but nothing has
been so far provide<i, and I. again pray Your Majesty to
order a provision fr~m the Casa de Contratacion at Seville,
so that no, ship b,e a$lwed to sail without bringin,g a ~ertain
, -number of plants hich would favor the, population and
. prosperity of the cou try." Columbus on his second voyage
brought animals for Ibreeding purposes and seeds and slips
was followed by sUbs~quent
and plants. ,This '~xample
I
,
explorers andconqufstadores and the domestic pig, !sheep, .
dog, goat, rabbit, an~ horse, were among some of t~e animals imported. As Iearly as -1495, jacks, jennets, mares,
cattle, pigs, sheep, ri~e, mil,let, farm laborers and gardeners, ,
millwrights and blacksmiths, were -'rought. Wheat, fapes,
olives. sugar cane. flate palms. fiks. pomegranates\ were
transported to the New Word,.. as well as, apples, ipears,
plums, peaches, apricots, quinces, mulberries, o~anges,
ij,mes, and lemons, ~ll before the year of the' first English
settlement in North tAmerica..
Not only did S~ain 'bring in plants and seeds from the
mother country bU! from the other countries of the Old
WorId and one grea authority has said that during the,' time
of colonization no 'uropean power was spending more on
. agriculture than S p~in. I should like here to say som~thing
about other contrioutions made by ,.spain in mining, in
institutions of government, in. religion, in explo.ration, but .
at best I should be rephrasing knowledge common to ypu all.
The Spanish built the first citi~s, schools, and churches.,
They brought the first printing presses and made the first
books. They wr9te the first dictionary, history, and'"
geography. They transplanted here some of the best attributes of the Old World civilization generations before the
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Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock and three SpaI)ish universities in the New World .were rounding out"a century of
cultured existence before Harvard College wase-founded.
Upon this long t~adition you are right to Jean; it 'sets
your region apart; it makes available to all of us a cultural
heritage of immense richnessl~ It is in this connection that
I should like to pay tribute' to a great conquistador of the
spiritual frontier, a man who, with a Harvard education
and a New England background, found a congenial atmosphere in New Mexico and who made himself so much a part
of your life as to provide the most convincing evidence that
here you have the resources for a moral reconstruction of
our life. Knowing Bronson Cutting as I did, I was always
aware that part of his strength and fineness had its source
in your- Southwest. He represented the aspiJ;·ktions whi(!-h
are common to American progressives; but these had i a
reference always to the sun and the soil of this country he~e.
We think of the LaFollettes and Wisconsin together, as we
think of Norri~ and Nebraska. The same relationship·
existed between Cutting and New Mexico. His contributions to our economic and political life had, as a consequence,
this qoubl~ reference also. He worked for and with this
University and especially for the San Jose Training Sch901
which, under the University, is furnishing educatipnal privileges to your Spanish Americans. He was interested, as a
schol~ mi&,ht be, in developing the full story of the Southwest tradition. Its glamour fascinated him; he drew ,close to
\ .its inner meaning.
But above and beyond that his interests flowered out
until they became identified with ,those of his nation as a
whole. He was aware of nationality, possessively aware of
it, and determined, as few men I know pave been, to defend
the right of the government' to intervene when the livings
and the liberties of Americans were in jeopardy. The last
evening I spent with him in Washington was thus divided
between our common enthusiasm for th Southwest and a
learned interpretation he made for me of the pending legis-
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lation for the reform of the Federal Reserve Systenll. The
Governor of the Board, at whose h~me we were, c~nhded to
me afterward his astonishment at the profound understanding of a layman. It had not surprise,d me. It was a ~art of ,
a legislative duty, a national duty and it was simplt being
met in the careful and serious way which we had lea;rned to
", (;li
I,
expect from Bronson Cutting..
It is appropriate that your legislators should cpmbin,
their local and national interest in this way, just as it is
appropriate that this institution should do so. This l(Jniversity has made and is making contributions of which lA!Derican scholarship is rightly proud in archaeology a~d in a
rewriting of the history of the past, a past which stretches
backward for mQre than ten centuries. As this new Iorganized knowledge is made available by study in the field, in
the library, and in t~e laboratory, we.shall have a ~w ap- .
preciation of the men who fir~t strode with mightY steps
across the pages of History in New Spain. But the tJrniversity and the educated men whom it has trained can n~ver be
··content to look backward. They are looking forwar~. The
problems of land use, of Indian welfare, of preservi~g the
heritage of aboriginal culture and Civilization are the tasks
of the present and future, to be based on a knOWledge! of the
past. This. institution and this generation of studenlts and
graduates, aided by trained' technical and intellectual
achievement, have a responsibility, a responsibility for
, securing the future INew Mexico from the disasters which
follow the destructiOiIl of the soil~ from keeping the people
of a-proud and.virile race from exterminatioR ,by inappropriate controls.
:
Centering you,r interest as it is right for you to do in
the issues which are -meaningful for your own Southwest,
you are required, also, to expand those interests to include
issues which are nati«Imal. Neither the culture of your Indian
people nor of the descendants of the Spanish 'pioneers belongs· to you alone. The rest of us would refuse yoU that
monopoly even if you' chose to enforce it. And on other than

.

I

j
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culturalf·grounds, on economic and political ones, a rootedness in regional interests spreads up very quickly into the
national air. You are part of this nation; and this nation is
part of you. The interpenetration which has grown so
intricate cannot be torn apart. It -exists not alone for
reasons of sentiment, but also because we are committed to
it in practice. The question before us most vividly now is,
whether for the protection of a fiction we ought to pretend
that all this has not happened, that ,it is not really true. We
have gone that tortuous way under the guidance of the lawyers, building an elaborate superstructure of institutions
upon a foilndation we could never clearly see but which we
were told' existed. This was the great error. Either ~e
should not have allowed this interpretation to occur or we
~hould have made sure that -nothing could happen which
would savagely tear it apart~ I think we shall no longer be
willing to move blindly forward in a fog of casuistry.
, Now if ever'your generation is required to assume the
full stature of Americans, to' regard not only your .rootedness but also the sun, the air, the water, and the soil of your
environment as a definition of your sphere of interest. You
can make good the commitments of your tradition; you can
protect them from the destructive forces of reaction; they
will in turn provide you with the kind of a world for achievement which you have a right to expect; You, can have a system of institution which is as modern as the concrete and
steel of our architecture, as flexible and' efficient as the
science of factory management; and they can be turned to
the uses of the liberty, democracy and good living which
are the true canons of our traditions. But you can;not have
these things by default. You will have to create them. And
having created them you will have to stand by to protect and
nurse them, and perhaps to recreate them, as conditions
.
change again and again.
And so you have a responsibility ,iwhich is larger than
that of state or reiPonal wisdom. We~ are all of us Ameri?

I·
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cans; our deepest :and truest impulses go oufto the service
of the Nation. I have tried to convey to you my profound
uneasiness concern1ng the shaping of our immediate future.
I have tried to say that this undramatic crisis is quite as
great as one of war. I have said it, of course, in the hope
that you might be stirred ~ genuine considetation of the
policies we must now make· and follow. It will be your
future and yoq.r Nation. It is not ,too soon for Y-Our participation i~ a ~ore tll"n acade~c way. Your help is ge~uinely
needed In thIS moment of chOIce.

.'

",

I
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Speak of the little adobe towns
in the curtain of darkness
.
where the sun rides o-ter and the day
is a diadem fo~ deserU .
where sands stretch out with alkali
.and sound calls in vacuum
and nothing moves but dark men
and sombre women, mantled with black
mantillas, who ate
only a deeper shad9w of darkness.
Even the light is hard enough
to keep light ?ut
and blind the eyes
with nothing; not even sleep, warmth
and the color of sky and earth
is the color of nothing.
~
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The Coronado
Fourth
Centennial
.
£
, By GILBERTOEsPIN.OSA

i

HE last Legislature of New Mexico, by Sp~ial Act, .

T
created the "Goronado Fourth CentenniaJ Corporation,"
the object of which is to prepare for a statewide celebration

during the year 1940 of the four hQ-ndredth anniversary of
the journey of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado.
In his prologue to his HOIperic History of New Mexico,
Gaspar Perez de Villagra says, that noireater misfortune
could possibly befall a people than to lack an hi~torian to set
down properly their ~nnals-to perpetuate all those human
events which if left to the frail memory of man and the
mercy of passing years will be sacrificed upon the altars of
time.
. ,
Fortunately, we have a compl~te record of one of these
events. Just as Villagra wrote as an eye witness of the
details of the Conquest of New Mexico by Onate, so Pedro
Castaneda de Nacera, a private 'the army of Coronado, in
4is Relaci6n de la J ornada de Cibola has preserved 'for pos.terity the glorious d~ils of Coronado's entrada~ Winship'·.
in his translation has made the same available in the
English language. Bancroft, Bandelier, Twitchell, 'Prince,.
Read, as well as many early Spanish writers, have written
of Coronado. J ones in his Quivira has carefully followed
the explorer's footsteps from Compostela to Culiacan,
thence to Zuni, Tiguex, and Pecos, down into the pan-handle
of Texas, northerly across Oklahoma into Kansas and easterly across the plains, ~nd return.
Hence it is, that the accomplishments, the bravery, and
enterprise of those adventurous and courageous men gf iron,
are preserved for us; today these~ men live, endowed with'
an immortality .their deeds have merited and their chroniclers have recorded.
.
To relate the story of Coronado, is to recount an oft
told tale of adventure, courage and romance, which is never

in
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old. It is a story comparable but not surpassed by any
achievement recorded in the pages of history. The march of
the Ten Thousand Greeks into the heart of Persia and back
to the 'sea; the valorous conquest of the Empire of MontezU,ma by Cortes and his handful of Spaniards; the- glorious
epic of Pizarro in Peru; these compare with but do not surpass the story of Coronado.
So it is, .to cherish the sacrifices and heroic' deeds of
those who first set foot in New Mexico, that we are· now
,preparing for a proper observance during the year 1940 of
the fOlIr hundredth anniversary of the joprney of Francisco
Vasqulez de Coronado.
'
We in New Mexico live in an atmosphere of things historic. In the past we have little appreciated our, true historic heritage. . Texts studied in childhood and impressiens
formed take us to the Atlantic seaboard for our first
glimpses of American hi~tory. We think Qf Plymouth Rock
ana Jamestown when we recall the histor" of the founding
of our country. So without detracting from the importance
of those events and the heroism and self sacrifice of those
'who took part therein, we should not overlook the fact thatscarce forty-eight years after the discovery of America and
eighty years before the Pilgrim fathers landed at Pl)tmouth
Rock, mail chid soldiers of Spain and brown robed Franciscans, had travelled up the Colorado River in boats; crossed
the State of Arizona; gazed upon the mighty depths of the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado; wintered twice among the
New Mexico pueblos; crossed the states of Texas, Oklahoma,
and Kansas and almost reached the MisBissippi.
To fully appreciate the adventurous march of Coronado
and his men, it' is ~essential to recall the historical events
which preceded it and also to understand the situation in ~
New Spain at this time; the psychology of the. age and
period which prompted men to leave their homes beyond the
seas, spend their all, mortgage their future, and fOflow any-:where danger, adventure, and romancejbeckoned. In some,
the urge was lust for gold, silver, and ·precious stones. In
~~~,

&
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others it was an urge to save souls to God. In still others it
was ambition to extend the realms of the Spanish monarch.
In all it could be summed up as th~ spirit of the times. The
unknown had been tapped and an adventure crazed world
was frantic to discover its most hidden secrets.
In April, 1528, Panfilo de Narvaez, a Spanish sea captain, was shipw.recked on the Florida coast. Of his three
ships and their crews, but four souls were saved: Alvar
NufiezCabeza de Vaca, the treasurer of the expedition;
Alonzo de Castillo, Andres Dorantes, and a Barbary negro,
slave of Dorantes, named Estevan. These wandered for
eight ,years a('''oss the states of. Texas and New Mexico,
finally meeting their own people in Sinaloa on the West coast
of Mexico. .
In their wanderings, Cabe~a de Vaca and his companions saw and heard of manysfra.nge wonders. They had
gazed up~n the plains as far as the eye could re~ch, a rolling
sea of buffalo. "They had spied' from afar, the lofty walls of
the'New Mexico pueblos which appeared to them after their
long wanderings, in their wild imagination, lofty turrets and
citadels, mighty cities. They had likewise heard everywhere
of the fa?ulous Seven Cities of Cibola where gol<tand silver
11
and precIOUS stones abounded.
Let us consider the situation in Mexico. Sc~-rce a generation had passed since the Conquest. A new generation
had come, in whom the traditions of that glorious age were_
yet fresh. Mexico and Peru had for years poured their
streams of gold ~nd silver into the Spanish treasury. From
, the 'King to the Viceroy and from the Viceroy to the Governors of the Provinces, dow~ to"' the lowliest private -~d
the man on the streets," everywhere was the insane urge t<:>'''
seek further conquests in the regions as yet unknown. The
stories told by Cabeza ,de Vaca and his companions had a
tremendous effect. Everyone felt certain that in those
regions to the north would be found another Mexico, another
Peru.
,
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The Viceroy of New'Spain at this time was Antonio de
l\lendoza. A shrewd, calculating, ambitious individual, and
above all a man of: action, he lost no time in securing his
advantage. His would be the credit and th~ glory of this
conquest.
Having entertained Cabeza de Vaca and
Dorantes at his home in Mexico City (he purchased Estevan
from Dorantes) and having heard their 'story, he forthwith
dispatched Marcos de Niza, a Franciscan monk, with several
companions, including Estevan, to check up on these reports.
Niza journeyed' as far as Zuni, the first of the Seven
Cities of Cibola, referred to hereinafter also as Cibola aI\d
as Hawikuh. He did not enter the pueblo but remained at a
distance while Estevan approached. At the Pueblo, Estevan
provoked a quarrel and was killed. His companions fled·
without entering the Pueblo. The credulous friar, gazing
from a distance upon the lofty walls of Zuni, rising tier upon
tier, the like of ·which had never been seen before in New
Spain, readily was convinced that he was gazing upon one.
of the rich and powerful cities of Cibola. He returned post,
.haste and reported to Mendoza an exaggerated account of
what he had seen.
.
When the news spread of the report the good Friar had
made to Mendoza, ent)lusiasm ran wild. Immediately Mendoza set about to organize an expedition for the conquest of
this new "EI Dorado."
.
No single event in the history of New Spain aroused
such enthusiasm throughout the Spanish world a~ did the
contemplated expedition for the conquest of the SeViE~n Cities
of Cibola. Cortes and Pizarro, while far from realizing the
rich empires that awaited them, yet had some inkling thereof. The Spanish Monarch, however, was entirely ignorant
of the wealth that would soon pour into the Spanish treasury. How different in this instance. Charles V gave the
enterprise his wholehearted support. He felt' an opportu~
nity to 'replenish his empty coffers and ~estore his empire to
world domination. A ship load of armour, cannon, and t~e
?
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necessary accoutt:ements of w~r, was furnished the expedition from the Royal Arsenal. Mendoza saw an opportunity
to win eternal fame and fortune in "the conquest of a rich
and mighty empire. He personally advanced large sums
and obtained grants from the Royal Exchequer. The total
cost of the expedition amounted to a present day outlay of
about a million dollars.
An idea of the importance attached, to the e~pedition is
r~adily gathered from the personnel. From the leader to
the ordinary soldier it included the flower of Spanish youth
in the New World. Contemporary writers tell us that the
army which gathered at Compostela, Mexico, for the personal review of the Viceroy, on t'Q.e 22nd day of April, 1538,
was the most gorgeous array of Spanish Military strength
ever assembled In the New ·World.
Let us glance over the list of officers and men. Its gEmeral was Frandsco Vasquez de Coronado. A yourig man
yet, of some thirty-eight years,- he was governor of the
Province of Nueva Galicia in New Spain. Young in years
he had already proven his military prowess in the pacification of that Province. A native of Salamanca, Spain, he had
come to the New World with Mendoza in 1527. Coronado
was married to the young and beautiful Beatrice de Estrada,
a blood cousin of Charles V. The youthful general rode at
the head of his troops on a beautiful white charger gorgeously caparisoned in red and yellow with gold trimmings
and fringe. He alone wore a~ gilded armour. White and
red plumes floated from his helmet.
•
Castaneda gives us the following officers of the expedition. Stand;;trd bearer, Pedro de Tobar, son of. Fernando ,,~
de Tobar, mayordomo of the late.Queen Dona Juana. The
master at arms was Lope de Samaniego, governor of. the
Arsenal at Mexico, whose fate it was to die by an Indian
arrow before the expedition left Mexican soil. The captains
were Tristan de. Arellano, Pedro de Guevara, Garcia Lopez
d~ Cardena~, the discoverer of the Grand Canyon, Rodrigo
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Maldonado, brother-in-law of the Duke de Infantado, Diego
L6pez, member of the City Council 'of Seville, and Diego
Gutierrez, all gentleme~ born. The commander of Infantry
was Pablo de Melgares' and the Chief of Artillery Hernando
de.Alvarado. There was als~ Juan de Saldivar, great uncle
of Juan and Vicente de Saldivar, who accompnied Onate into
this country in 1599, the latter being killed at Acoma.
There also was Juan Gallego, to whom was entrusted the
duty of keeping communications open with the Viceroy'in
Mexico. There was also Melchoir Diaz, one time mayor of
Culiacan, and many others of the noblest families in the old
and new Spain. The expedition numbered a thousand men,
of whom three .hundred and fifty w,ere Spaniards, the remainder Mestizos and Mexican Indians. The artillery consisted of a dozen small pieces called ."pedreros." . These
proved entirely ineffective against the heavy walls of the
Pueblos, but were effective in impressing the natives with
their ,thunder, which was most terrifying.
All in all, it was indeed a gorgeous and formidable
array which passed before Mendoza in Final Review. Most
of t~e Spaniards were mounted. The Hidalgos had extra
mounts. Great numbers of slaughter animals accompanied
the army. Final instructions were given and on· the 22nd
day of February, 1538, the army set forth in quest of the
fabulous Cibola. The immediate destination was Culiacan, some two hundred miles to the northwest. The Viceroy
personally accompanied them for two days and then reluctantly retutned to his Capital while the army went ,on 'its
. way.
:Mendoza and his advisers believed that regions to be
conquered adjoined the so-called Southern Sea and dispatched Hernando de Alarcon at the head of a sea expedition
with orders t6 follow up the Western c03:st and keep in communication with the land forces. Alarcon and his men proceeded up the mouth of the Colorado River to a point well
beyond Yuma, where, unable to go any further, they left
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messages and retUrned. These messages were later found
.
by Pedrp de Tobar.
It
On March
. 28th, 1540, the Army reached Culiacan.
,
had been a long Bllld arduous journey for the gallant cavaliers in holiday attire. They soon learned the stern reality
of the hardships a;head. At Culiacan the army left most of
its excess baggage, heavy armour, silk clothing, ·books, and·, .
even silver candlesticks.
.
At Culiacan, Coronado left the main army to follow and
with some seventYrfive mounted companions and three hundred of the best equipped foot soldiers, and with Marcos de
Niza as their guide, went on ahead~ These left Culiacan
on the 22nd day of April, 1540. The direction they followed
was the path of Friar Marcos bnhis previous trip.
Following the valley of the River Sonora, the advance
reached Arizona at about Fort Grant; from whence after
sending word to the army to fo~low, ,they went northward'
along the Gila River to the vicinity of Fort Apache, thence
east and north into New Mexic6. On July 4th, 1540, the
puel:>Jo of Zuni was sighted. This was the pueblo Friar
Marcos had seen from afar.
The first sight of Cibola was a terrific disappointment
to the Spaniards. 'rrue, thEW had some misgivings as to the
truth of Fray l\{arc(])s' report. Ever since the army- had left
CuIiac{m~ they had gathered from the few natives they had
seen that his stories of the golden splendour of Cibola were
a myth. There were open murmurings against the Friar
which broke into b~tter resentmerit when the true f~cts
were known. The good Friar taking advantage of t~e first
opportunity, returneq. to Mexico City with a courier, happy
to escape a most uncomfortable situation.
.
Coronado was refused admittance to Zuni. The Indians barricaded their homes and prepared for defense. On
the 7th day of July, 1540~ the Spaniards took tpe pueblo by
storm. No gold or silver or precious stones were found, but
the soldiers did find in abundance, corn, beans, pumpkins,
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and turkeys, which \n their present situation were more
important. No losses were suffered by the Spaviards save
a few wounded among whom was their general, Coronado.'
A stone hurled from a rooftop had struck his helmet and
rendered him unconscious..
Coronado re.mained at Zuni awaiting the main army
until November. In the meantime, he dispatched several
expeditions to explore the country. Pedro de Tobar was
sent to the P~ovince of Tusayan where he discovered the
Moki and Hopi pueblos. He also brGught back information
about the Grand Canyon. Garcia Lopez de Cardenas was
sent in August and was the first white man to gaze upon this
mightiest of nature's wonders. The Spaniards called it "the
mouth of hell." His report to Coronado was received with
little interest. When Cardenas described the depth and
width of this mighty chasm, the youthful general smiled
patronizingly and obligingly changed the subject.
While at Zuni, CorGnado receiVed in audience an Indian
from the pueblo of Pecos (Cicuye) who told him of the fabulous cities of Quivira where gold and silver were found -in
abundance. Cibola was now a bubble which had burst. So
now, all attention was,directed
to this new "EI Dorado,"
the
.
.
"Quivira." Coronado sent Hernando de Alvarado to visit
Pecos and check up on these accounts. On his way, Alvarado
passed the pueblo of Acoma and was the first white man to
see this city perched upon its lofty heights. Alvarado
crossed the Rio Grande somewhere in the vicinity of Albuquerque and stopped at the pueblos of the Province of
Tiguez. These numbered seventeen ~nd included the
pueblos o,f Kuaua and Puara, now 'being excavated by' the
University of New Mexi<;::o. Castenada calls the place
"Tiguex."
By November the main body of Coronado's army under
Tristan de Arellano, reached Cibola. Alvarado, after establishing winter headquarters at Tiguez, proceeded hiplself to
Pecos, thence to the buffalo plains in East Texaf?, and return'

"
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ing met Coronado at Tiguex, where the winter of 1540-1541
was passed.
.
.
In the Spring of 1541, Coronado left TigueJ\ for Quivira.
An Indian called "EI Turco" by the Spaniards,'..who claimed
to have been robbed by the Indians of Pecos of gold bracelets, told Coronado~f this and offered to lead the army t~
Quivira. Coronado proceeded to Pecos where he secured
several other guides,. several Tewa Indians, and a Quivira
Indian named Isopete.
Following this new will .0' th~ wisp, Coronado and his
men under the guidance of the false "Turco" were led far
astray into the plains of Texas, to the vicinity of Abiline.
Here they became hopelessly confused. Isopete denounced
EI Turco to Coronado and offe~ed to lead them to the true
Quivira. The. false guide, faced by Isopete and the other
guides, finally con~ess:ed that the Indians of Cibola had induced him to lead the Spaniards into the plains where they
would be lost. Under the new guide, Isopete, a new start
was' made. Selecting seventy-five chosen followers, all
mounted, Coronado sent the remainder of his fol~owers back.
to Tiguex and started for Quivira.
The new route led due north across Texas and Oklahoma and into Kansas, then easterly to a point near the
present Lyons. In this vicinity were found the_ villages of
the Quivirans. These proved to be a. friendly industrious
,
people living in communities with well made grass huts.
They tilled· the soil and were advanced in civilization though
not up to the standard of the Pueblo Indians. There was
none of the gold or wealth which the lying "Turco" had
'.
represented.
Coronado remained in Quivira a. month. From here he
sent glowing accounts to the Viceroy of the beauty of the
country and the fertility of the soil. The return trip was
made in a direct line, avoiding. the long detour or their
former
. march.
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In the absence of Coronado, Arellano had againestabHshed winter quarters at Tiguex. An expedition sent by him,
•
under Francisco de Barrionuevo, visited the pueblos of
Jemez and Taos while another expedition explored the<Jl. lower
Rio Grande Valley visiting all the pueblos as far south as
Senecu and Socorro. All of the Rio Grande pueblos were
given names by Coronado and his men, many of which they
still bear.
The winter of 1541-1542 was again-spent at Tiguex. In
the Spring of 1542, almost a year to the day that he had set
out for Quivira, Coronado turned his steps southw·ard. On
the return trip he met with Captain Juan Gallego and Pedro
de Tobar, who Were separately bringing reinforcements
from Mexico. These and their followers urged Coronado to "
return to Quivira with the army but the general was weary"
and longed for his pleasant estates and Mexico~ The quest,
so far as wealth was concerned, had been a dismal fail ure.
He was a tired 'and broken man. At each settlement, the
army dwindled away. Culiacan claimed a few, a few deserted here and there. By the time the ~rmy reached Compostela, barely one hundred men remained. The general
proceeded to l\1:exico City; where he made a report to the
Viceroy.
In the judgment of the times, Coronado was a colossal
failure. He and his followe~s returned broken in, health
and in fortune. No mighty empires were discovered; ~o
'rich treasures to enrich the Spanish Monarch. His journey,
however, was of tremendous importance: For the first time
it compreh'ensive understanding was had of the geogfaphy
of Western America. Coronado's explorations led directly
to the expeditions which followed into Arizona, California, ~
New Mexico, and Texas. His explorations reached from
California on the west to almost the Mississippi on the east.
Among the accomplishments of the Coronado explorations
we might list the following. Hernando de Alarcon and
MelcoirDiaz were. the first white men to set foot on the pres>

U
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ent soil of C~lifornia..- Hernando de Alarcon discovered
and
,
sailed up the
Colorad(]) river.
Garcia
Lopez de Cardenas disr
.
.
covered the Grand Canyon. Hernando de Alvarado was the
first European to visit Acoma. Coronado and his' men visited every Indian pueblo from Hopi to Pecos and from Taos
to Socorro. For the first ti~e the soil of Texas, Oklahoma,
and Kansas felt.the tread of a European. Surely such'
accomplishments are worthy of being perpetuated:
~
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Letter
By HANIEL LONG
Blood from the quoit-killed boy became hyacinths;
. Daphne preferred the violence of light as a tree. .
One can be deceived by another's ways, at firstOne forgets the innermost forms life can be.
Ephesians had a goddess with many 'many breasts;
Marigolds seem better for bearing many a flower~
I think of you, my dove, and the babes you suckle.
The lotus in the pool has a new lily. The shower
Passes us over, though earth requires it: the hose
Succors the thirst-maddened trees and the plants.
Yes, I think of you. The days and the darks
are filled
With quiet; lightning at night is more blinding
than romance.
Thank God for Mary's gold and the Ephesians and
the lotus,
And for village lives and the desert and the world-cloud.
There are different planes of being, but I only think
Of new life pushing through the strands of the shroud.

[ 160]
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A CenturY of Mananas
<-

By BETTY Srr:APLES
HE VILLAGE of Questa, New Mexico, is about to observe
.the centennial of its founding. Although,. in this land
of dreamy leisure, the calendar is not closely marked, still
. the passage of a century is noteworthy.
Quest~ lies· seme twenty miles south of the Colorado
state line, and directly,outside the Carson National ·Forest..
Picture a cluster of tawny adobe houses, brightened by skyblue casements and gardens of hollyhocks, sunflowers, and
geraniums in gay pro~usion. Buildings and blossoms appear
to have' been' scattered .with equal planlessness. One long
road meanders amiab~y among the abodes of chickens, dogs,
goats, and human beings, while the varied inhabitantS stare
with unwinking solemnity at "foreign" auto~obiles driven
past. The nearest 'railway station is Jaroso, twenty-three
miles distant; but there are three highway approaches: one
from Colorado over La Vita Pass (following the old Kiowa
Trail, second fn importance only to the east-and-west Indian
route which coincided: in some places with the later Santa
Fe
Trail) ; another fvom Cimarron and' the east. over, Red
River ~ass; and a thi·tid up through Box (janyon from Taos,
thirty miles to the sou~h. It would be difficult to say Which
of the three highways,. is most picturesque.
The Rio Gra:qde Hes eight miles to the west; but the
source of water supply .is Laguna Cabresta, high above in
the adjacent forest, and the Rito Cabresta, which winds
seven serpentine miles down Cabresta Canyon to spread its
coolness across the floor l of Questa Valley, where the eleva:-'
tion is 7,800 feet. Ther~ is, in contiection with this lake and
its outlet stream, a long-psed and dependable irrigation system. In addition, the: 'Dhunder Bird almost daily flaps its
wings over this region 1Uring a great part of the growing
season. Questa Valfey oes not lack water, and has never
. known famine.
. .
'
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In 1835 the first permanent settlement was made in this
favored spot. True, the Utes and Apaches were there first,
but they cannot be called permanent settlers, much as they
struggled to remain so. The group of colonists who displaced them came from vicinity of Santa Fe, and claimed .
. descent from the Spanish Conquerors. They bore proud
names: Martinez, Gonzales, Valdez, Rael, Cordovaz, Ar.chuletas, Gomez, Cisneros, Gallegos-most of which survive
in Questa Valley's present population of fourteen or fifteen
hundred. The colonists had large families and mingled little
with outsiders. Change of government in 1848 affected
them not at all.
;
The newcomers owned many slaves. No negrpes have
ever been seen in Questa; the slaves were Navajo, Ute, and
Apache captives. Indians, in turn, enslaved the settlers at
every opportunity. Descendants of the settlers say tha~ the
Indian slaves were stubborn fellows, h,ut after~being once
subdued were faithful and industrious and capable of enduring great hardship. They were freed by Lincoln's Emancipation proclamation. After they were freed, most of these
slaves stayed on with their former masters, and race distinc::'
tions were gradually obliterated. Other remnants of the
Indian tribes were moved
. to reservations.
The early Questan. built his house, or plazuela, in a
square or sometimes in a' circle, around a court with one big
gate. Such a house, with numerous connecting rooms all on
one floor, sheltered several families and a host of slaves. At
night the livestock was driven into the court for safety.
Plazuelas were of adobe brick and plaster. Walls were
twenty to twenty-four inches thick. Roofs were of split
pine, adobe-coated, and nearly flat, sloping a little outward.
Floors were commonly of adobe, and sometime~ a step or
two below the level of the court, upon which all doors and
windows opened. There were no exterior apertures except
•
a few transomlike windows placed high, close to the beams

. ,.
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(vigas) and used for obs~.rvation or defense.

There was
no glass in any of the windows: ;
;
Furnishings were primitive. Cupboards and· shelves
of adobe were built into the walls. Adobe benches stood
beside the adobe bell-rfireplace (fagon de campana),' whjch
had a smoke-hole but no chimney. There were· plenty' of
jars and bowls obtained from Indian pottery-makers. There
was a big round oven in which bread was baked every day.
Since matches. were unknown, fire was lighted by hitting-l
pedernfl,l' (flint-roock) with a piece of steel. The women
always contrived to have flowers growing.
.
Each home was in reaJity a factory. Blankets, rugs,
and clothing were woven 0n looms. Lace curtains were
made by hand. Shoes were hand-made of cowhide and buck·skin. Flour was ground, as a rule, on the molino-.two large
stones, one stationary, the other moved by water-power;
the hand-oper.atedmetate was likewise in use for gr.inding.
For medicines the (])ld women brewed herbs; some of
t~elr "science" they learned from the Indian puebl,eiios;
s.ome of it came down from European tradition. After
nearly a century, the~e are still no doctors in Questa; the
herb-brewers' have things their own way,. unless medical
aid be summon,ed from ITaos or J~roso. The people look
remarkably healthy and robust, but I am told that the mortality rate was high in winter, due to starchy diet and consequent low resistance to pneumonia, especially among children. There would seem to be no need for insufficiently
varied diet if forethought were exercised, for the valley is
fertile and produces all kinds of vegetables, in addition tp
apples, cherries, wild plums, and garden plums, currant, .
and various berries~· Staple crops consist of alfalfa, wheat,
oats, and corn. Tobacco was formerly raised, as well as
sugar cane from which syrup was made with a press; but
after it became possible to.. import sugar and tobacco their
cultivation was discontinue~.
.
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In the early days, hunting companies - were formed
every autumn to visit the eastern buffalo plains. The
hunters brought back enough dried buffalo meat to fill whole
rooms with it for food in winter. They left the bones to
bleach on the plains, and made sacks of the hides in which
to carry the meat.
Old-style weapons, the blunderbuss, the sling, the bowand-arrow, were kept conveniently by, ready for instant use.
For many' years the settlers maintained a sentinel day and
night on the heights of an over-hanging mountain. Even
then, stealthy Indians might spring an unpleasant surprise.
They would wait until the men of the plazuela were out har..
vesting, then attack, and carry off both property and people.
One Questa family tells of an Indian marauder who
climbed unseen to the housetop while ~nita, the cook, was
frying tortillas for the midday meal, in a bakeq-clay vesselover the fire. The Indian could look down through the
smoke-hole and see what was going on.. He proceeded to
spear the tortilla~ with a hook. Anita was at first puzzl~d;
then she caught a glimpse ef the hook and guessed the rest.
Quickly she seized an olla of cold water and emptied it into
the sizzling grease; loudly she called for help. The visitor,
effectuaily blinded, rolled down off the wall; men came running in. from tl:e fields, grabbed the helpless Inqian, '~nd
made hIm a slave.
.
The patron saint of Questa is San Antpnio. In the early
'forties a church wa~built .. The adobe walls of this interesting and we.llJpreserved stru~ture are four feet th~ck.
The mammoth spruce beams were pulled into place by means
,of ropes made of buffalo and ox hides. The labor of Indianslaves was contnibuted by their masters; every Saturday
they worked on the church until it was completed. The bells
were made from jewelry donated by the people. A hired
bell-maker came,and built fires of pitch and cedar to melt
the metals, chie'fly gold. He made two bells which were
baptized respectively Santa iVlaria and San Antonio. Later, .
I

•

I
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when traders carne tol Questa ::rnd saw those precious bells,
they persuaded the pebple to exchange them, for other bells
which they s~id would ring better-but were not of gold.
Half-a-dozen quaint images may be s~en' in the old
church.· They look much m~re at horne there than an equal
number of new ones, big and bright and Dresdeny by con~
trast. Of the old images, three were made in Questa and
three were brought by the priests. They are stiff and stodgy
and dull in coloring, yet somehow human and appealing. In
dry weather the people would hold a belorio, or w~k'e, to
p,ray for rain. They would c~rry the images out intG the
fields, where altars h:d been built for them'. Sometimes
they praye,d all night. Once they were nearly drowned by .
a sudden deluge; it was all 'they could do to save the images
from destruction.
Until after the' Civil War, dwellers in Questa had little
contact with the outside world. Then the most enterprising
began:to take wagon loads of hides to the eastern markets,
'principally to St. Louis, occasionally to New York. They
. brought back fabrics, wea~ns, implements, and groceries.
. The people were glad to get tools, for they had no steel with
.which to ;make them. Early; settlers sometimes dug ditches
with wooden picks and shovels, and used ploughs.' made of
'.
oak roots.
Though life was often difficult" it was seldom devoid
of amusement. El baile was always popular with this laughter-loving folk. Violins; guitars,. and castanets furnished
music, while can,dk:s burned in ceiling sconces, and sometimes dripped hot tallow on the dancers. A ceremonial
Indian dance called the matachin was taken over by the
Spaniards as recreation; it engaged fo.nr or five couples and
called for much gesturing and posturing. More than once,
Indian girls while dancing the matachin made signs which
told where other ~aptives were held.
•
/(astores were plays representing shepherds and the
Three Kings, given' oftenest at Christmas though sometimes
~
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at other seasons. They dramatized the birth and youth "of
Christ.
Several babies would be shown
to
,
, symbolize the
Massacre of the Innocents. ,
In the realm of sport~ cockfights. were 'favored, but
gallo races wet:e equally popular after horses became numerous. In the gallo race, all the participants, eight or ten,
were mounted. A live rooster was buried in the middle of
,a field, with one leg left sticking up. Toward this prize ..
the riders rushed pell-mell. The one who ;succeeded in pulling the rooster out by the leg, would ride wildly about,
hitting his companions' with the rooster. The others tried
. tp snatch the fowl away from hiJP, but they were not allowed
tb touch it with their hands. Each had a string about a
yard leng, with which he tried to loop the luckless rooster.
while swinging past.
Pelota was a game resembling hockey and rougher than
football. There were two teams, with as many as fifty players on each team. The ball was of woo~, with stones inside,
and it was hit with a curved stick called a chuec'O. Sometimes
a whole town would divide, and play pelota; or, Questa would
play Cerra, a village five. miles away, on Sunday afternoon
-all Sunday afternoon. Afterward the losing team would
give a dance. This practice lasted until about 1898.
Questa's educational needs were long neglected. Not
until the 'eighties did the government establish rural
schools. But at Costilla, twenty miles north, almost on the
Colorado line, is a quaint, secluded convent school, Spanish
in atmosphere, highly regarded as a cultural center.
Until recently, Questa had no telegraph line and no
roads-only trails, which were buried deep in winter snows..
Mail was formerly brought on foot from Fort Garland, then
on horseback until 1914. Now, trucks bring mail twice a
day, and the" highways are open to traffic all winter" thanks.
to efficient snow clearance.
.
.
And how will Questa celebrate its centennial in 193' ?
I think I can tell you.'
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News will circulate that los truchds are strik,ing. Victor
Espinoza, owner- of the Questa Garage, will check the cars
brought to him for repairs and -will decide that all the work
can be done tomorrow as well as today. He will lock the
doors and nail up a little card to show that he is still in
business; then he will lose himself in Gua'lupe Canyon, and
forget the machine age for a. while.
Joe Vigil will look around his neatjVegetable garde~ and
'see that no more weeding is necessary! until tomorrow. Joe
will climb into his flivver, pick up a friend Qr two, and spend
. a carefree day i the canyon of the Rito Cabresta. No doubt·
they will cat
"limits"-and .probably they will bestow
their catch, with carel"ess generosity and laughter,: upon
some inept
herman from Chicago or Dallas, who has
fished all day with no luck at all, an~ is beginning ,to be
skeptical until he' sees their string of salmon, brook, and
rainbow beauties. Joe and. , his friends
would rather eat
..
frijoles without fish for sup,iter, 'than frijoll}s arid fish, iif the
d.ifference were that visitors should carry away a wrong
impression of th~ fishing i~~ Cabresta Canyon.
Meanwhile, Clovis Cortez, having returned at 2 !P. M.
from his task of carrying the United States mail (th,e one
job which cannot-be postponed until ?rU1iiana), will 'have got
a late start; but he hastens to Box Canyon with his flies and
reel, to make up for lost time. In passing the home of J. P.
Rael, Clovis calls to him to bear him company, but he I1earns
that J. P. Rael has taken his wife and children to bathe in
the hot springs at Arroyo Hondo, having left 'his gJneral
store in charge 'of a cousin. This cousin, incidentally, has
l~ft the store in charge of another cousin, and has borll'owed
his uncle's mules to guide a tourist up the trail to the top of
Flag Mountain. The. uncle does' not kno~ that his mules
ha·ve been borrowed, because the uncle has gone fishing in
the Rio Grande Canyon, and wiU not be back unt~l moonrise.
On Saturday' night the usual weekly baile will he held
in the lodge room behind the post office. As many as two
hundred young people may attend~ There will be a ~ix-

.
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piece orchestra comprising piano, saxophone, clarinet, and
three drums, ~ith the pianist the only man in the assembly
privileged to wear, his hat throughout the evening. Clovis
Cortez will stand near the door, a smiling sergeant-at-arms,
firmly refusing admittance to any young fellow who comes
from the neighboFing cantina in condition which Clovis describes as borachito (a little tipsy).
On Sunday morning Questa goes to mass, and on Sunday afternoon a baseball game with Cerra replaces the oldtime pelota. Occasionally there is a Sunday-evening outdoor fiesta at Red River, eighteen miles away, held by
tourists who have flocked in incredibly large numbers to Rep
River~ during the last tWQ or three years. Red River congregates to see the fiesta and Questa representatives drive
over to see the tourists.
What a difference between the tourist-centers in northern Nelw l.'.1:exico, and those spots which lie just off the
beaten track! In Red River, the houses are of timber, new,
with paint hardly dry; vacationists -ride about on hired
horses, 'resolutely rusticating and collecting names in addressbooks; the post-mistress is flustrated, dividing attention between handling much mail and counting out eggs and
making change all at once.
In Questa, during the summer season, tourists who
come and' stay are still a novelty. Many travelers drive
through, on the way from Santa Fe or Taos to Denver;
many visitors come in from Red River (where the fishing is
not so good any more) for a day at Laguna Cabresta. Very
few bring camping outfits' and settle down for weeks at a
stretch,'as we did. Questa does not cater to tourists-there
is not a place where one C{;ln buy a picture postcard; there is
not a restaurant where meals are served. (True, the cantina advertises sandwiches for sale, but I am reliably informed that these are "prop" sandwiches, continuously displayed but never eaten:) In other words, Questa is real;
Questa is almost exactly what it used ,to be. Whereas in
I
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Taos the little brown children besiege a visitor for tips, and
clamor to act as guides to Kit Car~n's house (which lies
directly before their eyes), in 'Questa they are reticent and
retiring; I made the mistak~ of buying a piece of, candy
for one little fellow I saw standing in the post office store;
whereupon he burst into tears and ran away, thinking I had
mistaken him'" for a beggar.4 I stood there holding the
wretched all-day sucker in my hapd and wondering what
sardonic psychologist had given the confection its name.
I
Questa has such pride, such self-sufficiency, su~h joy, ous unconcern for what takes place beyon'd its bor4er~-I·
can't help hoping thit Questa ,will celebrate its centenlnial by
preserving its indivitluality, as is.
'
\.'
'
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When I Die
" By 'SPUD

JOHNSON

An acorn in my navel, when I d,ie,
Is all I ask of ceremony.
No coffin and no shroud for me,
To postpone my obscurity.
The clinging pressure of a root
Upon my thigh, upon my foot
Is all I ask-and the embrace
Of earth upon my face ...

I

On White F~et Running
By EDNA DAVIS ROMIG

On white feet running, swift, the snow
Sweeps over the green mountain,
Swirls her scarves across the valley
And flings-an iridescent fountain-''.
Her jewels on the brook below.
In silver haste, she dare not dally
Even to set tapers aglow.
But crystal flames her footprints are,
Each sandal mark a frozen star.

>
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City of the Holy Faith
By A. HENDRICK'

t'i

HE MASSIVE iron bell in the Cathedral tower swings

T . lazily from side to side, tolling six.

<:

'!

I

I

A newly' risen sun
looks down on the deserted plaza and creeps into crooked
streets, nosing into darkest c~rners and tinting window
panes saffron.
,
Two nuns make their way to the Cathedral, past: the old
Governor's mansion, a low, flat-roofed adobe building that
occupies the south side of the plaza. The woodep hitch is
.tightly barred now, but in a few hours it will be 'unlocked for
tourists who will cross the venerable threshold, parade disinterestedly throli.gn. the room where a portion of Ben Hur
was written, through the room filled with relics of; Southwestern archaeology, through the room that is 'now a
library. They will buy a picture postcard, inscribe thereon
the usual remarks about wishing tIle recipient were there,
thank heaven they have "done" the/museum, and depart to
look for further thrills.
The peace of the early morning is disturbed by sounds
of hard hooves on cobblestones, iron wheels jolting on
uneven pa~ement, and shrill whistling. A bur'ro ambles
along the west side of the plaza, pulling a two-wheeled
cart after him. The whistling is emanating from a Mexican
nino atop the boughs of pinon in the cart. He has gathered
the pinon in the surrounding hills and brought it back to
town. Pinon makes handsome, fireplace fuel,~ and those
artists and writers who have stadios on all the twisted back
streets must have open fires. They complement the charm
of Santa Fe's Spanish atmosphere and relieve the nippiness
of Santa Fe's summer nights.
.
A rotund, white-aproned grocer is sweeping out the
frgnt of his store on west plaza. Piggly Wiggly ~s all over
the world and even in Santa Fe picturesqueness fails to
nourish human beings. The shops to his right and left
'
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cater to tourists. Their windows display Mexican handmade glass of amber, amethyst, and aquamarine, native Indian pottery, hand-woven Navajo ~ugs, jewelry made from
coin silver and set with turquoise.
The grocer stops sweeping and leans on his broom. He
stares vacantly at the opposite side of the plaza. A barber
shop with its patriotic pole is sand~ched in between two
curio shops;' a drug store with its flamboyant Coca-Col~
sign flanks one corner, a branch of a New York Stock Ex-- change firm guards the other. A cafe whose window
exhibits wondrously flecked mountain trout, elbows an art
shop irith a window of etchi~gs and oil paintings by local

f

artist~.

T\.vo early-rising travellers in quest of breakfast come
from the La Fonda, most unique of hotels.. This casa grande
is patterned
after an Indian Pueblo, built of adobe with
,
three i set-back stories. It occupies a square block and its
caserrlent windows are grilled, its window sills and frames
are painted brown. La Fonda guests pronounce it a treasure house, as they roam the lobby with its great fireplace
and Spanish furniture, and eat tortillas, chili con carne, and
tamales to the tune of a Mexican stringed orchestr~ and a
splashing fountain, in the patio.
But our early-risers partook of tortillas, chili con carne,
and tamales last night. This morning, being Bostonians, on
reaching the cafe with the speckled trout in the window,
they call for soft-boiled eggs.
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Comunion
By MELA SEDILLO-BREWSTER
Por la sombra de una noche,
Nache pura, cristalina
Pasa mi alma ya desnuda
Y en tu lecho Se reclina.

.. . ...

Mira en tus ojos hondos lagos,
Rondos lagos de agua azul.

.

Y cual gotas tienias, tibias,
De una nube en alto cielo'
.~

Que derrama fresca'y suave
Su agua pura, casto velo

. .. . . .

Se disuelven, nacen, viven,
Regocijan. Juntas van.

r
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The Four Gods
By

JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

The gray stone altars by the green gray sea
Have been fireless now for a century.
No one brings gifts or leaves a few prayers;
The gods are forgotten, and no one cares.
In the mist of one morning the dId sea-gods
Packed their wonders and their magic rods,
Churned the yellow sand into golden foam,
Stepping down the beach to their sea-floor home
With, the drench of the salt-spray whipping at their feet
And storm wind and thunder for melodies sweet.
In the cool moss caverns the four gods sit?
And remembering earth, they ponder it,
Thinking of altars fireless by the sea,
Listening for the sound of their litany.
Once in the summer from the sea's warm edge
They looked at the world through the whispering sedge.
They heard the hamwer's clang and the. turbine's ·roar
And the sucking of the dredges at the sea's soft shore.
They watched red factories making magic rods,
Turning out series of patented gods.
They turned among themselves with quiet smiles
And walked down the sea for miles and miles.
Smiling, when a cable scrapes across the floor
Or a ste~l thunder shakes the cavern door,
One with a handful of powdered red rust
Models a mountain range out of the dust.
One through a glimmered pool of dark sea-water
Smiles' at the face of the marsh-kin~s daughter. One walks the sea floor among the sunken ships
Pitying the dead with his finger tips
The fourth of them holds a slender willow rod
And contemplates the mystery of being a god.
[ 174]
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By ELIJAH L. JACOBS

of lhe summer session!
i. '
Bates' examination for the Qegree of Do~tor of Philosophy was scheduled to begin at eight-thit1Y. At eighttwenty-five he was waiting in the Departmeqt office. Five
'.
minutes passed, ten, fifteen. Roberts, anothen candidate for
a degree, looked in the door as he was passi*g, saw Bates,
and stopped. "rn pray for you today if you'fl pray for me \'
tomorrow," he said.
_
i
At last a ~ecretary came and said, "M~ Bates." He
followed her through a door into a room whe1e the committee of examiners sat about a long table.
.I
"Sit down, Bates," Professor Blaine told; him, affably.
Blaine was a genial so~l, as Bates knew. Slome ,graduate
students said that he smiled while he stabbed. Others believed that he knew everything, and was ge*uinely disap-' ~.,
pointed when, after three or four years
research, a
candidate knew only two-thirds of everything.! Any'how the
offer of a cigarette was friendly.
.
\
The questioning began-questioning on r Bates' thesis'
at was his method of working up his ~ibliographY?
first.
What had he found of significance in the learl"ed journals?
What of Pauls Grundriss?' The Revue des !?eux Mondes?
The P. M. L. A.? Bibliographical questions. B~tes answered
them easily. Professor Blaine, who was doin~ most of the
introductory exalJ.,lination, had a mania for perman thoroughness.
.
..
'i '
, How much o.f the underbrush for Bates'i invE;stigation
had been cleared away by previous studies Iin the same ,.
direction? That question came from Dr. Jessel~ a spare man
with beetling white eyebrows and a white mou$tac~e. Bates
was glad that he had found in the files of teuniversity
library the dissertation which J essel had written many
years before, when he was a callow youth wit~ one year of
[ 175]
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graduate study. "Submi~d in partia:l fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of the Ma~ter of Arts," said the
tiMe page. The little monograph had the marks of immaturity in its style, and it had probably not been read three
times during the thirty years of its repose in the library subbasement. But Bates had brought it to light, and he was
ready to cite it--without mentioning the error in the reading of an old manuscript which had made Jessel's conclusions
misleading.
Half an hour gone. Professor Ross was testing Bates'
knowledge of philology. Explain the origin of you-an old
oblique case. Where does colloquial speech get'em-probably
the correct historical form of Anglo-Saxon hem, rather than
a corruption of the Scandinavian them. Why does modern
English agree with Gothic in the phonetic of grass rather
than with Anglo-Saxon? How account for the Middle English plural hors instead of horses? The difference between
Anglo-Saxon waeron and an early Middle English waeron?
Suddenly Bates stopped. What was the difference? At
last he gave up the puzzle.
"I see none," he admitted.
"There is none," said Ross. It had been a trick question.
Bates was annoyed by what he thought the trivial irrelevance of such a query in a serious examination. But for
the most part, the linguistic test went easily enough. He
was not certain that he had not made a mistake in the matter of Gothic reduplicating verbs, but the Anglo-Saxon dual
number, the noun and adjective inflections, -and the umlaut
vowels were easy. The final e of Chauc;er was well known
to be a .,pet of Professor Hindon, and Jones was waiting for
it. The Northern, Midland, and Southern English consonants stood in file for him.
Back to the First Consonant Shift in Germanic Philology. Why should Ross not get some. decent order into his
questions? Leaping from the fourteenth century back into
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the, mists ofpre~istoric antiquity. A trick in~end~d to con-'
. fuse, of course. No valid test .of. one's knotledge of linguistics. Simply a trick. Jumping about likje a lawyer or
a kangaroo. Ross as a kangarooIe
"I beg your pardon, Sir?'
I
I
"Grimm's Law?'"
I
"A system, of consonant changes, affecti~g High German but not other Germanic langvages. Z ~ecomes tz, th
becomes t.-"
.'
I
Ross leaned forward in his chair. Jess~l
stroked his
I
pink chin. Blaine slouched down, his chin sunk on his chest,
his kindly eyes intent. Bates felt a tightenin~ in the atmosphere. One of the committee scraped a sh1e sole on the
.floor. .
What a ghastly mistake! Bates had mix, d the babies.
Grimm'S Law was the First Consonant Shiff not the Second. Hindon had once walked out of a class inl~hich no one
knew the Second. He would not lecture to people so hopelesssly ignorant. Bates' forehead was Clam~y~ He must
be nervous. ,He had long known Grimm's Layvv, and yet he
1
had made this blunder.
.
Dr. DeKoven and Dr. Railsbach joined iI1 asking questions concerning medieval literature-the C+urt of Love,
the history of the Auchinleck m~nuscript, th~ other-world
journey, the chastity test, the Awnters of~ Arthur, the
method of determining a critical reading of ~a lost manuscript. Professor' Hindon inserted a questi~ about the
. nature myth in the Arthur cycle.. Before h~ became engrossed in some ottrer matters, Hindon had w~tten a monograph on this subject. Bates felt, his forehrad· sweating
again. Curse these <;)ld men who could not forret the follies
of their youth. Hindon still believed~ in that ~nature myth.
"I don't believe in that interpretation of t~e romances,"
Bates said. "The' theory is generally discr~dited, and, I
think, properly so." Better let Hindon think him a fool,
than let all the rest of the committee think ~~m
one. But
,
I

r'

.

"'~

i

i,
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this watching out for the older schQlars' prejudices made the
examination a more ticklish business.
Tickle o'thesear. . The sear and yellow leaf. My
heart leafs up when I behold"I beg your pardon, Dr. Hindon." Childish to let th~
mind wander to such silly things.
"Libius Disconius?" What a foolish name. But who
was it?
Suddenly Bates felt panic. He had pever really doubted
his ability to pass his examination. Other men, and some
of them ft;ightful asses,had passed, and had taken their
degrees. But now he could not remember Libius Dis~onius~
He saw two little girls whose music lesson,s had. been deferred for his graduate work. June would be waiting outside Finl~y Hall. Would he walk out or· be carried out?
He would have to tell June that he could not remember
Libius Disconius.
1
"I can't recall, Sir."
"Wait a minute, Bates," De Koven interposed. "You do
know. You were talking with me not more than a week ago."
"Oh yes. Thank you. The name is an English corruption of the French name given not to the hero but to the
romance. Th~ story of a fair unknown knight. Le Beau
Desconnus." .God bless the ;Jews. De Koven's fine, dark
countenance
was sympathetic.
.
,
"Catch your breath, Bates," he said. "You have a considerable distance to go yet." ~
Bates thought that Hindon was not pleased with the lift
that De Koven had given him. Hindon leaned back in his
seat and asked nothing more concerning the medieval
period. Others of the committee continued the examination.
It came to Bates that he had b'een more disturbed than
the failure to remember Libius would have justified. After
all, any candidate for the doctor's degree must be unable to
answer some of the questions put to him in the Orals. But
Bates' agitation went' deep~r 'than that. He felt that his
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mind had played a trick on him, as it had done in the matter
of Grimm's Law: If he had to go 'back to his teaching at
the end of his leave of absence, and to admit that he did not
have his degree because he had been rolled in the examination-. And the committee might roll him. A chap had
jumped into the river last summer.
For perhaps an hour the questioning went smoothly
again. B,laine led through the ElizabethaJil period, and
Bates thought that he,was giving a fair accoont of himself. '.
.As one after another questioned, him over valfious fields, he
grew more confi~ent. He was' not answerin$" ~v~ry query
•put to him, but he thought he was doing .creditably enough.
It was Railsbach who set him orr again.
j.
"Who was Dougal Mac;Callum?" he aske~f.
Bates felt suddenly somewhat nauseous. i~Hi& lips were
so dry that he'moistened them with his tonmue. His skin
felt a sen~ation. of heat. The strength left hi, limbs. Who
was Dougal MacCallum? .
.I ' .
"I don't know," he answered, after a paqse..
/
When Railsbach
told him that Dougal i!was a minof
character in Redgauntlet, Bates .was resentfql. The question seemed to imply that a doctor of philqsophy should
know all the unimportant characters in all th~ unimportant
books. A test of scholarship.
~
.'
.
Railsbach asked him to !dentify three (~ore names:
. one from the sentimental novel, A Man of Fee¥ng, one from
Lavengro, and one from the Morte Darthur. ~: All of them,
Bates thought, insignificant.
,.
f
I
Then Bates was unable to recall that it w.s Ben Jonson
who gossiped with ,\Villiam Drummond about t~e virginity of
the virgin queen. And the rest of the exatnination was
painful. Bates was trembling. He was un~ble to recall
facts which he had known for.,years-facts ~o elementary- ..
that when Blain or DEYKoven asked him lea~ing questions
to remind him, he knew that only an ignoram~s could have
forgotten them. He was seeing June and the cpildren again. ;
.

i

I
i
I

I
I

I"
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June was to be waiting outside for him. She was out there
now, probably. Waiting. Thinking that he was going to
take his degree. Unsuspicious of the jackass he was.
Finally, when he could not remember the name of
Hall's Chronicle, which he had ched freely in his thesis, he
became nauseous again.
The thing might as well stop. He was done for. He
rose unsteadily. The room was darkening before his eyes,
and pitchil,lg like a ship in a heavy sea. He did not know
that it was De Koven who caught him and steadied him
through a door into the office before he passed completely
out.
When Bates reeled ba;ck into consciousness, he was
stretched on the floor. Above him the drawer of a desk
stood open. As his senses cleared, he took in other detaiIsBlaine and DeKoven squatting over him, Blaine holding
amber bottle. When Bates struggled to rise, Blaine pushed
him down, and put the bottle to, his lips. The fiery liquid
brought back recollection of what had happened.
Bates sat up. "I'm sorry," he said, rather thickly. "rm
done for. My wife will be waiting." He got slowly to his
feet.
Blaine and De Koven rose too. .Blain put the bottle
away, and pushed the drawer shut. De Koven had his hand
at Bates' elbow.
"I must tell you, Bates," said Dr. Blaine, "to get ready
for a shock. And accept my congratulations." He shook
Bates' hand.
"Dr. Bates," he said.
"Cum laude," add~d De Koven.
Bates was angry at that. It was enough to have failed
in his examination, without being insulted. IICum what?"
he asked foolishly.
De Koven was also shaking his hand. 1 "Cum laude," he
said. 'That's what we, give those who faint. If we have to
call for help, we give magna cum laude. Summa cum
means that we had to use the pulmotor. Did you say that
your wife is waiting?"
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Modern Repentance
By ALICE EYRE

Last night my sin came and sat with IPe,
My pride looked on in shame;
My conscience winked its tearless eye,
"You're safe, though, just the same.
An angel you're supposed to be,
Yet-angels are so tame,
This sin the world will never know,
Because of your good name."

.'

,Last night my sin came and branded me,
And told me I was clever,
My conscience closed its tearless eye,
My pride said, "Worry never!
Your outward acts, so often fine,
Have fooled folks altogether,
They've built a bridge of privilege,
To cross in sin's foul weather."

..

r
[ 181]
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. Respectability
By DOROTHY EARGLE THOMAS
a hot, sm.othery July morning. Heat waves shimmered above the thick white dust of the country road,
and the sun broiled down upon the vegetable-patch beside
it 1Vith fierce intensity.
Nancy Good stood -in the kitchen doorway, a huge tin
pan in one hand and a sunbonnet in the other. She sighed
a meek little sigh, for she was tired. She had been at work
many hours already, and the prospect of gathering beans in
that pitiless heat was not an inviting orie. But the sigh was
followed by a smile as she put on her sunbonnet and hurrJed
down the path, saying to' herself, "I must hurry, so I can
get out of this heat soon. I will have time to cool off as I
wash the dishes; then I can dress myself up a bit."
Nancy came back into the house soon and started in
vigorously to wash her dishes. Occasionally she glanced
with distaste around the roam. It was a bare room but was
cheerful and show~d housewifely care. On the low, widesilled windows hung cheap but fresh-looking white curtains.
The unfinished log walls were carefully whitewashed. On
one side was a low bench on which stood a wash basin and a
water pail; the latter held a bright tin dipper: On one wall
hung a small "looking glass';' and below that, in a homemade holder, was a comb~ A clean, brown towel hung from
a nail. Farther along was a low wood-box; and in the corner was a cook stove, an old-fashioned one with legs and a
reservoir for heating water at the rear. Beside the .stove
was a small home-made work-table and shelves for dishes
and supplies. On the other side of the room was a couch'
covered with red calico, and near it was a rocking chair
which had a calico cushion. In the center of the room was a
pine table and three straight chairs.
Nancy finished washing her dishes and' placed the last
clean dish on a shelf. She
. returned to the work-table and
[ 182]
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I

took up th~ dishcloth, rinsed the dishpan, wrpng out the
cloth, and dropped it on the floor. She emptied the dish'water out~ide the door, returned, wiped the pan inside and
out with the dishcloth, and again dropped it., Instead of
t>eing annoyed, she seemed pleased at this occur~ence, and a
look of bright interest, almost of anticipation, crossed her
face. She hung the pa~ on the wall'.
i
Nancy walked over and took hot water from the stove
and washed her fa~e and hands in the basin, turnip.g her
rolled-up sleeves down afterward. She dipped her comb
into the basin and ~'slicked" back her hair; on second
thought she let down her "back hair," which"" was neither
long nor abundant, and after running the wet ~omb several
times through its length, she did it up again i~ a smooth,
tight "pug" at the back of her head.
.
1
She emptied the basin and' wiped her h.nds on the

----

~:~~t~he;i::~Ys~h~dw~:tk~:fo~~~ ~~d;::;~O;:t~~:e~
with a clean white apron tied around her waist land a sm:;tll
brooch in her hand, which she pinned at her throat.
There
.
I
was that about Nancy which sugg~sted that s~e may have
.
i
been at one time a beauty.
A wagon stopped at the gate, and Nancy rkn over and
seated herself in 'the rocking chair
and picked ubI her mend,
ing. In response to the knock on the door NanciY pleasantly
said, "Come in, Peter!" A typically dressed f~rmer stood
in the door and looked at her withastonishmentl
"Nancyl Why, Nancy, you look so nice; YDtl could be so
pretty-" \ .
I '
Nancy ~mi1ed, biushed, and said, "Well?" .t .
The man moved over to her and said, "Thill; is the first
time I've had a chance to come over and talk td you and to
ask you w~at you've decided about.:-about-whtt we talj{ed
about yesterday.."
,
!
,
. "What you spoke of, you mean, Peter S,elef' She
I:
looked up and then added, "It is forgotten."
I

I

" II
I
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"But," Peter said stupidly, "but Nancy-you said-and
you are so-so-all fixed ,up."
"Never you mind what I s'aid or ,did not say, Peter
Steele. I said it is forgotten. Besides, I did not fix up for
you-=.especially. I knew company was coming because
twice while I wa~ doin' dishes I dropped the dishcloth 'flat!
It's never failed yet to bring com'ny, rain 'r shine!"
"But," Peter stammered, "but Nancy, I've got the farni
sold and 'most all the stock sold ~nd I'll be ready to leave
tomorrow. I thought yesterday when I told you you'd ~o.
I'd take care of you, Nancy. I'd fix things so they'd be easy
for you, Nancy, and you could have good times-~nd-and
-pretty things-and be pretty yourself!"
"I tell you I'll not listen to you any more!" Nancy said
indignantly, as she rose a~d stamped her foot. "For twenty
years I've been Sam Good's wife, and you're the first man
who~s ever dared call me pet names. I'm- respectable, I am
-a respectable wife, an' I'm goin' to keep on, being respectable. s> I guess, too, Sam ain't so bad."
Peter pulled Nancy down on the couch beside him.
"My, when you get all het up like that, you're the prettiest
thing. 'Course you're respectable, honey. They aiil't
nobody said anything about you not bein', but what has it
got you? You're forgetting how mean Sam has been to you.
Think of all the years he's kept you in this God-forsaken
country! Living on promises he can't ever make good!
You're working your fingers to the bone!"
"What, if he can't make 'em good, Peter! He's not to
blame for this country, is he? It wasn't his fault that it
didn't rain last year and the cotton all burned up, and I
can't blame him that it hasn't rained this summer, and looks
like it's all goin' to burn up again. Seems like luck's just
against us. The farmers had good cotton crops and made
money here a few years ago, but he can't help it because the .
boll weevils ate it up one year, and the next year the prices
were so low it didn't pay" him, to pick it, and the last two
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years it's burned up. No, it ain't his fault ! A~d j'll tell you
one thing, Sam Good is the faithfullest man liv,n' ! Twenty
years I've been hIs wife now, and never once in!all that time
has he ever so much as looked at another wom~n! That's a
lot more than some fo~ks can say for themselv,s!"
Peter looked at her sideways and said If"wly, "What
'makes you so sure of that?"
i
Nancyw,p.s visibly startled.. "Wh~t do you.: mean, Peter
Steele?"
I:
"Oh, I don't mean anything much. I've jupt been wondering if you know all about Sam Good's doings~ I've noticed
a few things when he's been to town with wood! Twice I've
seen him with ten-doll~r bills!' I watched himl too, and he
didn't take 'em. to ~ay on the mortgage, eit*.. r. Do you
~:
know what he dId WIth 'em, Nancy?"
"Why," she began. hesitantly, "why, maybe~.he
started a
I
bank account."
"No~" he returned, "he dIdn't. I tell you I ratched hIm
and when he looked up and saw me standing t~ere, he sure
looked funny. Don't s~ppose you know. he's II}akin g extra
money,. do you ?He's cut all the saplings up In the' north
pasture beh!nd my place. That day you wer~'gone up to
Mis' Woods to help when she was sick, he dug pp a load of
vegetables out of your garden and took 'em into town and
peddled 'em. Did he tell you, and did he brint the money
hom~?"
i:
Nancy's mouth.set in a firm line. "I don't Believe you."
She did not say it very convinc,ingly. "Now/~' she added,
"you'd bet!'er go beforeSam Good comes in andr.. catches you
talking about him and trying to spark his lawf~lwife."
"All right, Nancy. "I~ll go if you say. so." J He paused
at the door, though, and saId, "But he's gOIng t~o far, some
day, and it will be more than you can stand4nd I want
you to know that-that I want you-and that ~'ll help you
, -and just a~ way you say!"
It
!

. '

.
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Nancy remained silent and Peter started to leave; then
he came back and stood in front of her. "Oh, Nancy! I love
you. I've: loved you for 'years but haven't dared tell you
before. I've seen Sam Good's doings in town, and I've seen
him abusing you and talking to you like you were a slave.
He has no thought for you anywhere. You've worked your
fingers bare to try to make a home here on these deserted
plains, and what have you got to show for it? I can't stand
to see your hands all rough, and you hoeing and weedin'g an'
doin' a man's work trying to make a few vegetables grow.
Why, Nancy, you should be waited on yourself and have
soft, pretty clothes. "You'd be so pretty. I can't stand by.
and watch it all any more. I've sold my farm, and I'm
go~n' back east where life ain't so hard. If you won't go
with me, I'll have to go alone. I guess, though, God knows
I can't bear to leave you here."
'Nancy sat still and looked toward the windows.
Through one she could see a dreary stretch of old timber
land; through the other she saw the cotton field burning up.
Then she said slowly, in a soft voice, "I'm sorry, Peter.
You've been good to me. It helps to have you so kind, but
you see it's too late. I'm not young any more and I'm a hard
woman now. Hard work and hard thoughts made me this
way. I wasn't always so,
Peter. When little Martha was
•
a baby I had so many. hopes and plans. Then I watched" my
little girl grow up without even anything decent to wear
like other girls. Then Sam's vile temper drove her away
from home. That's why she went; he drove her away. Now
there's nothing soft left in m~xcept for her-and she's
gone. There ain't nothing left except I'm respec~able~ It's
easy to act respectable all.d be respectable when you're hard
-all through-like I am. Martha, she sets store by it
though."
i "Well, Nancy, she's gone and she knows what you are
going through here. Do you think she'd blame you if you
went away, too? Think about it, my dear. I love you, and
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I'd be so good to you, Nancy. I'll be by tomorrow before I
leave. Maybe you'll change your ,mind and go with me.
Sam don't need y~u .or appreciate y?u." .
. Nancy sat st~rlIl;g rather stupIdly Into spa,e for ~.long
time; then she got up .and finished her work. In the afternoon when the sun was not so hot, Nancy wen~. wearily out
to her little dried-up garden and began to hoe~ When the
sun went down over the fields, a sort of stre~ming nightsweat crept up and around the cabin on the b4rren plains.
The dusk gradually thickened iIi ·the little gardrn; owls began their mournful calling; and presently a tillocking-bird
burst into a lovely chatter in the one peach
tiee
near the
,
"
garden. "Oh, God, will it ever rain?" Nancy ~uttered to
herself ,as she shook her shoulder8 an~ lOOk~.:d ~oro~elY
around at the sky;. The spectacle of the west Uurning In a
flame and the clouds marching in glory seemea to irritate
and awe her. She saw the wagon turn into the lkne; so with
cabin.
a shrug, she threw down her hoe and entered
Sam came in a few minutes later where sjhe was preparing supper. She looked up at him and reali~ed what an"
uncouth lookin'g person he was, with his long,.eavy, black
hair and beard. He had some mail in his hand iand '3, pack7
age under his arm. He sat down and placed th~ package on
his knee and star~d to read aloud, "Mis' NancYiGood." He
read the same on the letter and put ,the letter Qn the table.
Nancy ran over to him quickly~ SaYing'''Gi~.e it to me!
It's mine!"
,
",i
Sam held it liP tantalizingly. "Not so~ fast, l\'Iis' Good!"
Nancy grabbed the letter from the table a~d stuffed it
into '~er pocket as s,he stood silently watching S ~. clumsily
untYIng the package. She knew from past exp· rience thatit would do her no gpod to plead with him. S~e sat down
silently ~S she watcl1ed him, remove the last of the wrappings and throw them on th~ floor. Then at la~t there was
revealed a pink pasteboard box tieqwith a pink ~ibbon bow.
, Sam looked a~ the pink bow of ,ribbon helPle~Slr for a mo-

j"
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mente He stared at the box and a determined look came
into his face, for suddenly he started tearing and jer~ing at
the ribbon. Nancy's eyes alone betr~yed her excitement.
He tore open the box and removed from it two jars and a
small box. Then he picked up the first jar and started
reading slowly aloud: "Dorothy Gray's Cold Cream. A
superior cold cream. Rids the skin of dust accumulated
which chokes and coarsens the pores. Use every morning
and every evening before retiring. nis leaves the skin soft
and receptive. $1.50." He looked at Nancy incredulo1,lsly.
"Huh! Dumfoolishness! What do you think it's for?"
Nancy smiled and began hopefully, "It's just stuff like
the city folks use, Sam. Martha wanted me to have itit's just foolishness, Sam ..."
"Dam dumfoolishness," he shouted. "Her-spending
money for it!"
"What's the others, Sam?"
. Sam contemplated them as he sat slouched in his chair
with his chin on his chest. His anger was rising visibly. He
finally picked up the other jar and started reading: "Antiwrinkle Cream. Contains rich, nourishing oils. Removes
lines and wrinkles. Apply and leave on over night. Restores
the freshness of girlhood. Drives away that withered,
tawny, faded look that every woman dreads. $2.00" This
was almost more than S~m could bear, but he grabbed up
the remaining box, and read furiously:' "Dorothy Gray's
Face Powder. Clings to the face-" He choked, sputtered,
and rose with an oath. "Shame on her! Sham.e on her!
I'll have no woman of mine with sech on her face! I'll not
have my woman fixed up like a pop-in-jay!" With that he
grabbed up the jars and box and rushed outside with theJ,ll.
Nancy could hear him breaking them and crushing them to .
bits with his heavy boots; then he came back into the room.
"I guess' I'll show you who's boss here.".
.
A cold' fury seized Nancy. She flung up her head high.
"You've gone too far, Sam Good! You've treated me like
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dirt under your<ifeet! You drove Martha 'oui! Oh, I don't
, know how I've stood it this long, but now yo4,'ve driven me
out too! I'm goin'!, I'm goin' east with ~Peter Steele!
He'll be decent to me! ~'ll think of things ~ want once in
;1,
a while! He-"
"Nancy!" shouted Sam.
,I,
"I tell you I'm going, Sam Good, and you ~an't stop me!
,
'
r
'
.
Do you hear me?"
"Nancy! Don't do that! For God's sake,.)don't do that!
It ain't-it ain't-respectable!"
"It's too late to talk to me, Sam. Better save, your
. I
breath."
I
s
Sam looked beat~n, lor he realized that Nancy"was determined and that nofhing he could say WOUl~I!, stop her. He
turned finally and walked quickly out of the dabin. Nancy
looked after him, then turned and sat down alnd started to
rock. Aloud she said to herself, "I can have ~Martha back
again; she will come to me when I write her tNhere I am."
Then she remembered her letter and took it opt and began
to read. A look of c~ncern, then dismay crorsed Nancy's
face. Finally ,she rose and began to straighte, the room.
look
Sam came into t~e room, with a hurt, bewildered
I
on his face. He looked old and 'broken as he a~ked respect'f
fully, "Nancy, when are you leaving?"
The icy look came into Nancy's eyes and s1te seemed to ,
nowbe battling with herself. "I-ain't-going~way
:
i'
because-Martha wrote she was sick and was ~oming home
-and we're her folks-and we can't be qu~r~eIin' --*when
I'
she's here sick?" ,
:
Sam asked slowly, "Didn't she say-nothi~' else?"
"Yes" she's, been ~ick a long time. .She 4,idn't let me
I
know!"
"There, there," said Sam softly, almost ~ently, BlS he
came nearer. "I calc'late I'm to .plam'e for 'your ,ot knowing.
the Soci'ty, If
wrote
them
You see when the letter came from
,
' ,
and sent money for her. Oh, Ihate to .tell YOU1NanCY; but
•

.,
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you see we 'got to be awful kind to .Martha now-she's---.it's
more'n bein' sick-Nance-our girl's been' in trouble."
Naney dropped into the chair as though she had turned
to stone. "You mean, Sam-you couldn~t mean she's done
anything that ain't respectable 1"
Sam stood a moment silently with bowed head; then
he moved over arid put his arm around Nancy. "There,
there, Mother! It's all right now. The ·woman from the
Soci'ty said all she needed was to be home an' comfortable
with her folks. It was my fault, Nancy; I know it now. I
know-I've been mean-an' can-tank-erous. I guess it'sit's livin' here, an' workin' so hard, and havin' so little. But
I ain't had the nerve 'r courage to leave out and start some
I've just kept hopin~. every year we'd make a
place els
crop and come out of the hole." He stopped a few minutes,
then continued, "It's been hard for you, too, Nance-too
hard. Ain't I s~en you workin' and 'losin' your pretty
looks 1"
"Oh, but Sam, I never thought anything would happen .
to our Martha."
"I know, Nance,'and that's why I didn't tell you when
they wrote. I just sent all the money I could get hoJd of to
her to give to Martha. You see, Nance, we can make believe
we never heard nothin' 'bout the trouble, and I know I been
mean. I was so mean to you 'while ago smasqing all your
things she'd sent you. It was dirt mean, but t got so mad
when I saw what foolishness she'd spent the mqney for. It'~
been so hard to get that money t' send her, Na.nc·e."
"I -know, Sam, but she don't reali~e; she jest wanted
me to have 'em to try to make me look better. She knows
I've never had nothin' like that."
"I ~ see-now. She meant all right. But them things
ain't-it was such stuff as that as did for our girl-I see
now-she hadn't no understandin' of city ways. It would
have been better for us to have kept her h~re, and I ought
to have' been more kind. Maybe this had to happen to us,

1.

.1
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jest to learn me. I know I been mean to yo~, *ut I'm sorl·y ,
Nance. I been worse lately, but I been so ~orried 'bout
Martha, and'bout her not being exactly resp~ctable now."
Nance smiled up at Sam through her te4rs. "'Course
she's still respectable~ Sam."
!'
At that moment they heard a. wagon app~oaching,alnd
Sam ran to the window, shouting, ~'Nance, it'f Martha!"
_ Nancy stood trembling. "Martha? Are ~YOu sure it's'
Martha? " .
.
, Sam turn~~ toward her. "G()od Lord, Mfther! :Your
face-it's all tears." He grabbed the basin andji poured some
water into it. "Won't do to let Martha see yo~'ve been cryl~
ing."
"I know, I know/' she said, with all the teturn oj her
old spirit as she st~rted vigorously washing h~r face. "Are
you sure it's her?"
i
"Sure it is! They're here! Mother, tijey're at the
gate! Nancy, hon~y, hurry-.it's Martha-opr Martha!"
i
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Wake
By MAUD USCHOLD

Here waits the last of Autumn's bloom
To watch the season go;
An aster nodding by a wall,
Three dahlias in a row
And cosmos blowing in the dusk,
When slaty winds slant down
To make a sport of wrinkled leaves
That scurry through the town.

. '.
'

,.:'

Rain Is a Lonely La4y
By MAUDE DAVIS CROSNO

Rain is a lonely lady weeping
Throughout this autumn night;
She is a lonely lady seeking
Some past delight.
She"stands beside my windo~ weeping;
She feels some deep despair;
Her tears are silver crystals peeping
Through her hair;
Her tears are blurred stars sleeping
Beyond my window there.

..,
\
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The Golden Child
By DON

GLASSMAN

LIPE, ~he

ranchero of Zapochila, had ,an understandable
predilection for blondes. He often re,ceived letters .from
his cousin in Spain, the celebrated matador Ca~tellano, married to a Catalonian blonde, whom he described as bright
and beautiful and fragrant.
Felipe of~erc ~editated ~n the delight of having for
one's self a WIfe wItb pulchrItude. .Remote from a c~nter
of population, he certainly had need of a woman to fill the
vacancies of his days and light the shadows of his nights.
Thirty miles from a railroad station, Zapochila lay
under a scorchIng s-un and made a vainglorious claim to
culture, to wit, a brass band, a snial~ municipallibJ;ary~ and
a large tarnished edificio, used as a public school. '
Felipe had examined Zapoehila's eligible daughterfiJ and
found them wanting. i He longed to visit the Capitali and
, meet one of the fine-mannered ladies, such as are pic~ured .
in the periodicals. He had a perfect right to be fastidJious. '
He was well-born arid lived on an inheritance which inclbded
a well-developed rancho of one thousand hectares~ He ~im- .
self was slight in stature, but right handsomely built. :
..
One day Felipe'received a large envelope from Spain,
containing a photograph of Castellano, his wife and ~hild.
What fascinated Felipe was not Oastellano'smagnitlcent
matador's costume, but the odd loveliness of his wife: and
child; both wore such an air of gentle charm and unas~um
jng virtue that Felipe resolved at once that he would m~rry
none other than a Catalonian who, with the 'aid of PiroviI
,dence, would bear him children such as Gastella:po's. "
Felipe had seen blondes during several visits tol the
Capital, but· they were either German Am~ricaJ!n-born'l and
.he could not underst~nd the squawkIng ~arr~lous wprds
they used for a language. .But Castellano's pho~ographi had
aroused Felipe's strongest envy and he determin~d to m!uTY
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none but a Catalonian blonde with tested Spanish blood in
her veins.
He wrote direct to Castellano ,for advice and was
pleased when the matador replied that a number of ~ata- '
lonians, with blonde chromosomes in the genealogical tree,
had settled recently in the Capital, and among them Felipe
might find several families distantly related to his o~n
blonde wife.
.
Family connections often sUlcceed where other conn~c'tions fail. Felipe hurried to the Capital, where he was chrdially received by the Catalonians and introduced to their
marriageable daughters" some blonde, some brunette, others
with common hair of ebony. At length he encountered one
whQ was piquant, vivacious, fair-skinned, and blonde as a
sunflower. S~e was called Juana. He even imagined that
she bore a resemblance to Castellano's wife, and Felipe was
so fearful lest he lose his prize that he pressed negotiations
with her parents against all hazard. The marriage contract
was drawn up in haste, all to the benefit of Juana's parents,
for they conveniently forgot to give Felipe the customary
dowry.
But Felipe was already in love with his Cataloniari
beauty, and neither dowries nor family considerations mattered.., To him it seemed that her white skin, her china blue
eyes, her flaxen 'hair, her winsome smile,' were qualities
poetic, ethereal-almost divine.
The day after their marriage the couple deserted the
Capital arid boarded a long dust-covered train which deposited them at the rail junction, Esposito. '
~
Felipe was anticipating the ,exaltation of harboring his
young bride in the very house he had built, on the very soil
he owned. He adored her aU the more for the trusting way
she accompanied him to a rancho far from the gay life pf
the Capital, far from family and friends. But, he,told himself, it merely indicated the complete devotion and fidelity he
might expect from her.
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At last" after a [noisy train journey and I,a four-hour
ride' in a phaeton, wIDch Felipe's man had br~ught 'to the
station,
they reached the rancho.
f
,
•
Il
Dusk came upon. their arrival. Felipe toolk advantage
of the last rays of daylight to point out the pri~cipal sights,
the house, .the out'::buHdings, the huts of the hiretI men.
She sat, on the verandah, looking at th~ things he
pointed ouL She wore a jaunty hat, which did ~lOt conceal a
thick twist ~f hair which glowed with the luster of metal
in the twilight.
'
Ii
"Santa Maria!" cried Felipe, noting the en~anced sheen
of her hair, "What a beautiful dream I am i~.! Wha~I
wonder, did the good Saviour'create this treasure for me?"
And then he heard her voice, pitched lo~er than the
voices to which lie' was accustomed. And wlat· she said
deepened the wells of' blue· mystery in her ey~s. She had
such strange features and delectable charms. Blpt 0 Christ!
what would he ,not give for her hair! .
:
The day's travel. had fatigued her and she pleaded to
retire early. With a ,gesture of con8cious but $timely gallantry, Felipe offered her the key to the hous~-he would
sleep outside. She blushed in refusing, sayin~ in a sweet
voice, "Will you let me sleep here,'alone? ... ~n this great
house, alone? ... I f1m now your wife, Felip~ .. '. I love
.
you ..."
I:
"Love me! My adorable Juana, you fill n* with everlasting joy! Never, so long as we 'live . . . pever will I
leave you alone ... fQr I too, love you, Juana, a1: no man has
ever loved before."
'I,
Thus several d~ys were spent in the th~pes of each
other's adorations, in yielding to each other's desires, in
trading Gompliments and pleasantries.
"
At length they were seen to mount horses .land ride off ,
in a holiday spirit, traveling half' way up the slope of the
sierra, into Zapochila itself, through fields and past houses,
behind whose windows Felipe's astonished neighbors saw
•
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Juana at close range for the first time. Of course, they
kpew Felipe well, and' those whom he met whipped off their
s~mbreros and extended the politest of good mornings. And
rooted to the ground like tree stumps, they stared after the
receding riders, retaining a vivid memory of Juana's ivor~
complexion, her face, round as a gibbous moon, and the
luminous halo that seemed to radiate from her head of
golden hair.
Not even the saint had dazzled their eyes with a head of
hair such as she wore for her crown. Was she a goddess of
the sun?
And although Felipe's Catalonian beauty was the cynosure of attentiQn, they did not fail to note the uncontrolled
'
pride in his smile. Felipe was undoubtedly happy.
The ride through the country was Juana's first and last
contact with tlft>se who lived near the rancho. From Ixtapetl to Chapatzalco people were drawn around tables by
stories about the newcomer, who rapidly acq~ired the name
of La Mujer de Oro, a startling apparition in the form of ~
woman.
.,
Apd in the company of Felipe! Lord in He~ven! How
did Felipe come by an angel?
The families who lived' on Felipe's land traded ,briskly
on the excitement, and it was they who retailed savoury
morsels of gossip concerning Felipe's fair one. Conochito,.
the serving girl, was the r'anking authority on Juana's hair.
The strands, she confided to avid listeners, were thicker than
any she had previously seen. The golden hair reached below
the Senora's waist! "Ah!" she sighed, "I could weep on
seeing the Senora dress her hair last~ night; it fell like a
shower of sparks around her shouldE¥S, and each strand
, gIowed of itself like the fire iq an eagle'S eye."
No~e was happier than Felipe, the man of bronze be-·
lovea by a woman so fair. His male friends choked with
jeaIous~, but they managed to find' words wishing him
golden days and-golden cllildren.
>
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"Ah !-our children! Juana! I' am so anxious-when
will they come?"
. "In autumn--perhaps," she replie~.
Whereupon he lent his thoughts to music and sang
almost constantly. At any hour of the day you could hear
his ecstatic voice issue from the house or from a neighboring
field.
.
"Why does Felipe sing?" some asked.
"To celebrate the coming of a golden'child."
"La Mujer de Oro'will bear Felipe a golden child."
Felipe described the coming child before Dis cronies
in Zapoehila. "It will have. the complexion of milk, eyes
like a dove's, a head of virgin gold, and the soul of a saint!
You shall see-wait and see, my friends, what a masterpiece
this child shall be!"
"But where," someone asked, "is the Senora? We have
seen her but once. J)oes she ever come to the market?"
"N0," answered Felipe, "she is always at home, attending to' her duties and to mine."
"But I have never seen her-not once-broke.in one
whose secret adoration of blondes made him loathe Felipe.
"For one glimpse
I would give five
, of her hair, Felipe,
pesetas!"
.
"Five! Is that all 1"·
"Make it seven."
';'Hold' on," put in Christofo, "if you bring your Juana
to my sister's house tomorrow, I will give you-"
"Look, Felipe-my grandfather drew this sword at
Buena Vista-will y@ take it for one look at your Juana?"
. "Hahaha!" Felipe lauglhed grotesquely. "Boobies!
Wait until you are invited to see her. And assure yourselves that nothing,on earth can buy one shred of her hair
... and by whose commands; my fine fellows, must I place
my wife on public view as if she were'a thing for sale ... ?
H'm ! You question my 'rights? Be off! Find -comfort in
-~your own wives, you whining pups! Felipe has nothing to
. show ... and less to share.'"
.
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But secretly he was elated to know that his Juana was
thought so desirable. Ah! the wonder of it! Everyb<;>dy
looked up to hiin as the spouse of this rare beauty and the
father of her forthcoming ehild.
Men loathed him for his snpbbery and his unwillingness to bring her forth. And tHe Zapochilan' women, consumed by envy, sought advice froin ~clerics and medicos, and
sent letters to the Capital, begging for hair dyes and
bleaches. None could survive :the ruthless comparisons
which men drew between them arid La Mujer de Oro. "Lord
of Lords!" the women prayed, ."rid us of this witch who
poisons the thoughts of men."
But Felipe wore his indelible smile, his charm and
buoyancy increasing with each passing month. He spoke
prophetically about many things, and good-naturedly resisted the bribes of those who 10nger-1r a sight of his
Juana.
'
Then autumn!
One night it seemed that the very wind carried word
that La Mujer de Oro had given birth to a boy. Felipe had
said he would name it Dorado, the synonym for gold. .'
'But did anybody see Felipe?
In the few weeks after the birth no' one saw him or the
child.. None save EI Padre, who was non-committal in such
matters.
Have you seen Felipe?
"N<?o-o-o-o! Felipe is-Have you' Seen his child? his
Dorado ?" All shook their heads.
One day Felipe came to the market.
"How is your son; Dorado?"
"Well, thank you--quite well," and went on his ,way.
But soon the truth travele1 around, first in furtive
whispers, then in sighs, and then ~midst jolts of .laughter.
That miraculous son of Feli~e's-haha haha-a! whom
he had named Dorado . . . had the same complexion as his
father ... Caramba! ... people will break their ribs for

.
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laughing ... no wonder Felipe avoids us now ... his goldenhaired bride has deceived him-or he ha-s deceived her!
haha hahaa-a-aa! No more songs • . . Felipe! where in,
the devil are your songs ? No more laughter! Haha J Felipe
has forgotten how to laugh ... no more boastin,g . . . Poor,
Felipe ... life is wretched without a boast ... hahahabaaa-aa-a! Ho ho! and no more gold. Bah! Felipe Bah!
'The rascals were delirious with joy over Felipe's predicament. They sent him a basketful of eggs dipped in
gold paint, and with a note saying, "Hatch these, dear
Felipe, and you will have better luck r"
Felipe avoided the jibes, as became a martyr. As for
Juana; little did she know of what went on in the village..
Felipe was laconic and uncommunicative. But did she
care? They loved each other, and she felt no hardship in
having to live practically alone on the rancho.
The little boy, rechristened Pablo, grew sturdy, and his
resemblance to Felipe was no longer doubtful.
"Do you mino his dark comRlexion?" .Felipe would ask
anxiously.
"No, darling, I do not mind. He is our child and I love
him, no matter what his hair or complexion."
But scarcely had' Pablo learned to walk than a second
child was on its way. And again Felipe was un~ble to con.
, ceal his hopes and joys.
"This time," he said to. his friends, "I am sure that
some holy saint will take a hand in the birth of lIlY son . '..
keep your peace, you fellows, and yOU shall see a child of
gold, the very image of its mother." .
.
But no one was convinced -of Felipe's alleged privilege
to 'invoke the power of a saint.
"How long, 0 Lord, how long must we wait for this
miracle, Felipe?" someone asked maliciously.
"It may come in the spring."
i
True, May witnessed the arrival of Juana's second child,
a girl, but also dar;){, with'the hair,eyes, andeomplexion of
Felipe.
o

,
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The laughter, this time pitiless, scornful laughter, pursued Felipe wherever he went.
~ Juana called her ,new daughter May, after the month of
her birth. The very sigpt of the animated infant revived
Felipe's forlorn spirit and made him share Juana's joy.
"This is your creation, Felipe," she said, caressing him
with her smile.
"I adore our b'eautiful daughter," he assured her, "but
tell 1J1e, Juana," a spark of hope flashing in his eye, "will
you ever bear a real child of gold?"
"Ah, Felipe, you have made me happy with these two
children'. . . but I shall try ever so hard to bear a child of
gold . . . with the aid of our Almighty . . . Do you think,
Felipe, I ought to visit a medico and ask his advice?"
'''No ... no, Juana, a medico cannot do what God cannot ~o."
J"And you thin~ that God will give what you ask?"
""God provides all . . . he will not deny us . . . only have
faith, Juana, and you shall conceive a child of gold."
By this time the story of Felipe and his forlorn hope
was a saga, passing from mouth to mouth, and bearing wide
repetition.
The pity of it! Just one disapPQ1intment marred Felipe's
marriage, and every child in Zapochila could tell you what
it was ...hope and prayer availed nothing ... EI Padre
chanted a Te deum laudamus for their harrowed' souls and
Felipe gave him a handsome sum for his trouble.
With the coming of a third child, Felipe's hopes revived,
but fate delivered a boy with the hair and complexion of his
father. The pain of sadness drew lines of Fel~pe's face.
"She is but one of a kind," the gossips whispered
about ... she cannot conceive children like herself ... who
bewitched poor Felipe into believing that she could? Who
knows whether this woman is not a mistress of the devil!"
"Children;---children!" lamented Felipe. "But no head
of gold."
I
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Were the saints reviling him? Aware of her failure to
fulfill his wish, Juana asked, "Am I to blame ?',
"You-you? My innocent! You are blrmeless . . .
without a fault ... it is merely the will of our lord that
these
I
children are after my own image ..." ,
"But you love them no less, Felipe .. ,. tell me, truly."
"I love them," he as~ured her in self-deceit.
But he was' haunted by a sense of shame, of disillusionment, and riqicule. .He bit his lip when his erstwhile
good friends extended pity, which he regarded as alms> fit
only for the poor. Behind his back, he knew they mocked
at his misfortune.
"
.
No one was s'urprised when the news spread that Felipe
had sold his rancho to a rich haciendado from Tabasco, and
then literally flown to the Capital with his family.'
The sudden t~ansplantation to the city upset him for a
time. He was no longer a lord of th~ ground he walked on,
and the scarcity of space irked him. ,
But one day he had a chance meeting on the street with
his boyhood friend, Manuel Gomez Cassana, the powerful
politico from Morelos. And it was through this happy encounter and Felipe's knowledge of agrarian conditions that
he won a post in the Interior Ministry. Jhe new work let
him forget his vexations, and he was able to settle in Tacubaya, near to the Capital.
Juana was happy, for she was once more with her family and friends, all of whom she had missed. -The children,
Pablo, Mayo, Fernandez, and Benito, were duly appraised,
and approved. They were plump, good-natured, and pre'possessing, youngsters, 'and easily won Jompliments and
presents from the relatives who swarmed to see them.
"Now," declared Felipe, "I am happy," for he was convinced that others were fond of his children.
~'Ah,"said Juana, "it was a wise decision to leave that
frightful place, Zapochila."
"Indeed! I ,~m glad," he replied. "Here we are befriended by peopl~ who count ... we are received by the best
I
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families of the Capital . . . it is our turn to laugh at those
swine...."
In his new mood of joviality, he bent his mind on forgetting the tragic disappointment he had suffered. In truth,
he no longer cherished a hope for a golden-haired poy.
Hence, when in the course of events, Juana was d~livered of
her fifth child, barely six months after their arrival in the
Capital, he had no fopebodings when he cried: "Any news?
· . . Ah, another boy! what! . . . a-:a blonde boy! fair and
blonde! fair and-my soul! A:--a golden boy!"
He hastened to Juana, exclaiming in his vibrant voice,
"God has answered!" and kneeled at her bedside, choking
back• the sobs in his throat.
It was for JOY that she touched his head and said soothing words that filled him with ecstacy.
"What shall we name him?" she said at length..
"Dorado! No other name is enough! ... at last we have
him, our D~rado! you have fooled them all, Juana! Thank
God! It was no curse-on us ... no curs~,on our son, Do!ado!
· . . Ha! I should like to show him to those scoundrels in
Zapochila! ... and let our golden-haired son see their shame
· .. Dorado! Think of it! He will look like you, Juana!"
As time wore on, Dorado fulfilled Felipe's ~xpectations.
His hair had the shade and luster of Juana's. His blue eyes
roved and met ms father's victorious smiles.'
Singly and in groups Juana's family arrived to behold
and to appraise what Felipe loved so desperately.
"Mercy!" cried Juana's Aunt Maria, whose tongue
wagged like a, mongrel's tail, "what will you do with a
blQnde? A White sheep born in our family!"
Felipe seethed within. He wanted to hurl this magpie through a window!
"It will be hard for your other children to bear, my
dear," she continued provokingly, "and hard fo;' people to
see-why, they will say, your children are so unalike ...
from the shade of gold to the. shade of eopper! M;y soul! if

I

\
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I had been told . . . Bless you! Juana, you mu~t dye ~his
child's hair..."
"Nonsense!" cried Felipe, unable to control himself any
. longer. "Dye this head of gold? Are you mad' ... ?"
"I would certainly dye this child's hair to keep people
.from ta,lking : .. "she went on c~ntemptuous of his temper.
"The most sca:p.dalous rumors fly about these days . . . take
care, Juana, I war.n you ... or tHis child will be the unhappiest wretch ..."
"Wretch!" snapped Felipe, resenting the insult. "You
-will you please go. Go-go! for God's sake, go!"
"You are very rude, Felipe ..• lam ol~er than you ..."
said Aunt Maria, confronting him with her old-maidish dignity. "A bit of counsel from one ex;perienced in such matters would ... "
Felipe left the room in a frenzy and sought the·outdoor
air where he freed his emotions.
Aunt Mariaw~s not the sort who would forget that
little incident. Neither Felipe or any other man, for that
matter, had ever bested her in a contest with verbiage. She
had time on her hands, a forceful will, and a practiced
,tongue. From cousins to tradesmen, from neighb,ors to
grandsires, she carried the story of Felipe's shameful behavior, his lack of respect, his stubborn nature, his ha~red of
his first four children; his hostility' toward his wife's relatives-and what's more, he had no earthly right to be the
father of a blonde son . . . will anybody believe that he,
Felipe! could be father to a blonde son? Will he try this
deception on people ~hen ... And think of the pOOl" child's
humiliation !' ..• and what of the other poor children, Pablo,
Mayo, Fernandez, and Benito! Ho~ they will starve for a
father's true affection! Will they be able to endure their
little blond.e brother Dorado, paJ1lpered and spoiled by a
doting father-at their expense! and finally: Our 'poor d~ar
Juana! Why did we ever allow her to marry this monster!"
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Felipe burst into fire when the h~ard repetitions of
Aunt Maria's sacrilegious gossip.'
"Now people are laughing at me, Juana, because of
what this terrible person, your Aunt Maria, spreads with
her poisonous tongue ••. 0 good Lord! tell me, has everybody gone mad? Tefl me, are we not all worthy of the same
treatment in your hands? . Are we not equal before your
eyes? Oh, Juana, will they ever let us alone? ... why aren't
they happy with our Dorado as we are?"
Indeed, he began to notice the sly glances with' which
he was pursued. And his children were pointed out as the
offspring of odd unmatched parents. Little Pablo, the first...
born, just turned seven, understood too well the meaning of
those jeers and taunts ... they pinched and made him feel
sore...
'Felipe recoiled and sought to escape the jests and jibes
... he stayed home, avoiding even relatives and :t:ri.ends . . .
He found his gr~atest source of comfort in Juana, whose
simple devotion and calm made him 'a willing slave to her
pleasure. Love and companionship and spiritual fervor came
through her . . .
Sometimes, as they sat in the silence of their home afterthe children h~ gone.
to ,
sleep, Felipe thought. he. heard
the
.
mockery. from without, and he would observe to Juana, busy
knitting for her children, but secretly alert to his thoughts
and words:
"How strange people are! Their sense of humor is
always in bad taste'! In Zapochila, they laughed because
you did not bear me a golden child, and here, in this great
Capital, where it seems most likely that people should have
sound minds and good sense-here a,midst our dear friends
and intimate family, we are scorned.because God has blessed
us with a golden child ... if I must say the truth, Juana,
which I hope will cause you no hurt ... verily, I believe they
are all fools-a pack of stupid, contemptible fools!" .

1
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Memories 'of New Mexico
By

.~

OTTO REU'I:'-INGER

Each white pattern line lies sharply on the red,
,
A light dusty .red of sandstone-·
:! .
The red of cliffs sprinkled with cedars
Keenly harsh in the sunlight.
If imagination would show beyond that red wool,
..
There would bE! the skyA blue sky, as pale and keenly colored as the cliffs,
Rimmed by great thunderheads that brush the tops of faraway mountains.
Close by would be the sand and soapweed.
Grayness, dull, red and green grayness coarsely scattered.
But there is only the gloss of wax beyond the rug"
And the broken grain of closely fi~ted woods.
There is no film' of red dust here.

.

.~

.~
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Icarus to His Wings
By

HOWARD SYLVESTER

See thou, 0 my wings, the pale horizon
Already glaring faintly with the fire .
Of coming day? Apollo greets the dawn.
His stallions surge at the sky, where clouds
Reflect the heavings of their flaming sides,
Where waits the fiery chariot that speeds
The blinding day across the heavens.
This moment is our last of envy. No more
Shall we vainly long what men have dreamed of:
The heritage of birds! To sweep in flight,
To feel th~ cooling rush of air, to dip,
Then swiftly turn-and earthward slowly drift
Two shining feathers. That dream is ours alone, .,
My wings, and we awaken. Today we fly, .
And like a gull who skims the crests of waves,
Or as a hawk whose spreading pinions cleave
The mists, our souls shall merge to greet Apollo's ,
Grace. And {hen the night, when darkness blending
Shadow into shadow, softens even
The harshest outlines of this coast, and' She,
Diana, speeds her gleaming shafts to tip
The waves with silver, we shall soar beyond
The stars. Our dream is ended. Come! Apollo
Lights the way. We two, my wings, are one ...

I
I
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Marie Hamilton Brown, 18- - 1935
ARIE HAMILTON BROWNE, artist and writer,known to t- .
readers of this magazine through two series of delightful and intimate sketches of the way of life in Isleta pueblo,
lost her courageously-wageq fight for health on the afternoon of July 15, 1935. At the moment of her death, she
was in Mountain Lakes, New Jersey, where she had been
from the time she ie:t:t New Mexico in December, 1934, alter
• a stay in the Southwest of four years. Whether one knew
Marie Brown personally or only through the quick apprehension of' her pen, he glimpsed a soul sensitive to the sign~ficance and color. of life experienced eilher in the world of
sopl1istication or the world of primitiveJsimplicity.
Marie Brown was bern in Australia, a birthplace that
never failed to claim her in faint traces it left in her vocabulary and sbeech. She lived in China, where, she met J. Hamilton Bro~n, an American, and became his. wife. With
him she ~ame to the United States where her home was
. made in Nfew York u~til she came to New Mexico. Here, in
Albuquerque, Taos, and, Isleta, she made herself a part of
the artistic and literary life to which her individual genius
was such an asset. It is a half melancholy and half-grateful
world in the Southwest that knows so often happy spirits of
unflagging courage who bring the best things of themselves
and leave them within a fated span which no combination
of science, will, or other
circumstance,
manages' to control.
,
,
T. M. PEARCE.

M
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Book Reviews
Wranglin' the Past--Frank M.
geles, 1936-$5.00.

Ki~g-Haynes

Corporation, Los An-

Frank M. King, cowpuncher, bronc' stomper, and erstwhile newspaper man by a unique route, and forme~ editor
of HooffJ and Horns Magazine, Tucson, Arizona, is an old
"ranny" who can "sho" 'wrangle interesting words, intriging situations and exciting episodes of the real West, in his
collection of vivid reminiscences so appropriately titled
Wranglin' the Past. Mr. King demonstrates that the three
r's in which he specialized were ridin', ropin', ranglin', as
well as readin', 'ritin', and 'rithmetic, and he certainly
picked out an original method to learn the writing game.
This first edition of his interesting book is privately published by the author
.. for his friends, autographed, and dedicated to his good father and mother; his good wife, Sophia;
and for fear some fool might feel slighted, to all the fine men
and women of the Western Cattle Range Country.
In Frank King's inimitable style and manner he sets
down in this remarkable autobiography most· of the varied
experiences he had as a cowboy on the Southwestern cattle
ranges during the Big Time Cow Works before and after
barbed wire fence days. He writes simply and modestly
.of some very sensational events, (in many of which he was a
participant) connected ,with pioneer days in California,
Texas, Indian Territory, Arizona, and New Mexico, and
makes all these sound as if they happened merely as a part
of the day's work.
Mr. King writes very knowingly of some of the famous,
or rather in-famous gun-fihooters of early days in the colorful West, who filed notches on their guns-but he never t:r:ies
to glorify these outlaws for he says, "'I've seen some of 'em
shoot men down without reason, and go file a notch on their
gun, yet I noticed mighty few of these fellers ever gave the
[208 ]
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men they killed a Chinaman's chance. There w~re a few
exceptions, but not many."
King's father left Delonega, Georgia, in 1849, where
his grandfather, Samuel King, had served as ,a sheriff for
many years. The, grandfather stopped in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on his way out and took contracts to deliver beans,
corn, and hay to government fort-s. The King-Carljsle fight,
said to have been the most sensational personal gun contest
ever experienced in Los Angeles up to that time, 1873, really
caused a change in the course of the author's own life and
wound him up as a cowboy on the North plains of Texas
instead of letting him grow up to become one of the numerous "real estate subdividers or one who rides herd on one of
~hem orange groves in California.'~
The unusual book, Wranglin' the Past, contains individual word pictures of Jesse Chisholm, part Cherokee Indian who spoke fourteen different Indian diaiects; established the Chisholm Cowtrail out of Texas and became mediator between the U. S. Government and wild tribes of Texas
and the Indian Territory; his cousin, John S. Chisum, Cattle
King of Lincoln- County, New Mexico; Billy th~ Kid, whose
famous gray pony, "Torro," was given to Frank King as one
of his string of hosses to use o~ tHe old Flying H cattle ranch
near Lincoln in 1884; realistic historic data concerning
Behan. and EarpS'; the truth about John Ringo; the Tonto
Basin War; the Lincoln County War; Joe T. McKinney,
under sheriff of .A:pache County, Arizona; a colorful account
of the Pleasant Valley War, :concerning the Grahams,
Blevins and the Tew~sburies; and' the' Gabriel Phy Battle
is realistically handled also.
Wranglin' the Past will delight and fnstruct its horde
of enthusiastic reaoers with its expressive range terms and
original cowboy lingo. Perhaps, as the author, l\1:r. King,
. modestly says, he hasn't written 'any literary gems,claiming
always to have been a better cowpuncher and bronc' stomper
than a writer, but he has written an exact chronicle or slice'
of life as it really was and is out here in the reaLwest. '

«
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His record of his interesting experiences or reminiscences in Wranglin' the Past are weIr done. And that reminds me of his inimitable cowboy joke about the, old cowhand who went into a restaurant at ,EI Paso, Texas, and
ordered a steak, welldorte. The little waitress brought it
out rather lightly cooked. He asked her to take it back, and
have it cooked well done. She says, "'Tis done." The old
boy yells, "Done, hell! I've seen cows hurt worse'n that git
well !"
I repeat, his original western book is not half-baked,
medium or mediocre-it is well done! A rare literary feat
which should cause its gifted author to reap his just reward
"
with a best seller.
CLAY VADEN.

Quemado, New Mexico.
The Spanish Colonial Ornament, and the motifs depicted in the textiles
of the"period of the American Southwest-'Compiled and arranged
by Nellie Dunton-H. C. Perleberg, publisher, Philadelphia, 1935
-$16.50.

.

The Spanish Colonial Ornament, etc., is a book of precious embroidery designs, copied from old textiles, most of
which are in the possession of Spanish families or of curio
dealers who have bought these treasures from some needy
persons who had to part with them for economic reaSQns.
The book is illustrated with forty" plates, twenty of which
are in the original colors. In the introduction Mrs. Dun:'
ton explains the different kinds of stitches used in these
beautiful colchas and sabanillas, as well as the dyes used for
the soft colors, rose, mahqgany, brown, yellow. She al~o
tells the origin of the designs, many of which were from old
Moorish patterns, or from old Spanish brocades. Many
were of the most primitive origin, the seamstress apparently
invent~ng the design as she went along. A number of the
colchas were embroidered in animal designs, such as deer
and biI'ds like those on Indian pottery. Many designs look
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, as though they had been copied roughly from Spanish lace,
with rose centers and 'many leaves and trailing vines. Mrs.
Dunton says that none: of these colchas were made later than
1850 but that later ones were copied from thE! old, and the
difference between them is quite evident on account of the
soft faded colors ~f the old, which cannot be duplicated in
bought woolens. These designs have been transcribed most
lovingly by Mrs. Dunton, and her book should be a delight
to anyone interested in embroidered decorations,
, '
M. R.. VAN STONE.
Santa Fe.
Guest Book-Witter Bynner-.Alfred A. Knopf, 1935-$1.50•

. From the gossip emanating aJ;>out Witter Bynner's
Gue,t Book, its br.eachof the laws of hospitality, its rending
of tJte hair and garments of guests, one reader looked f01"
verf{e of town and topic sharpened cleverly to puncture and
deflate. He found little to be so briefly dismissed~ There
are seventy signatures on the register of the book-Ariel,
Benedick, Blue Book" Bluestocking, Borrower, Bravado,
.Bridegroom, Choir-Bo~, Club-Woman, Communist, Cook,
Debutante, Dowager, Editor, Expatriates, etc. And each is
a portrait so skilfully drawn that it personalizes types, tempers, virtues, vices, humors, fancies, family trees. Mr.
Bynner's home has been a stage where men and women have
made their exits and entrances acting their seven' ages and
Jacques has had a special humor of his own "compounded
of many simples, extracted from many objects; and indeed
the sundry contemplation of my travels ..."
. Writing i~ a t;adi~ion of nqtable names in ancient and
modern. tongues, Bynner has written epigrams to register
in the loig roll of the best satirists-Meleager; Callimachus,
Ovid, Catullus, Mfl,Rial, Ben Jonson, Donne, He~rick.
, Though in sonnet form, the vocahulary and rhythm are
tersely fashioned, and the mellow sonnet quality'is replaced
by a sharp tang, intellectual and lyric. The word-pictuz:ed
,

,
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beauty which Bynner is always able to shape is here.
"Greenwich VilIager" are the opening lines:

~;

:
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The last cloud after sunset,. touching through
Some shadowed room a vase of ivory
Was life and everything that life could be
Touching her cheek, her youth, her destiny.
"Ariel" must rank with Robinson's "Richard Cory" as
a similar compound of the bloodless beauty that wears a
pallor of death. "Benedick" is the everlasting humor in the
unsoJved role of bachelorhood; "Communist," "Editor," and
"Liberal" are inconsistencies in individual political and
social masks. "New Englander,'" like severar others a
longer than sonnet poem, is in a vein which Bynner's poetry
has consistently followed-the shattering of conventional
manacle& to sincere living. The barbs are there for the
front of pretense and hypocrisy; sYm.pathy for the guests
"in the ~hadow of this world"
... whom none can charge
With being derelict to human uses
..
is in the Guest Book as fully measured as the balancing of
man's self-less and his self-ish impulses allows.
T. M. PEARCE.
Albuquerque.
The Endless Furrow-A. G.

II
I
I

I 'f
I

I.

In

Str~et-E.

P. Dutton & Co.,

193~$2.50.

A story of the struggle of an English "middle-class boy
to rise above his station, and of his long devotion to a dream
-a piece of English land, The difficulties of James Horton, '.
son of the keeper of a public-house, in fighting against poverty and prejudice in order to become a farmer-and
there,
by a gentleman-'may seem strange to some American
readers, but are no doubt true enough, even in some areas of
our own South.
Descended from an old family of yoeman farmers who
had "come down in the world," young James is early i.n-
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stilled with the idea of restoring the family to its former
honorable place by an indomitable old. grandmother. "Git'
,land, Jimmy boy, an' t~eat it well, an' 't 'ull treat thee well.
Land's real. Land do bide put, not like these pesky shares
as yer father's always a-muddlin' in. English land 'cain't
goo back on a man." _
'
But first James must have money. He goes into trade,
mastering all the "art and mystery" of being a grocer and a
baker. He becomes a successful merchant, and marries the
girl of his choice. But, he does not forget his .dream: ~"To
, . own land, farm it, tg rule the ~eri and animals who live on
I- it, that was a worth-while life for a man, a life which would
enable him to be beholden to nobody."
Energy, courage,. hard w(i)rk: a stubb n will finally
make James Horten' grocer and baker, a armer at forty,
and in time an own1 @f the la~d. All things are his, and
"there isa son who will carryon the name and work. Then
comes the war. His wife and son gone, he is left, a crippled
old man, alone with his land to learn that" he is no longer
its master, but its servant-one who "farms for love, and
that's the only way to do it." "He was obeying the call of
a piece of England's land, as countless men have done all
down' the ages, and will continue to do in the future no matter what changes may take place in the world."
The· story lacks perhaps,. the artistic detachment and
rea,lity of a Ruth 'SUCkow' story of farm life, or the somber
haunting rhythms of Josephine Johnson's "Now in November." The author has' gathered. his materials carefully, but
the backbone of 'his theme sometimes protrudes through the
flesh of his characters. It is, however, a worth-while tale
that growS' in interest.
.
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JEWELL BOTHWELL TULI;.

Albuquerque.
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Horizontal Yellow-Spud Johnson-Limited Edition. Writers Editions, Santa Fe, New Mexic~(Printed by The Ryd~l Press.)

The value of so-called "local color" comes only when
the prose or poetry is such ai day-by-day, integral part of
the writer that he interprets.it as real and vital, not as a
quaint museum piece to' be explained by a travelogue le'cturer. This reality is present in Spud Johnson's first collection of poetry, Horizontal ~ellow.
'.
The roots of the poetry are in this West which the
Navajo calls "Land of Horizontal Yellow," and the poet
looks at the Indian with the eyes of a white man but a fine
understanding of Indian tradition. Once, when an Indian
dance is over, he comes upon one of them standing alone,
who
.
". . . was a part of the silent night,
As darkly stili; I could not see
His eyes flash any glint of light.
I passed him as I would a tree."
Although several windows of Mr. Johnson's house look
upon the Sacred Mountain of Taos, the Indian poetry is not
confined to the Taos group, since there are the Sixth Song
of the Holy Young Men, from the Navajo, and Morning of
the First Spring, from the Zuni Creation Myths. ,No one
can be impervious to the Indian drums: some find them unnerving; some find them stimulating. This writer finds
them a "living heart-beat" and again responds

I:
i'

"to rhythms as old as earth
And as fresh as new leaves"

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

and has a quick mental picture of the Indians' past, when
Patricio strolls into the patio one day, sits on a factorymade chair, and with a shin~ in }fis eyes, thumps the new
black drum.
Pictures of mountains, aspens and pines, "grey-lace
cottonwoods of filigree tangling the clouds," the landsc~pe
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of all things yellow, scents of alfalfa, wild plum, and ~age,
sound of the wind at night" give certain pages a senspous
appeal which is usually more lyrical than vigorous. But the
poems are not all landscapes 'and portraits: a breath of
- something removed from the p~tio comes in the line~ for
the Chinese poets, Li T~ai-po and Tn- Fu, and in 'the scatt¥red
thoughts of the sea. ' Then ther.e are many introspectivle in
character which lean more toward keen poignancy than aadness. A sweep of loneI!iness follows a song. Things serious
pervade the entire book. Solitude enters often: siIen~e
"invisible wings of twilight-breathing moths."
Although I have said that the style is lyrical rather than
vigorous, the lyricism' is masculine, and there is not~ing
weak or painfully idyllic about it. The mechanics are! unimportant, for the )look is rhythm of thought. and living, ~s
essentially simple and direct as the Song of Going 'to f'~tch
I

· Water:
tj'

.

"

.
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-

"Over the grey bridge
Down by the 'cottonwood,
Over the blue stream
\!
Down where the willows, ~row,
Over the yellow path
Down to the deepest poolGoing to fetch the water.
Up from the deepest pool
Over the yellow path,
Up from the yellow hedge
Over the' blue stream,
Up by the cottonwood
. Over the grey bridgeBringing home the water."
~

DORRIS FISH.

Taos.
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Texag Legacy: Anthology of Texas Poetty-Compiled by Lois BoyleThe Naylor Company, San Antonio, Texas, 1935-$2.00.

One difficulty about an anthology both to the compiler
and the reader is the scattering-and shattering~ffect"of
many points of view with nothing more central to hold to
than landscape and love, bo~h of which latteras is widely
appreciated can cover a multitude of disparities. Mrs. Boyle
has used her material with real wisdom, it seems to me; and
she can hardly deny that in the three unusualt poems about
women cotton-pickers she found ready for use ~ motif which
unifies the mU'sic of the whole. The Rev. W. E. Bard's Heritage, Leola Christie Barnes' A Cotton Picker, and Mona
Meier Nelson's White Trash are indeed striking poems~ I
am not Qne of those blithe spirits who feel that poetry should
be a retreat from emotion, and the drive that these three
poems make on the calloused heart of a contemparary map.
like myself has been causing me thought. Good in themselves because deeply felt, they are strengthened by s:uch
other poems as The Pioneer Women of Byrd Friend, and the
references to incidents in the history of Texas, for example
the Diezmo of Virginia Lee McConnell.
'
Man is always and always to be a pioneer; once the new
land conquered and his particular brand of "civilisatio~" installed, he faces the necessity of another and more hazardous
conquest, that of himself. Goldie Cap~rs Smith says it well
in A Pilot to a Hunter:
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Comrades, we share the miracle of flight,
Adventuring to Heaven's outer bars;
Brother to comets, kindred of stars,
We trace a path of life upon ~he night.
I cannot wound a throbbing, flying thing,
-1 know the terror of a broken wing.
The thought that floats out of the anthology to this reviewer
is simply that we could do worse than start mending broken
wings, or ~en hearts, or even a bro~en funny-bone.' The

I
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poems on weather and landscape and flowers are a tOOd
background; and I think of Mrs. Boyle's Texas Legacy las a
huge bouquet of those marvellous colored daisies and ,coreopsis which color the prairies about Dallas and Forth "WIorth
in early June, and in the middle of this bouquet are the1fttree
poems on the cotton piCkers,like white lilies of death.
is
a thing to recall, too, that a fortnight or so ~efore her ~eath
. Eleanora Duse stopped her private car a few miles Ol!lt of
Dallas and strolled among the Texas wildflowers, hapdy as
a child, doubtl.ess leaving them something of her own Iperfume.·
''
..,.,..
I
Almost anyone would do well to buy Texas LeDac~ and
consider what it signifieljl.·
I
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HANIEL LONG1

Santa Fe.
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